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PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY! This warning is
given in earnest. It is not like other gimmicks meant
to sell a book. You now stand at the opening of a

portal that will lead to personal power! If you decide to
undertake what is written herein, you begin an incredible
journey that can lead you to material fulfillment and magi
cal power. It is a book that describes the evocation of long
forgotten spirits; beings who have as much objective real
ity as you do. But it contains much more than that. It will
enable you to design your own occult system of personal
development which is the only kind that can truly work
for the individual. You are warned that by following these
instructions you will produce the magical phenomena de
scribed, and can most certainly succeed in obtaining your
heart's desire. In short, you, dear reader, may very well
have your wishes fulfilled. But there is an old admonition
concerning wishes which you will do well to heed as you
read and work from this strange text: "Be careful what you
wish for, because you just may get it!" Mark this charge
well!
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Introduction

D r. JosePh. c. Lisiewski first met with Dr. Francis
Israel Regardie during the week of October 8-13,
1973. Joe flew from his home in Selinsgrove, PA to

Studio City, CA to meet the world famous Occultist; this,
the result of a two-year correspondence that had passed
between them. They spent those days at Regardie's home
at 7332 Coldwater Canyon Avenue. Among the many
subjects discussed, Francis had confided in Joe (and in my
self) that in all of his years in the occult, he never knew of
anyone who had attempted the Abramelin Operation as it
is given in the Book of the Sacred Magic of Abramelin the
Mage. Regardie went on to say that those who did attempt
the operation always modified it in one way or another,
causing him to be extremely suspicious of their "results."
This idea of altering the magical operation left a marked
impression on Joe, who told me years later that it was this
one statement of Regardie's which later formed the basis of
his belief-and later experimental verification-that sys
tems of magic must never be altered or mixed. Put quite
simply, this is the basis of this wonderful book: full and
completely unaltered Magic.

Although Joe and I began corresponding in April 1985,
a month after Regardie's death, our first face-to-face meet
ing did not occur until April of 1986, approximately 13
months after Francis' demise. He flew to Phoenix from the
East coast. I picked him up, took him to my home in
Sedona, AZ, and our intense magical times began.

During our early correspondence, Joe stated to me that
he was one of Regardie's students as well as his alchemical
consultant. While I normally would have been cautious of
such claims from most people-even likely to reject them
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12 Joseph C. Lisiewski, Ph.D. Ceremonial Magic 13

outright)-I knew of Joe through Francis before he knew of
me, as Regardie had talked to me about him a number of
times. Indeed, I was present at Dr. Regardie's home during
several of their marathon telephone discussions.

Privately, Francis told me that Joe was one of the few
students of the occult who he respected. He "knows his
stuff!" he said, " ... particularly in the areas of alchemy and
evocation." He also confided in me that Joseph Lisiewski
had attended Frater Albertus' school of alchemy, and was
one of the few students Frater Albertus respected greatly.
In fact, Joe had completed the entire seven year cycle of
alchemical instruction in six years (1975-1980).

Thus, Joe became part of the inner alchemical circle
which included some of the Dallas people (such as Hans
Nitzel), along with Dr. Regardie, and of course, Frater
Albertus himself. All of them communicated regularly
with each other, sharing the results of their secret alchemi
cal experiments.

As you may know, Dr. Regardie became a strong
supporter for physical alchemy. That is, he simply didn't
see it as Jung and others saw it-as a form of archetypal
psychology-even though Regardie's earlier book on
alchemy did originally support that view. Time and direct
experience changed Regardie's stand on the matter. Like
Joe, Francis also had his own alchemical laboratory, in
which he carried out a number of both basic and advanced
alchemical works. In fact, as Regardie personally told me
and a few others, it was actually an alchemical experiment
that put him into the hospital, and was the causative factor
behind his emphysema. Joe later criticized Regardie to his
face for doing this dangerous experiment in closed quar
ters without proper ventilation.

Beyond this, Regardie later confided to Joe what actu
ally happened as a result of that experiment. This is what
Joe told me, as Regardie explained it to him:

Francis'lung condition was not due to his years of smok
ing, as he first told me and everyone else. The fact of the
matter is, he quit cigarette smoking in his 40's, and took
up a pipe throughout his 50's, which he then gave up.

As time passed, and we became closer in our alchemi
cal and magical work, he finally explained that his lung
condition-and the need for an oxygen tank-was not
due to his years of smoking. He told this to people as a
dodge: he didn't want to have to explain the real reason.
He further told me that he did not have emphysema at
all. Instead, his lung condition was caused by an alchem
ical experiment gone bad. Specifically, he was calcining
Antimony Trisulfide ore. This ore, coming directly from
a mine, contains naturally-occurring arsenic compounds
that must be removed through a special calcination pro
cess. He did this same experiment many times before in
his small shed; but this time, instead of leaving during
the lengthy purification process and only checking on it
intermittently, he remained inside. The arsenic vapors
caused him to nearly pass out. He was unable to breathe
as well. He made his way the few feet back to his house,
and called for medical attention.

In the hospital, his lungs were determined as having
been "burned" badly by "some caustic agent," as he ex
plained to me. The condition deteriorated as he got
older. Not only was he adamant about not explaining
this to others but, for some reason I could never fathom,
he would not publicly admit to his involvement in phys
icallaboratory alchemy either. Hence he made up the
story of having emphysema as a result of smoking.

Returning to Jung's work and physical reality: While
Regardie respected [ung's work, insights, and metaphori
cal model, in the end he abandoned Jung's methodology as
being extremely flawed, and chose Reich's psychotherapy
methods instead. Here, again, we see Regardie accepting
the physical over the metaphysical-a.nd this is one reason
he admired Joe. For not only was Joe performing magical
evocation and doing real alchemical experiments, he was
also being educated as a physicist at university while yet
carrying on his own scientific work: applying what he
learned to his own ideas in physics.

Both Dr. Regardie and Dr. Lisiewski did agree on the
fundamental issues underlying the practice of magic. One
point that was extremely important to both was that there
is no such thing as "Magick Without Tears." To them,
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given over to the pomp and pageantry that underlies
Golden Dawn initiations. Francis was. It is important to
remember, however, that both Regardie and Joe agreed
completely that the old grimoires were the key to func
tional, practical, and verifiable magic.

Regardie would always tell me how beautiful he found
the rituals of the Golden Dawn, both the initiations and the
religious-type rituals such as Corpus Christi. (Joe couldn't
have cared less. His position was, and is, intensely practi
cal, always looking for the underlying principles-just as a
physicist should!) However, when it came to practical
magic and the accomplishment of a given end, Regardie
always fell back on the older, more complete systems as
represented by the older Grimoires.

There existed yet another basic disagreement between
Regardie and Joe, and that was the nature of the beings
evoked to physical manifestation through the act of evoca
tion. Regardie felt the nature of the demon being evoked to
manifestation was psychological, thus favoring Crowley's
view as given in the Goetia. He also preferred the use of the
full Qabalistic theory in an evocation, once again, as
Crowley gave in the Goetia. For example: that the number
of candles, the color of the candles, etc., must correspond
to the planet the demon is under. Joe, however, never
favored this, arguing that the Old System-the grimoires
themselves-very rarely call for any such significance. In
fact, Joe argued that the Grimores have their own require
ments, and very few of them are Qabalistically-based. An
example of this can be found once again in the same Goetia
concerning the times for evoking a demon of a given rank.
In this scheme, Qabalistic Planetary Hours are not used.
Instead, a different set of times for evoking a being of a
given rank are presented. In both my opinion and Joe's,
Francis' stance here again was a reflection of his dedication
to Crowley.

At other times, however, Regardie told Joe and me that
he was actually uncertain as to the nature of the evoked
beings; and yet still there were other times when he felt
they were objective beings. Put simply, Joe did-and still
views the beings manifested through evocation as being

Joseph C. Lisiewski, Ph.D.

~agic is serious business; and considering how difficult it
IS to perform a genuine ritual, and how exact results of
even serious ritual and ceremonial work are in large mea
sure unpredictable, both Regardie and-joe felt that what
most people called. a ':magi~~l ritual" is, in fact, nothing
more than an exercise m futility and ego gratification. Joe,
Regar~,ie, a~d} would <:>ften smile at what most people
called Magic, and that mc1uded Crowley's Gnostic Mass
and adorations. In our view, these performances are not
true magic but: r~ther, mysticism interlaced with religion,
and placed within a framework meant to elicit a scan
dalous reaction from the general public. Regardie, Joe, and
I felt-an~ J~e .and I still do.-that this is particularly true
of those individuals who Identify themselves with the
New Aeon-where magic is nothing more than a watered
down form of Christianity. In fact, neither Crowley nor the
so-called "New Aeon" provide much credence for hard
core Magic. Dr. Regardie would often say to me that the
New Aeo~ and the New Age were co-extensive, and
referred to It as "Cosmic Foo Foo."

This view did not make Dr. Regardie popular with
many ?f the Wicca people nor with the OTO, which
Regardie supported, nonetheless, out of his commitment to
his.m~mory of his Guru, Crowley. In fact, to this day,
while .It was Regar~iewho helped bring Crowley and his
work mto the public eye, most high-ranking members of
the OTO despise Regardie for 'having psychologized
Crowley, ~s ~e did in his biograp~y, The Eye in the Triangle.

WhIle It IS true that Joe practiced Golden Dawn Magic
for many years under Regardie's direct tutelage, and was
both a member and officer of Crowley's A:.A:., he found
?oth systems of magic to be utterly lacking in accomplish
mg what he wanted: reliable results. This is where Dr.
Reg~rdie and Joe disagreed, as Regardie was highly sup
portive of the Golden Dawn. Yet their disagreement only
strengthened their friendship. It did not end it, as the his
tory of Magic has shown is almost always the case.

My view is that whatever disagreement there was
between them was due to a confusion between initiation
ritual and the techniques of practical magic. Joe is not

Ceremonial Magic 15
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purely objective in nature, and refutes their psychological
basis completely.

Regarding alchemy, Joe explained to me that Francis
was responsible for getting him into the in-residence,
seven-year cycle of alchemical instruction at the Paracelsus
Research Society. A.s Joe explained,

It was in October 1974 that Regardie and I discussed the
issue of alchemy, and my interest in it. I told him of the
basic experiments in alchemy that I had already con
ducted at that time-which came from Rosicrucian
Order AMORC instructions. Francis insisted that as I
was a physicist in the making, it was vital that alchemy
be brought under the aegis of the Hard Sciences, and
strongly lamented the fact that he had not gone this
route himself (he was very interested in chemistry, and I
sense he would have liked to have become a chemist in
stead of pursuing the career he chose.) As a result, he in
formed me of Frater Albertus and PRS, and asked me if I
would be willing to enter the seven-year cycle of instruc
tion. I immediately agreed. Regardie then contacted his
very good friend Frater Albertus, and made the arrange
ments for me to begin with the Prima Class (first year
class) in February 1975. I completed the seven-year cycle
in October 1980 after 6 years, having taken two, two
week classes back-to-hack in 1978 (the Quarta and
Qunita classes.)

There is much, much more that I can say and reveal, as
Joe was-and is-part and parcel of the modern history of
magic. At the time of this writing, he is 55 years old; and
like myself, has been involved with serious magic for well
over forty years now. However, as I have stated, he is
absolutely unlike most practitioners. He is for real. He
knows his material, and practices what he writes in this,
the first of his many books to come from his publisher
New Falcon Publications. I will now pass the ball to my
associate S. Jason Black.

- Christopher S. Hyatt, Ph.D.,
June 2004

If There Are Spirits In YourHead,
I Have A BridgeIn Brooklyn ForSale, Cheap

"Any sufficiently advanced technology
is indistinguishable from magic."

- Arthur C. Clarke

One of the most recurrently frustrating features of my
involvement in esoteric groups for the past thirty years is
the irritating, and seemingly inevitable, tendency of people
to simplify esoteric practice to the point of eviscerating it.

In largely Protestant America, even Christianity-a
religion already simple well past the boundary of stupid
ity-has been reduced from the elegant ceremony of
Catholicism and the Episcopal church, to congregations
which merely sit in pews to be yammered at or, at most,
driven into (often fake) hysterical fits in a Pentacostalist
hall.

In a culture already used to lazy superstitious religious
traditions, and almost completely alienated from ancient
esoteric practice, it is no surprise that even the most seri
ous occult streams have suffered from this tendency.

Since I began by studying alone in the Midwest, find
ing classic sources only with great difficulty, I was
shielded from the moralizing and "blandizing" that was
already taking place in movements like Wicca by the late
1970's.

One of my first encounters with this phenomena came
early in my involvement with an occult order after my
move to Southern California in 1978.A man was in conver
sation with another about the Gaetia (the Lesser Key of Solo
mon) and I overheard him explaining that "the magic circle
can be anything you want it to be. Pretend you've laid out
the circle while putting on your belt if you want to."

And this was in a Crowley group, at that time, about as
hard-edged as you could get short of one of the Satanist
orders. This same group, however, for some considerable
time, met twice a week to experiment with John Dee's
Enochian system, so there was still serious practice occur-
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ring for years to come. This, unfortunately eroded over
time. Much of this deterioration can be laid at the door of
Alei~ter C~owley himself. In 1903, when "editing" the
Goeiia, which he would eventually publish (it has been
suggested he stole it from MacGregor Mathers), he wrote
in the introduction: "The spirits of the Goetia are portions
of the human brain."

This single remark has mislead thousands of sincere
seekers, and created an excuse for even more thousands of
dilettantes. Never in his life did Crowley have any real
familiarity with psychology (this is demonstrated by his
fear of hypnosis), and he himself cites numerous occasions
in his biographical writings when he has experienced
pI:y~icalphenomena in connection with the conjuration of
spirits.

He also says, in the same introduction: "Our Ceremo
nial Magic fines down, then, to a series of minute, though
of course empirical, physiological experiments, and who so
will carry them through intelligently need not fear the
result."

The only true thing in this remarkable bladder of hot
air is the word "empirical." As far as the practitioner not
needing to fear the result, nothing could be further from the
truth. Fundamentalist churches are full of converts who
were told spirits are psychological, and found out other
wise. I've been acquainted with many.

In nearly thirty years of active practice, I have wit
nessed poltergeist phenomena, apparitions (usually in
broad daylight), and successful death spells as the result of
ceremonial evocation. The result of mishandling or inepti
tude can be disastrous so far beyond belief, that only other
people who have had the experience are likely to believe
your story should it happen to you.

As a particularly mild example, many years ago, I par
ticipated in Aleister Crowley's Rite of Jupiter, one of his
series of "Rites of Eleusis." I was one of the three major
male characters in the drama (though I no longer remem
ber which one) and along with some others, I placed a
Jupiter talisman under whatever passed for the central
altar. Well, all in all, it must have been one of the most

half-assed evocations ever done. Within 90 days, all three
of us had lost our jobs.

One very important thing about Dr. Lisiewski's book,
Ceremonial Magic, that one rarely finds in occult books
(other than books about ghosts) is the author's emphasis
on material manifestation of the spirit.

In the surviving grimoires that have been published,
which are by and large, merely outlines of ceremony, not
philosophy or, indeed, teaching, the manifestation of the
spirit is a given, and not elaborated on. Since Crowley's
"brilliant" remark, recent-generation "magicians" have
spent.their time pondering what the writers "really" meant
by this, In a talk I gave awhile back, a girl asked me if I
thought the instructions of the old books were "really
blinds"; my response was: "For what purpose? And have
you tried following the instructions?" The first question
she couldn't answer, the second, of course, was "No." Dr.
Lisiewski, being a physicist, and trained in scientific
method, as well as being the personal student of two of the
greatest occultists of the twentieth century, and not being a
lazy man, made no such assumptions. He followed the
instructions, and got the results indicated by tradition, as
did I, as I will show later. Incidentally, Dr. Lisiewski is not
the only physicist that I know of involved in the practice of
ceremonial magic. There is little in the traditions of magic
that contradicts modem physics.

This flit's all psychology" thing has not been such a
problem until now, as earlier writers, such as Dion
Fortune, were familiar with the published work on psychic
research, as well as traditional spiritualism. Ironically,
Fortune really was also a mental health care professional,
but had no problem whatsoever in the literal existence of
spirits. One of my abiding gripes from day one of my
association with occult groups, is that, aside from, say, the
Edgar Cayce people, their ignorance of 130 years of scien
tific research into the paranormal is as vast as the Arabian
desert so, as with the Bible, any opinion is of equal worth.
And speaking of the Bible, the major desire of the current
crop of "magicians" is religion. They twist the definitions
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of magic in any direction required to accommodate this
need, while still referring to themselves as magicians. The
ultimately ridiculous example of this has occurred in the
Crowley groups where a church service~the "Gnostic
Mass"~is now referred to as a "magical ritual." Well,
Crowley always wanted to be a Bishop.

So perhaps now is the time for a basic definition. Magic
is the manipulation of hidden forces or intelligences to
produce a desired result. A church service produces no
results except for, at best, hypnosis, and more usually,
boredom. My morning tarot reading is more magic than
twenty years of this kind of nonsense. It is expected to
forecast the immediate future, and before the day is over, I
will know if it worked.

The tarot example aside, magic is frequently hard
work. While there are enough lazy people in the occult
who want to avoid this outright, still, over the years, I have
known many involved in the sort of thing I have just criti
cized who were adept at both the martial arts and some of
the more demanding forms of yoga; and indeed, the Rites
of Eleusis that I mentioned above can take days of physical
preparation. Yet, most of these same people wouldn't lift a
finger to draw a magic circle, while still wanting to be
called magicians. One wonders what the problem is.

I think the answer is twofold. To begin with, people
become deeply and emotionally attached to dogmas that
give them personal status. If a person is inducted into a
group or tradition that says spirit evocation is creative
visualization, they can practice in that vein, and call them
selves "initiated magicians." If presented with the data
that such is not the case, but "spirits" literally exist, then
they are just another failure.

Once, some years ago, just after New Falcon published
either Pacts With the Devil or Aleister Crowley's Illustrated
Goetia, I had the chance to overhear a conversation about
the book (which one, I don't remember, and it isn't impor
tant) where an obviously Protestant Christian man was
reading an account of drawing a magic circle, and calling
up a spirit. In an almost panicked voice he kept repeating,
"I'd never do that! I'd never do that!" As the conversation

progressed, it became clear that the man's religious orien
tation was not the only factor in his reaction. It was also
the notion of direct, individual contact with the supernatu
ral. If confronted, the man might even have claimed not to
believe in it, but the tone of his voice said otherwise. I sus
pect that most "nee-pagans" of one kind or another, hav
ing been raised in white, Protestant environments, have
the same deep-down reaction. They are willing to do any
thing, so long as it doesn't work. The reasons for justifying
such inaction are also ingenious-.Many are the initiates
that I have met over the years who do no practice-s-and are
damned proud of it.

The main solution to this problem is disciplined anti
nomianism, which is more difficult than it sounds, and has
little place in a book on the evocation of spirits, except for
the fact that the successful practice of this Art requires the
acceptance on a gut level of the falsity of the accepted real
ity that our culture teaches us-e-which is no easy thing. So
difficult is it, that persons who start as sincere students of
magic art often feel compelled to adapt that art to middle
class suburban views of the universe...

Floating Lights and Exploding Toilets

One of my earliest experiences in evocation occurred
around 1979. I had moved to Southern California from the
Midwest, and was living alone, so I could experiment fully
for the first time without fear of interruption.

I constructed a circle (from a design in Francis Barrett's
The Magus) from a painter's drop cloth that could be folded
up and put away when not in use. I had decided on a
ritual from one of the Grimoires (it was either The Key of
Solomon,or Goetia, I no longer remember which) and began
to do a full evocation around five nights a week. What I do
remember is that it was connected with the Sun. Early on,
perhaps the third or fourth night, I was in the middle of
the conjuration when I was stopped cold by a physical sen
sation emanating from the (outside) doorway. There was a
buzzing sensation on the surface of my skin, probably
what the spiritualists used to call "vibrations," and an
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gray skin, slanted eyes, and was holding what appeared to
be an ivory baton in one hand. He stared at me for a mo
ment, and vanished.

More recently, I performed an evocation according to
the Grimoirium Verum. After the ritual, I was in another
room. making notes, when I looked up, and saw in the
hallway, what appeared to be a large smear of white paint
hanging in mid-air. Once again, this was in broad daylight.
A second after I saw it, it turned the comer into a room. I,
of course followed it, but nothing was there. This is the
closest thing to classic ectoplasm that I have ever seen.

Finally, there is the common occurrence of poltergeist
phenomena accompanying such experiments. Apart from
the classic crockery-slinging, there are sourceless and
unpleasant odors: raps (which do not sound like ordinary
raps, and have been analyzed in the laboratory and deter
mined to have originated inside the wall or furniture, not
outside as an ordinary blow): doorbells ringing with no
one at the door, or indeed (as I have experienced) no bell,
and no door. Things-large, heavy things-tend to break
of their own accord. Once, after an extensive working in
the Santeria system, Dr. Hyatt and I experienced some
very odd peripheral stuff. He awakened one night, hearing
voices and movement in the living room of his home. He
went out, gun in hand, and found nothing. I, also experi
enced something similar, and not long after we received
many thousands of dollars in totally unexpected funds for
our joint Falcon work. Soon after, I had dinner with him.
Just before leaving, I used the toilet. The next morning, I
was informed of a small disaster after I left. They heard a
loud concussion from the restroom and, upon checking,
discovered that the toilet tank had exploded.

It wasn't my fault.

So, with all of this said, Ceremonial Magic is the best,
clearest, book on the subject that I have read, and you
don't have to worry about "blinds." There aren't any.

- S. Jason Black
June 2004

Joseph C. Lisiewski, Ph.D.

overpowering feeling of something physically bigger than
myself in the room with me. It was the middle of the night,
the windows in the room faced away from the street and
were covered with blackout shades and drapes. No street
light, no passing headlights could enter the room. There
was only candlelight, and yet, in the area of the triangle, a
coherent ball of orange light had formed on the floor. A
ball of light, not a spot of light. I could see it from all angles
but the back, and believe me I looked. It rose slowly into
the air to the level of three, or four feet and disappeared.
Boom. Just like that. I don't remember if I got what I asked
for-e-and it may well be that I didn't ask for anything, only
performed an experiment. In any case, that was not only
the first visible manifestation that I produced in a ritual,
but probably only the second evocation that I attempted.
At that time, I was so ignorant that I didn't "know" that it
was all psychology, so, not knowing that the instructions
were all blinds, I followed them.

Some years later I was living in Hollywood, in one of
the few roommate situations I have been in, when she an
nounced she wanted to get a job elsewhere and leave. This,
I thought, would leave me with the entirety of the rent for
the remainder of the lease on the apartment. Consulting
yet a different grimoire, I created a talisman to prevent her
from getting another job and then leaving. The creation of
the talisman involved the evocation of the arch-demon
Beelzebub and the extensive repetition of the spelL In fact,
since I considered myself in rather desperate straits, I re
peated it whenever she was gone, and placed the talisman
under her bedroom carpet. It worked. Over almost two
months she repeatedly failed to get jobs she was qualified
for. In fact, knowing of my interest in magic, she once
asked me if I had cast a spell on her. In any event, I even
tually tired of this, and two or three days after I ceased and
destroyed the talisman, she, of course, got a job.

The success in material terms of the working aside, a
curious thing happened sometime during the first week. I
awakened one morning, a bright summer California morn
ing, to the sight of a tall figure, swathed in Byzantine-style
robes standing in the comer of my room. He had pearl-
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Chapter One

The Purpose of this Book

T his book you now hold in your hands is like no other
in the darkly compelling realm of magic known as
"Evocation to Physical Manifestation." It is designed

to serve as a manual of serious, practical magic. To accom
plish this, I have given it a unique structural arrangement
and content, as you will soon see. This is meant to guide
the earnest Practitioner in a way that is not new in and of
itself. But this particular presentation is new principally
because of the content, magical discussions, axioms, in
structions, commentaries and annotations contained in its
pages. As far as I am aware, they are not given in any other
text on the subject, and they will truly lead the earnest
student of our Art and Science to successfully experience
one of the ultimate aims of magic: the evocation of a spiri
tual entity (in this case, demonic) to physical manifestation.
While this text is targeted to the advanced Practitioner,
those relatively new to magic and who have done some
earnest preliminary study and basic ritual work will most
certainly benefit from it as well.

Arm-chair critics and self-proclaimed authorities of
Medieval and Renaissance Magic in general, and of this
book in particular, will assuredly describe this working
manual as being one of those magical 'recipe' books so
readily found on today's New Age mass market: "Do A
and B" with the promise of getting result "c." If you study
and practice what is laid down here however, you will find
that nothing could be further from the truth. Why? Simply
put, you will get results. By diligently applying the counsel

25
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given, and carefully integrating it into your personal magical
system in the way recommended, you will behold one of the
most fascinating, terrifying, spiritually exalting, and very
possibly materially gratifying realms that magic has to
offer-the HighCeremonial Evocation of spirit beings.

Although much has been written about ceremonial
magic in general and of the evocation of spirit entities in
particular over the past eight hundred years, all of those
original texts or Grimoires (Grammars of Magic) combined
do not equal the smallest fraction of the new books that
have appeared on this subject over the last forty years. As
one who began studying and practicing magic all those
years ago, I not only saw the confusion, frustration and
disappointment so many of the newly emerging books on
the subject caused other sincere students whom I knew,
but I experienced those agonizing states of bewilderment
and disappointment myself.

I was extremely fortunate however to have Israel
Regardie take me under his wing in this matter of magic,
from September 1971 until his death in March of 1985. It
was through his direct guidance and tutelage that I came
to see much of this material available on bookstore shelves
is either one of two things. Either it is simply a reprint of
one of the Grimoires with a modern commentary added
(usually by some author of this-or-that magical current), or
it is a piecemeal presentation of original grimoiric material
in terms of someone's own personal system of magic,
which the aspirant is to follow blindly and practice reli
giously if he or she is to experience the results the author's
methods promise.

As Regardie pointed out, such attempts by individual
authors or a particular magical order or group are simply
blends of their own a priori system of chosen doctrine and
dogma placed within the contents of a specific Grimoire.
That august writer or magical group then solemnly
promises the desirous student of Magical Art that he or she
will have their fill of spiritual treasures. This is the exact
opposite of what the original Grimoire states! Such a text
contradicts the Grammar of Magic directly by promising
the opposite, while only alluding to a bountiful harvest of

material benedictions that will (somehow) follow not far
behind the exalted spiritual treasure! To be sure, they have
their reasons for doing this.

It never ceases to amaze me to see even the most expe
rienced student of magic accept this dichotomy and strug
gle on, attempting to apply those spiritual forces, whose
very nature is to bestow material gain and power, to some
nebulous, undefined, quasi-spiritual end, while secretly
hoping this spiritual benediction will turn into the hard
core physical reality he or she needs. Why does the ardent
student persist in this bizarre pastime? If truth be known,
it is because the student does not really believe magic
works, at least, not to fulfill material aims. "It can't because
... well...it just can't!" are the secret sentences that run
through their heads. By consciously accepting and working
with this firmly entrenched attitude and the mass of books
out there that support this spiritual or psychologically
based magical quagmire instead of the material treasures
upheld by the grammars, they are right-it just can't work!

This is not the case here. Not with this Grammar.
Within these pages you will find not only a system of
hard-core magical practice that will enable you to succeed
in evocation, but an eclectic and very effective philosophy
that can be used to build your own system of general
magic, just like all of those successful magicians out
there-both known and unknown-have forged for them
selves, and which some even write about. Systems that
work for them. And now you can do the same with this
text. (We'll also address this problem of belief in magic as
well, and show you that you already possess more than
enough belief to succeed. You just have to redirect it so it
can do the most good.)

It is very important that you understand my exact
usage of the word grimoire. As the term is typically used,
it refers to one of the Medieval or Renaissance texts that
deal solely with the summoning or calling forth of an intel
ligent, disembodied entity generally referred to as a spirit.
Such classical grimoires include The Sworn Book of Hon
ourius the Magician, The Greater Key of Solomon, The Lemege
ton (or Little Key) and its most famous component, the
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opment as a h~man being. In fact, it is your responsibility
as a human bemg to be the best you can be, eventually dis
~overing ~hat your 'True Will' is as is exhaustively treated
in the wntmgs of Israel Regardie (1907-1985) and Aleister
Crowle~ (1875-:-1?47), t~ name two contemporary authors.

But in .fulfI1lIn& this responsibility, you are going to
need ... plain and simple... those material goods, be they
money, better health, a healthier environment, a suitable
m~te, or any of the myriad of other physical pleasures that
Willallow you to progress spiritually and attain full devel
opment. Throughout my forty years of magical involve
ment, I have all too often seen such scenes of human trag
edy; people living in the most appalling squalor and filth,
yet firm in their 'belief' that they were developing spiritu
ally and 'rising on the planes.' This is my bone of conten
tion if you will, with many (but not all) of the modern
books o~ the subject. T~ey preach salvation through spiri
tual attainment m a diseased host whose life conditions
mandate that at best they struggle for their daily bread.
This is utter nonsense.

The .magical propositions and axioms presented in this
book Will allow you to develop your own magical system
of personal development in a holistic way; attaining spiri
tual development as both a cause and an effect of having
used your latent divinity to satisfy those material needs
and wants that are now blocking your full concentration.
You can and must sweep away those million minutia that
are consuming your daily life. And with this text, you can!

. It was necessary to take the time to explain these finer
points to you and to answer your inner arguments against
what you have read thus far. Throughout the years I have
seen these same concerns arise in the minds of all students
of our Art a~d Science. Th~y J?ay seem theoretical to you
now. You Will come to realize Just how pragmatic they are
as you progress through these pages.

Our concern here is with one and only one Grimoire
the Heptameron. This is the oldest, most useable, most mis
understood and neglected document of its kind, despite
the utter simplicity of its philosophy and use. Yet the
commentaries and discussions provided as annotations in
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Goeiia, the Grimoire Verum, the Grimoire of Armadel, the
Secret Grimoire of Turiel, the Grand Grimoire, and the Sixth
and Seventh Book of Moses. All are examples of typical
Grammars of Magic.

However, such compiled texts as The Magus, The Book
of Ceremonial Magic, or even the Secret Lore of Magic, also
qualify as grimoires in the broad sense, simply because
they aim to clarify the theory and practice of systems of
magic; and always practical magic. Despite their authors'
long-winded Christian stance and admonitions-a socially
proper and politically correct carry-over from the days of
church punishment if the grammar fell into the hands of
an Inquisition tribunal-such texts have their practical use.

Throughout this broad-based grimoiric class, you will
find the same essential theme running throughout their
pages. They solemnly avow that if the Practitioner or
Operator simply holds fast in obedience to their holy writ,
and during the Operation the Operators find within them
selves the fortitude to face and command the spirits when
they appear without the Circle of Art, then the secret
desires nurtured in the depths of the magician's heart will
be fulfilled. While not explicitly stated in the grammar, the
implication is that the fulfillment will occur in the twin
kling of an eye. In other words, in a very short period of
time. Rest assured, it most certainly will, if the above
conditions of evocation are fulfilled. A case in point is the
now popular Goeiia, though a terribly misunderstood, mis
used, and abused example of such a grimoire.

You may well ask, "Well, what about the really good
books out there today that deal with evocation, different
systems, and currents of magic? I'm confused! You seem to
be saying they are based upon someone's personal system
of magic that works for them only, and that even the cur
rent grammars can't be relied upon because they talk one
way or another about spiritual rewards and power first,
and then mayybbeee somehow the material desires come
along as an after-effect. Are you against all of them?"

Certainly not. The fact is they are as I described them,
and you, the reader, know this. They have their place in
the grand scheme of things, and in your personal devel-
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the actual Heptameron itself which I have reproduced in
this book, can be applied successfully to working with any
grimoire, just as the propositions and axioms will allo:w
you to design and construct your own system of magIC.
Taken together, you have all you need to become wh~ you
already are, and achieve that which you so deeply desire,

Throughout this presentation you will fin~ I make ref
erence to various other books. In each case, I highly recom
mend you obtain them while they are still.in print. No one
book can do it all as you are aware, and WIth those appear
ing in the Suggested Reading List provided at the back of
this book, you will have a working research resource at
your disposal that will take you far down the Path.

A final word before concluding this chapter. You will
notice that I use repetition freely throughout this volume.
It is done intentionally. There is no more fundamental key
to successful learning than repetition. But the typical pro
cess of repetition we were all taught, goin9 back and r~
reading the material, is not the most effective use of this
process. Rather, the most effective trpe of repetition is that
used to remind the reader of key points and ideas through
out a presentation, in addition to it being used to tie con
cepts together. This is what I have done here, I have em
ployed the latter two modes of recapitulation to impress
upon you what you need to know. If you actually work
from this book, you'll thank me for it!

Chapter Two

History of the Grimoires for the Practitioner

H istory is not the static study of events frozen in
. . time. It is a dynamic mental exercise in learning the

cause-effect relationships of forces that have
shaped any given area of investigation. Without an under
standing of these forces, regardless of the historical subject
being investigated, there can be no concrete grasp of the
overall state of that subject, or of the underlying intricacies
that provide the intellectual shape needed to productively
direct and use those forces.

Yet regardless of the subject, the study of history both
ers most people. Typically, the mental effort required to
understand the underlying background of any subject is,
by and large, labeled as wasted time. Yet these same
people will, every once in a while, watch some historical
television presentation, read a magazine article with an
historical slant, or even take to a book that deals with an
historical perspective of some issue of interest. Usually
however, this is when they have nothing better to do.

In today's society, people try to make time only for
those matters that fill some specific need, and that, quickly.
This is understandable to a certain degree when it comes to
routine, daily life concerns. But there could be no greater
single mistake in learning and effectively applying hidden,
occult techniques of magic such as are presented in this
book. By understanding the basic cause-effect relationships
that motivated the writing of the grimoires, and the forces
of human need that refined them, you will be in a much
better position to understand and intelligently interpret
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not only the grammars of the past, but the more contempo
rary broad-based magical texts as welL These are the rea
sons for this brief historical rendition.

You will learn where the grimoires came from, how
they were originally composed, the pertinent religious and
social factors that influenced their creation and content,
and how the summoning of these spirits evolved over the
past twenty-three hundred years. Yes, that's right, over a
period of approximately two-plus millennium. Indeed, it
might surprise you to find out that the ancient Egyptians
had rituals designed for a type of evocation that would not
be recognized as such by today's standards. By gaining a
glimpse into such historical perspectives, you will come to
understand the foundation of magic in general through its
structure. In turn, this foundation will. serve as a spiritual
platform upon which you can build a magical edifice that
becomes your own personal system of magic. One that
works for you, and works consistently.

Thus, you would do well not to pass this chapter up or
rush through it in order to get to the meat materiaL If you
do, that same meat will turn rancid very quickly, and
thrust you head-long into a physically, mentally, emotion
ally, and spiritually sickening experience. Remember. The
intelligent forces underlying all genuine currents of magic
are as real as any of the forces that operate our physical
universe. They have nothing whatsoever to do with your
beliefs, at least, not as you probably understand it at this
moment. Jump off any roof and you will quickly come to
an appreciation, understanding, and experience of the
force of gravity. In the same way, if you toy or dabble with
the forces of magic, you will quickly gain a hard apprecia
tion of their reality as welL

As a physicist, I am deeply concerned with structure
and causation in my scientific research. Why? Because
structure provides a framework for seemingly discon
nected bits of data, much like the frame of a picture puzzle
provides glimpses of the scene being work on. It also gives
insight into patterns that are not easily seen; hidden clues
as to the physical forces behind the phenomena being
studied. Causation allows for an understanding of the

fo~ces that.mold structure itself, and shape the patterns
being studied. These are the same essential ingredients
~eeded to understand the history of any subject, magic
included: structure and causation. In understanding the
s~ructure and causation behind the history of magic, you
find two powerful tools needed to understand magic itself.
Once you have these tools, your intuitive faculties will
automa~ically teach. you h?w to use them effectively in
your dally and special magical workings, so that you pro
ceed with confidence in your secret work.

In synthesizing my own personal magical system
thr~ughout~he past four decades, I applied the above rea
somng and Ideas of structure and causation to it as well. I
soo~ f~und it helpful to divide the history and practice of
mag~c in gene~al, and of Ceremonial and Ritual Magic in
I:arhcular (which encompasses Evocation), into seven dis
h~ct s'yste~s o~ currents, each of which has a fairly clear
historical timeline. The reason for these divisions is that
they introduce further structure into the problem. Once we
have structure, we can look for patterns. Patterns lead to a
deeper understanding of the subject. This understanding
t~en becomes a tool which the intuitive faculties begin to
direct through the performance of the actual ceremonial or
ritual action. In turn, the intuitively-based ritual action
confers a confidence which is reflected back to the Practi
tioner in the real-world results obtained from the magical
workings. With these concepts in mind, we can now ex
plore the basis of magic intelligently.

The seven Systems of Magic are:
1. Hermetic Era Magic
2. Dark Ages Era Magic
3. Medieval Era Magic
4. Renaissance Era Magic
5. Transition Era Magic
6. Gothic Revival Era Magic
7. Modern Era Magic
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We will take each in turn and investigate the forces
involved in shaping magic in general, and evocation in
particular.

1. Hermetic Era Magic-332 B.C.E. to 500 c.e.
Hermetic Magic encompasses a complete system of

theoretical, theological, philosophical, and practical magic.
If magic can be said to truly have a starting point or an
origin in the classical sense of the word, then it lies here; in
the original magic derived from Graeco-Egyptian sources.
As Dr. Stephen Edred Flowers points out in his landmark
contribution, Hermetic Magic-The Postmodern Magical
Papyrus of Abaris, the magic given in the papyri is the first
known attempt to merge the then varied forms of magical
traditions from many different Mediterranean and Eastern
countries into one integrated system of magic. A rigorous
analysis of Dr. Flowers' book reveals that the resulting
Graeco-Egyptian eclectic system still retained significant
traces of its original component parts; keys used to extend
this magical system into yet other magical systems over
time. Not only are the ritual actions found in the Graeco~

Egyptian system strongly reflected in the later six magical
systems cited above, but their patterns of thought and
philosophy are more or less imaged in these latter day
schools of magic.

Dr. Flowers illustrates this point perfectly in his con
struction and interpretation of a Hellenistic "Cosmo
graphic Tree." This is a pagan version of the much later
Hebrew Qabalistic glyph of the Tree of Life so well know
in today's magical community, and upon which many of
the contemporary currents of magic are built. Yet this par
ticular glyph has its origins in Nee-Platonic Cosmology.

Like its Hebrew counterpart which was used as a
template to construct it, it too has ten spheres of pure or
"Intelligible" qualities, and 22 Paths or "Sensible" projec
tions of those qualities into the world of mind and matter.
Like the Western Qabalah which is based upon the original
Hebrew Kabbalah, this pagan glyph has Path attributions
and connections between its ten spheres or "Sephiroths."
More importantly, even a casual study of this early pagan

glyph reveals several different connections of Paths be
tween the spheres than those used in the Western version.
This immediately suggests other forces or spirit-interac
tions, thereby possibly extending the range of the Qabalis
tic Tree of Life into new ritual and ceremonial construc
tions beyond what is known today even in the most con
temporary magical societies.

Another tract of vital importance in understanding the
practical side of Hermetic Magic is that entitled The Greek
Magical Papyri in Translation, by Professor Hans Dieter
Betz. It is mentioned in Flowers' book for all those who
seriously consider experimenting with Hermetic Magic.
This is a very scholarly work in the purest sense of the
word, being an in-depth presentation of a large number of
magical spells and formulae derived directly from original
Graeco-Egyptian papyri. As such, it is an invaluable work
book for the Practitioner of magic today, even though it
was meant primarily to influence scholars working in the
field of the history of religions.

The hard and cold fact is that the magical currents of
today that append the word Hermetic to their name are,
for the most part, woefully lacking any substantial basis of
Hermeticism. The reason for this is the magical formulas
and spells given in the papyri, which were not discovered
and imported into Western Europe until the earliest years
of the 19th century, required extensive examination by
authorities in the field over the last eight or nine decades
before they yielded their fruit, as Flowers points out.
Hence their Hermetic influence on the developing magical
systems of the time were minimal at best.

In terms of the Golden Dawn material, this is men
tioned by the brilliant esoteric scholar, R.A. Gilbert, in his
1997 introduction to the important work Collectanea
Hermetica. In this single volume of ten papers, compiled
from a series of classic alchemical, Gnostic, and other
related texts by none other than W.W. Westcott, the co
founder of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn,
Gilbert writes of one of these papers: "Similarly we can,
with hindsight, see the weaknesses of Florence Farr's
Egyptian Magic, but in 1896 it was a pioneering study.
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There was nothing at all then available to the general pub
lic on Gnostic Magic, and little enough of any value on the
Egyptian Book of the Dead. "1

Yet Farr's paper, and the other nine of the Collectanea,
laid down the intellectual basis for that system of magic, as
Gilbert goes on to explain. Surely Westcott, a medical doc
tor, scholar, and thorough researcher, was aware of the
discovery of the Graeco-Egyptian papyri. He must also
have been aware that this discovery was less than a hun
dred years old at the time of the formation of the Golden
Dawn, and realized that their content would require gen
erations for translation and study.

This comes through in studying Westcott's several
Prefaces to different sections of the Hermetica. In them, one
gets the feeling of hesitancy in his writings; that he sus
pected the incompleteness of the Collectanea because of this
missing material. Yet he had the courage to intimate this
shortcoming in the very documents that served as the
intellectual underpinnings of the magical order he created.
But his caution, as with his famous foundational tome, was
and still remains largely ignored, when one examines a
number of the ritual and ceremonial documents of the
Golden Dawn or any other current society that bears the
word Hermetic in its name.

From ritual construction to the names of the Gods and
their hermetic pronunciation, many are either skewed,
contain errors to varying degrees, or are simply incorrect.
It only takes the most casual study of Flowers' and Betz's
texts to see this clearly. The question remains. What forces
were brought to bear upon the Egyptians and their magic
that eventually produced the synthesis we call Hermetic?
Remember, this is a system of magic which would indi
rectly influence the creation and development of the other
six different systems of magic previously listed.

1 Westcott, William Wynn (1848-1925). Collectanea Hermetica Parts
1-10. Introduction by R.A. Gilbert. Samuel Weiser, Inc., York Beach,
Maine. 1998. page xiii.

The magic of the original papyri is, arguably, com
pletely Egyptian in composition, content, and structure.
This is extremely important to remember because it is from
this point onward that we find the beginnings of the syn
thesis of Hermetic Magic-that body of work which would
covertly inspire and serve as base material for the other six
systems. As early as the 7th century B.C.E., war between
Egypt and Greece brought about one of the earliest and
most pronounced Greek influences on Egyptian culture, its
magic included.

But this influence did not escalate until 332 B.C.E,
when Alexander the Great conquered this magically-based
country. It was from that time forward that Egyptian
thought, theology, and philosophy provided the raw mate
rial for the Greeks, who then applied their logic and ana
lytical rigor to create the magic we call Hermetic today. In
fact, an examination of early Greek writings will show that
Greek philosophers credited the Egyptians for much of
their own magic, theology, and philosophy, and this influ
ence can be found within the writings of Plotinus, Por
phyry, Pythagoras, and Ptolemy.

Over the ensuing centuries, the magical papyri that
resulted from this synthesis of Egyptian Magic with Greek
self discipline and analytical thinking were produced. In
fact, the papyri manuscripts that serve as the foundation
and structure of Hermetic Magic is actually dated from
circa 100-400 c.E., although their contents date back to a
much earlier time.

An example of how Hermetic Magic influenced the
development of these other systems can be seen when we
look at the use of magical "tools." In and of itself, the use
of tools or "instruments" in rituals and ceremonies of other
cultures was a matter of course, and so was not unique.
For example, the earlier flourishing civilizations of the
Babylon, Persian, Syria and Phoenicia used various devices
in their formal public religious ceremonies, and in their
individual private devotional practices.

The concepts behind their use, and the manner in
which they used them, contain such strong elements that
we would designate them today as ritual instruments used
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in what we term the Magic of Invocation. But the first use
of such instruments in a cohesive, balanced, and personal
ritualistic manner that is defined by a complex, ordered
approach to a god or demon, became clearly integrated
and refined only in the Hermetic Tradition. Such items as
the lamp, altar, incense, robe, ring, and even the circle,
combined with words of power and formal rules of work
ing, did not arise until the Greek influence of logic, analyt
ical and mathematical thought blended with Egyptian
Magic. When this synthesis was achieved, these instru
ments became the active components through which the
magician impressed his Will and desire upon the universe,
always in keeping with the philosophy and theology of
Hermetic Tradition that also arose through this synthesis.

It is true that the earliest Egyptian magicians did use
simple tools and in a more meaningfully ordered way than
those that were employed in other earlier cultures and
those that existed during the time when Egypt was at its
zenith. But not even here did the thoughtful, intelligent
design of ritual and ceremonial actions take place until the
Graeco-Egyptian papyri manuscripts came into being
through the Greek effort. And while the magical weapons
or instruments used in Hermetic Magic as it exists today
are the simplest of all, they are in no way to be confused
with the simplicity of tools used in the earth religions. The
theory underlying the rituals of this Hermetic Current, and
the practice of this type of magic, creates as great a strain
on the mental structure, psychic nature and very real spiri
tual faculties of the Operator, as much as any of the High
Ceremonial Magic rituals in our contemporary Western
System of Magic do. And here, Evocation is one such
example.

Unlike some of the pop, convenient, instant gratifica
tion so-called rituals of some elements of the Modern Era
Magic that we find ourselves in today, this original
Hermetic Magic does not demand a slavish repetition of
ancient rituals. Rather, just as it did fifteen hundred to two
thousand years ago when Hermetic Magic was being
forged by the Greeks, this unusual form of magic even
now not simply encourages, but demands a modern synthe-

sis of the ancient theory, theology, and philosophy of the
rituals within the life of the contemporary magician. This
can only be accomplished through experiencing the rituals
in actual practice.

When such a synthesis is achieved, a new, personal
system of magic arises for the individual Practitioner. In this
case, a Hermetic System of Magic, as strange and as differ
ent from the Hebraic-based Western System we have
today, as can possibly be imagined. In keeping with such a
d~sire, to those individuals who decide to study the under
lymg theory and theology of this system of magic, and
who wish to practice it, I highly recommend the books by
Flowers and Betz cited earlier and detailed in the Sug
gested Reading List. Those who do so, will find that Her
metic Magic is magic in its purest and finest form.

2. Dark Ages Era Magic-476 CB. to 1000CB.
Most academic sources include the Dark Ages as a part

of the Medieval or Middle Ages era, and cite the time-line
for this period as being between 476 CE. and 1453. Others
narrow the era of the Dark Ages between 476 CE. to 1000
CE. For our purposes, I have adopted the latter conven
tion. With the fall of Rome, civilization as the world knew
it ended. Roman law and justice, enforced through its mili
tary might, came to a sudden and abrupt end.
. For over five hundred years, the glory that was Rome,
It~elf an eclectic synthesis of the Greek and earlier cultures,
disappeared from the face of the earth. Its art, political
structure, philosophy, and education in the classics, ceased
in the twinkling of an eye. When the Roman sun set, the
wester~ world entered a time of extreme social repression
and all mtellectualgrowth was extinguished. Raiders from
the north-the Northmen-burned, raped and pillaged
hamlets, villages, and towns at will. There was no protec
tive force to stop them.

There is a prayer from this era of the Dark Ages that
sums up very well the desperation of the people of that
time. "Oh Lord, save us from the fury of the men of the
north." In addition to these coastal raiders, bandits and
criminals of every sort roamed the highways, forests, and
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inland villages, destroying, killing, and stealing as they
pleased. Life shifted from the cities to rural areas, as the
seat of government and the orderly regulation of the daily
affairs of life faded away.

With that shift and the migration it generated, came a
time of personal contraction. At best, life was a horrible
daily struggle. To live from sunrise to sunset and see the
return of the sun again was a feat that required all of one's
resources: mental and physical, for the spiritual sun had
set along with the Roman one. It was in the shadows of
this nightmare world that, not coincidentally, Christianity
arose and entrenched itself firmly in the individual psyche
for the next fifteen hundred years. Ironically, the meteoric
rise of this religion began under the Roman Emperor
Constantine in 325 C.E.

Imagine yourself living in this time. While wrestling
with the earth to grow enough food if you were lucky
enough to have a hovel in the forest and access to a small
piece of land, or doing menial work for those a little better
off than you, there would be death and destruction con
stantly pulling at your ragged clothing from every side. Is
it any wonder that your attention moved away from living
a long and happy life in this world, to the acceptance of a
creed that promised you eternal joy around the throne of
God if you sought salvation and only salvation while in
this life?

Of course such salvation could only be obtained by
complete and blind acceptance of the Christian church in
its entirety. Its dogma and doctrine replaced all dreams
and aspirations. Attendance and participation in its first
creation, the synthetic ritual called "The Celebration of the
Mass," was an absolute, mandatory requirement. The
minimum participation demanded at least once a week
attendance to the Sunday Sabbath; more often, if your
wretched life condition permitted it.

The new authority of your world of the living dead
the Priests-became the keepers of the keys to the Gates of
Heaven by which you were to enter. Rigid and absolute
obedience to their word as preached from the Gospels, and
to their own personal whims, was now the guiding light in

your life. The complex, highly successful societal structure
of Roman civilization was thus greatly simplified. They
were the masters, the givers of daily as well as spiritual
law. You were now a single element in that pathetic body
they termed the faithful, or willing slave if you prefer. You
were not fit to understand and interpret the Bible, if in
deed, you were fortunate enough to have been taught to
read by someone who had learned from another, and if
you had a copy of that rare document of salvation. Only
the priests, those ordained by Holy Mother Church and the
'true' representatives of Christ on earth, could do this. And
so you obeyed.

If you were somehow 'blessed by the grace of God,'
you were recruited by the local priest at an early age, and
entered the only common organization of the church that
provided a substantial measure of physical protection and
sustenance. This would be the monastery, where you
became a Brother. There, you were taught to read and
write, but only such approved works as the Gospels and
writings of the early saints. After awhile, you came to learn
from the hushed whisperings of older Brothers, of the
collections of heretical works kept under lock and key by
the Head Abbot in massive reserves in forbidden areas of
the monastery.

Such horrific manuscripts presented the details of
Roman law and justice, pagan literature, damnable art
treasures that portrayed the naked human body, and yes,
even those disgusting writings of the Greeks that dared to
teach the principles of logic, mathematics, and the work
ings of the human mind and soul, all of which portrayed
the world around you as something worth studying and
understanding, in an attempt to provide some control over
it. All were there, but only for the eyes of high ranking,
privileged church hierarchy. They were not for you. They
could study them in order to teach you what was best for
you. But certainly, you were unfit for such "works of the
devil." Your superiors were better than you, because God,
in his infinite wisdom, saw them as fit dispensers of His
law, as they determined was proper for you, a mere
Brother, to know.
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speculate here, as there are no records to confirm or deny
this. But based upon the scenario given above, much of
which has been documented in historical tracts of the Dark
Ages and the Christian church of the time, it is reasonable
to think it was only a small leap for discontented clerics of
every garb and station to realize that the basis of their own
religion surely must offer the means and ways to the better
life the higher ups in their own church were enjoying on a
daily basis. Power, prestige, love, fame, all were there for
the taking. If only ...

Gradually, over the first few centuries, bits and pieces
of the few Hermetic texts available leaked out. A trusted
scribbler here and there made an extra copy of the forbid
den text his Abbot or Bishop ordered him to copy, while
another copied sections of other tracts he was commis
sioned by his superior to adorn with the latest approved
church art deco, Slowly but surely, by couriered letters and
word of mouth, discontented clerics began comparing
notes, holding secret meetings, and spreading the word
and content of the practice of magic to their tightly knit
brethren of like mind. That this scenario is accurate is
based on the private letters that have survived to this day,
and which are still contained in such repositories as the
Bibliotheque de l'Arsenal in Paris, and in the British
Museum.

But as we also know, the great bulk of genuine, origi
nal Hermetic texts were sealed away in the secret cloisters
of Hermetic magicians in the Mediterranean, only to be
discovered centuries later by Western archeologists and
then exported to Western Europe in the early years of the
first decade of the 19th century, a historical perspective
mentioned in a number of scholarly works, including
Fragment of a Graeco-Egyptian Work Upon Magic, produced
by Charles Wycliffe Goodwin for the Cambridge Antiquar
ian Society in 1853.

Nevertheless, the Hermetic influence spread by those
few manuscripts and excerpts of early discontented clerics
and genuine church scholars of the day, and it had an
impact on the developing Christian church and the church
fathers. Think not? Read the 4th century C.E. treatise by
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. But the early church took this continually evolving
hierarchal structure much further. Even if you were excep
tional and were later 'educated' as a priest, yet you were
allowed only those approved works determined by some
one in the next tier above you. Whether you had a tiny,
poorly constructed church in the middle of some forest
that your peasant faithful worshiped in, or if you were
called to fulfill the duties of a scribbler, as the term of the
day was used to denote a scribe, your life was severely
limited.

This church structure was purposely designed by the
higher ups in the church, both to maintain their political
positions of power and their offices, in order to pass them
down to their sons, as was the tradition of the early
church. So even if you were one of the chosen, your life
was by all standards, only a couple of cuts above the peas
ants that labored in your church every Sunday for the
inspiration and succor they needed to somehow inch
through yet another week of 'living.'

These were the life situations you were born into dur
ing this era. If you were like the herd of the faithful
whether you administered the Word of God or were one of
those administered to-your only relief and way of escape
was that which still terrifies all men and women today: the
cold and silence of the grave. Imagine being born into such
a world.

Put mildly, discontent was everywhere. Members of
the church were not exempt from the natural, human
longings to have and be more in this life; to accomplish
feats of wonder in any field of human endeavor, and be
remembered for their work after living long, healthy,
happy, and prosperous lives in the here and now. To the
average peasant, this was impossible of course. But to a
member of the clergy with a moderate or even rudimen
tary education, the good life was not an impossibility.
After all, he heard of those forbidden books kept tucked
away by the Abbot.

Books of Roman and Greek origin, also reputed to be
Hermetic in nature, yielding power and prize to those who
could study them and work their wonders. I can only
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Didymus the Blind. There you will find direct quotes from
hermetic texts of the day. And yet his treatise was a schol
arly though dogmatic rendition of the principles behind
the concept of God as being three persons in one, the very
foundation of Christianity!

Flowers points out that both Lactantius in the 3rd cen
tury CE., and Cyril of Alexandria in the 5th century CR,
literally praised Hermes Trismegistus, the "Father of Her
metic Magic" as a "prophet of Christ!" As you can imag
ine, with such church authority extolling the virtues of
Hermetic magic, early clerics began fashioning their own
system of magical thought, all with the approval of the
church. These texts were then re-discovered by later clerics
of the Dark Ages, and the synthesis of the grimoires began.

As mentioned previously, and as the study of medieval
history reveals, the Christian church became firmly estab
lished with the fall of Rome. People had nowhere else to
turn for the authority they needed to govern their daily
lives. With its ever-increasing stranglehold upon the lives
of the people, the Christian church quickly recognized its
own doctrines had to be strictly enforced. First, among its
own clergy, and through them, to the faithful. Of
paramount importance was the absolute public elimination
of anything pagan.

Anything connected with the worship of many gods
was ruthlessly suppressed, if not outright destroyed. Even
though the Christian Doctrine of Philoque, which holds to
the theme of three persons in one God, and the concept of
saints (a minor-god corollary to the polytheistic basis of
paganism), contradicted its stand against the matter of
many gods, pagan polytheistic concepts were nevertheless
rooted-out and eliminated. Such exalted matters as the
Doctrine of Philoque and the concept of Sainthood were
theologically separated from daily church matters early in
the church's history, and closely guarded. These concerns
were only to be interpreted by the highest elect of Holy
Mother Church. This was (and still is) the attitude directed
by the Vatican not only toward its common members, but
toward the average cleric as well. Any texts other than its

own were abolished and forbidden under pain of damna
tion.

Chief among the prohibited works was the scarce body
of hermetic texts, ironically used by the earliest church
scholars to pound out their own theology! No doubt it was
due to this scarcity, as well as the human need to fashion a
new creation, that the earliest grimoires arose. However,
the same disgruntled clerics, also convinced of the sanctity
of the church and heavenly power, turned from trying to
produce grammars of magic from the few hermetic manu
scripts available, to generating their own magical texts,
based primarily on church liturgy and extracts from the
performance of the catholic Mass.

Such a text as The Sworn Book ofHonourius theMagician,
reputed to have been written by Pope Honourius, is a case
in point. This grimoire may be the earliest grammar of a
Christian-based system of magic known. In it, the use of
prayers and the employment of canonical hours for their
recitation certainly indicate that the book, as it appears
today, was probably produced during the early 13th or
14th century. However, of the two original manuscripts
extant-Sloane MS. 313 and Royal MS. 17A xlii, the older
of the two-Sloane 313, indicates (at least to me) that of its
division into three parts or books, Book 1, Concerning the
Seal of God and the Attainment of the Beatific Vision, is clearly
of Dark Ages origin in its language, speech, content and
purpose, when compared to the more familiar contents of
Books 2 and 3.

Additionally, in my opinion, Book 1 contains a heavy
Augustinian influence, while the other two books are more
pragmatic in aim; the type of pragmatism that is seen to
clearly govern the writing in later grimoires, as in the case
of Clavicula Salomonis or The Greater Key of Solomon theKing.
While touted by 'modern authorities' as being unusable in
a practical sense, two things must be remembered.

First, there is a terribly fragmented work (not to be
confused with The Sworn Book) bearing the title The Book of
Honourius, also referred to as, or appearing under its other
title of, The Book of Honourius the Magician. This is a true
hodgepodge of excerpts taken from several grimoires
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attributed.v- These were allegedly given to Charlemagne

by Pope Leo III in the year 800 CE., as Arthur Edward

~aite, ~riting in his important work, The Book of Ceremo

mal Maglc, states'.But by comparing the content, structure,

style, an~ esp~cIally the language employed in these

~rayerswith missals of the time, it is clear that this collec

tion-the v~ry b~sis ?f the magical text-predates 1,000

CE., even If then bemg made a gift to Charlemagne is

accepted as a fable. Thus, the very basis of this grimoire

~as its b~rtI: in the er~ of the Dark Ages. Yet these prayers

fm~ their flI~al use m the latter magical tract, which as

pomted out~ IS of much later origin. Such conclusions are

Important, m that they serve to show the evolution of

esse~tial magical material that would be fashioned into

magical thought proper during the Renaissance period.

Another u:r:tusual manuscript of interest is The Sword of

Moses, an ancient Hebrew or possibly Aramaic book of

magic believed to date back to the 10th century CE. This

text, translated by M. Gaster in 1896, deals with the use of

~ magi~al sword reigned over by angels who were to

attach themselves to the magician who properly pro

nounced. a special conjuration over the sword, after the

appropnate personal preparation and summoning the

angels who governed the magical weapon. The names of

the angels are completely unintelligible, although the ran

domness of their spelling is similar to the Barbarous

Words of Evocation or Words of Power. They also bear an

uncanny resemblance to Enochian names and words that

would come into use centuries later due to the work of Dr.

John ~ee ~nd Edward Kelly. It is interesting to note that

even m .thiS 10th century manuscript, there is a distinctive

Hermetic style as far ~s the struct~re of the manuscript is

concerned. Yet, possibly due to ItS Aramaic or Hebraic

i~fluenc~, it wa.s.allbut lost or rejected by the early Chris

tian cleric-magicians, who opted to devise their own gri-
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along with purely unintelligible material. It may very well

be a relatively recent attempt at producing a new grimoire,

although I personally feel it is a botched attempt to either

confuse this already unclear area of magic, or to simply

lead gullible individuals looking for a quick solution to

their problems astray. In its own right then, it is useless as

a manual of practical magical evocation.
Secondly, it must be remembered that any of the gri

moires, of whatever period of history, are themselves the

synthesis of numerous hands, as The Sworn Book itself may

very well have been. Given this, it is my opinion there is

nothing in the edition of The Sworn Book of Honourius the

Magician referred to here to stop the ambitious andknowl

edgeable but cautious Practitioner from attempting to

operate from it.
I say cautious because The Sworn Book is essentially a

framework of evocation. It does not, for example, give

directions for the preparation and consecration of weapons

and materials to be used in the ritual. Rather, as Daniel J.
Driscoll points out in the most literate and workable edi

tion of this text with which I am familiar, the Practitioner

using it was assumed to have taken some degree of eccle

siastical training, and hence would know how to prepare

the various impedimenta required. Again, this is an indica

tion of the Christian basis of the magic that evolved from

the Hermetic stream.
The Sworn Book of Honourius the Magician is probably

the oldest existing text of this Dark Ages era. I might add

that Waite refers to another version of this work, entitled

TheGrimoire of Honourius theGreat, otherwise referred to as

"Honourius the Third." Waite describes it at some length

in his Book of Ceremonial Magic. While Eliphas Levi also

commented upon this text as having some importance for

the student, I have not seen a complete copy of this partic

ular version of the work, but only excerpts of it. Essentially

it is the same in composition and style as The Sworn Book.
Likewise, The Enchiridion of Pope Leo, which is believed

to have first appeared in print in Rome in 1523, gives " ... a

collection of prayers, to which wonderful virtues -were
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moiric system based upon their religious church doctrines
and rituals.

In the end then, the grimoires as we know them today
are chiefly of Christian origin, based upon church cere
monial and spiritual ideas, although later secular influ
ences would import the Hebraic Kabbalah into these texts,
and expand upon them in ways more familiar to the West
ern European mind.

3. Middle Ages or Medieval Era Magic-lOOO C.E. to 1453
C.E.

Due to the relatively few known magical texts that
have survived from this period, we have to begin at the
end of this time period and work our way backward. For it
was at the end of this period that Heinrich Cornelius
Agrippa von Nettesheim was born in Cologne, Germany,
in 1486. The works of Albertus Magnus, which were pro
duced from circa 1220 to his death in 1280, served as fuel
for Agrippa's intense interest in hidden, or occult, matters.
This we know from a letter he wrote to Theodoricus, the
bishop of Cyrene.

In that letter, Agrippa states that one of the first books
on magic that he ever studied was Albertus' Speculum. No
doubt, other now lost occult, magical writings and even
grimoires from the Dark Ages were also at his disposal
during that time. In addition, that Agrippa's writings also
reflect much of the earlier Pagan and Neoplatonic magical
work of the Hermetic period is obvious, as anyone with
even a modest background in Hermetics will quickly note
when studying the Three Books.

After attending Agrippa's style, along with the works
of Albertus Magnus that have survived, I think it is fair to
conclude that it was Agrippa who rescued some of those
early, primarily unknown Dark Ages grammars which are
the subject of concern here, and combined them into his
now famous Three Books of Occult Philosophy, the texts that
literally serve as the foundation matter for both the Renais
sance Era magic and that of the contemporary Western
Magical Tradition.

Another reason Agrippa is credited with carrying over
the magic of the Dark Ages can also be presumed from the
heavy influence of his senior, Johannes Trithemius (1462
1516). The close, mentor-student relationship between this
German abbot and Agrippa is well documented. Owing to
Trithemius' own mystical writings, it is almost certain that
the abbot had a pronounced effect upon the young
Agrippa.

Donald Tyson, writing in his splendidly edited and
annotated edition of the Three Books, states that it may be
that the abbot was not simply Agrippa's counselor and
friend, but his master and teacher-particularly in the area
of magical evocation. This view is most certainly correct, as
the evidence points in that direction, not the least of which
is that contributed by Henry Morley in his classic work,
The Life ofHenry Cornelius Agrippa.

But there is another matter to be considered here in
terms of the abbot having more than a mild interest and
effect on the young Agrippa. The Three Books were written
by Agrippa in 1509 and the early part of 1510. To me, it is a
far reach indeed to conclude that a youth of twenty-three
years could have amassed such vast amounts of knowl
edge and experience even with the help of his master
Trithemius, especially given Agrippa's constant wander
ings and perpetually meager financial resources. Theory is
one thing. Writing from experience, as Agrippa's Three
Books certainly illustrate, is quite another. Yet he does write
with authority, and it is an authority that, in my opinion,
surpasses his age at the time this was written.

Additionally, if Trithemius' most famous and notori
ous work, the three books of his Steganographia or Secret
Writing are examined, the depth of the man's knowledge
and mystical insight becomes abundantly clear. At first
glance, the Steganographia seems to describe a system of
angelic magic. But within it isa highly sophisticated sys
tem of cryptography; one that claims to house a synthesis
of the mechanics of memory, the science of knowledge, a
unique language learning system, practical magic, and a
method of transmitting messages without the use of sym
bols.
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In private circulation, the Steganographia produced such
panic and dread among those who managed to acquire a
private copy of it, that Trithemius decided it should never
be published. As such, it continued to circulate in manu
script form quietly, until it was finally published in 1606,
long after the abbot's death. Comparing its content with
that of the Three Books, we find similar material as appear
ing in the Three Books, in addition to new material derived
from the former's earlier wisdom.

Given this and my suspicions that a young Agrippa
would not have the knowledge to pen them from his own
experience, it seems very probable that while the Three
Books of Occult Philosophy were actually written down by
Agrippa, they were in fact the result of a lifetime of mental,
spiritual, and experimental labor of his master, the abbot
Trithemius. However, owing to the latter's clerical posi
tion, it is reasonable to speculate that Trithemius wisely
chose Agrippa as a vehicle in order to preserve the ,Particu
lar knowledge given in the Three Books of Occult Phllosophy.

Thus, it may be that it was actually Trithemius who
rescued much Dark Ages material and passed it down
throughout the generations. In like manner, the magical
grimoire the Heptameron or "Magical Elements" which is
the foundation of this present book, and which is attrib
uted to Peter de Abano, was produced. It was later ap
pended to the so-called Fourth Book of Occult Philos~phy,
which, like the Three Books, was said to have been wntten
by Agrippa himself. We know today that this claim is
fraudulent, and it will be discussed in some detail in
Chapter Four. Nevertheless, in Abano's text, a carryover of
Dark Ages and early Christian church material can be
clearly found.

Whoever was the true author of the Three Books may
never be known, if the suspicions presented above are
entertained. What is important however, is that this text
was produced, and that the authoritative, well-annotated
edition of Mr. Tyson's is readily available to us today.

4. Renaissance Era Magic-1460 C.E. to 1600C.E.
This period in history was a time of rebirth. It was the

era of the Renaissance-a resurrection of classical art,
architecture, literature and learning. Its first glimmerings
blazed across the screen of men's minds in Italy during the
latter part of the 14th century. This timeline can be thought
of as marking the transition from the Middle Ages to mod
ern times. Thus, the Three Books of Occult Philosophy not
only support a carry-over of magic from the Dark Ages
period, but they also serve as a bridge between the
Medieval Era and the Age of the Renaissance.

This transition to the modern world began, strangely,
in the very country that became the seat of Christendom. It
was marked by the rejection of medieval church teachings
and a turn toward reason and empirical knowledge that
could be verified through experimentation. Yet, the hold of
the church was not to be cut short during this era. Rather,
the early objectivists of this period still saw themselves as
Christian men, for the most part upholding the values and
sanctity of Holy Mother Church.

How did they reconcile this contradiction of faith and
fact? In the same way that most people of religious convic
tion do today. They saw their Christian values reflected in
the forbidden, occult and magical works of the day, or
took prohibited teachings of earlier philosophies and inte
grated them into their own theology. This very human
need to rationalize uncomfortable and conflicting condi
tions is exemplified by an inscription that adorns the
cathedral at Siena, Italy, which was built in the latter part
of the 15th century. The Latin inscription reads: "Hermes
Mercury the Thrice-Greatest, a contemporary of Moses."
Using such rationalizations then, it is easy to understand
how the Renaissance mind could balance its need for new
knowledge with its Christian-doctrine-based faith in God.
Once again, the effect of early Hermetic Magic on newly
forming occult ideas is apparent. But the matter goes much
further than this.

In this era when such Christian (really, Roman
Catholic-based) magical texts as The Enchiridion of Pope Leo,
the Steganographia, The Sworn Book of Honourius the Magi-
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cian and others, were beginning to enjoy a restricted circu
lation, and other grimoires such as the Grimoirium Verum,
the Grand Grimoire, and the Arbatel of Magic were being
produced, (the latter around 1575 according to Waite), an
original Greek document, the Corpus Hermeticum ("Body of
Hermetics") was discovered and translated. This docu
ment contains the complete philosophical basis of Hermet
ics. Its counterpart, the Graeco-Egyptian papyri, represent
the practical magical application of that philosophy.

That the Corpus came into such demand during this
period by secular and Christian scholars is understand
able,since it was believed that this ancient body of writing
was the true basis of all religions, including Christianity. It
was seen as containing the actual seed material that would
later germinate into Christianity itself. To the magicians of
the time, it represented a sourcebook of great power, ele
ments of which could be, and were, woven into their
developing grimoires.

The Arbatel of Magic especially marks a resurgence of
the Hermetic influence. Writing in the introduction to The
Grimoire of Armadel, a similar-sounding but different gri
moire that S.L. MacGregor Mathers would translate cen
turies later, William Keith states, "The name Arbatel prob
ably derives from Gnostic sources. Arbatiao occurs in the
Greek magical papyri, e.g., London papyrus, and the
name, APBA£EI, is inscribed on an ancient medal in the
Bibliotheque Nationale.v-'

It seems obvious that if it was not for the monumental
writings of Dr. Flowers and Professor Betz, our modern
understanding of the importance of the true Hermetic
Tradition and its effects on the Western Magical develop
ment in general, and of grimoire composition in particular,
would be as incomplete today as it was in the late 19th
century when the Golden Dawn was founded. Neverthe
less, human nature being what it is, I believe this shift

3 Mathers, S.L. MacGregor, translator and editor. The Grimoire of
Armadel. Introduction by William Keith. Samuel Weiser, Inc. York
Beach, Maine. 1998. page 10 footnote.

away from the Hermetic basis of magic occurred due to the
lack of Gra~co-Egyptian magical papyri. If the magicians
of the Renaissance had access to that vast cache of magical
papyri that would only find their way to Western Europe
in the very early years of the 19th century, I have no doubt
that the grimoires we use today would be of an entirely
different kind. But the human need to covet and change
what exists at any moment in time willed out, and the gri
moires as we know them today are the result.

~his time period gave rise to a split in the developing
magical literature of the times,primarily due to the still
prevailing Christian culture. As we have seen, while many
of the theories, modes of interpretation, ritual structure,
invocations, conjurations, and understanding written
down in the Corpus Hermeticum were skillfully integrated
into the developing magical documents of the era, by and
by the Renaissance magicians shifted their focus of atten
tion away from the Corpus Hermeticum, and toward the
compilation of their own magical tracts.

An example of this shift in focus can be found in such
strange works as The Secret Grimoire of Turiel, dated by its
discoverer Marius Malchus as being obtained from an orig
inal bearing the date of 1518. This is an early example of a
completely Christian-based grimoire using the Hebraic
Names of God and early Kabbalistic spirits, messengers,
and angels. And while the original manuscripts from
which Mathers produced the famous Clavicula Salomonis or
The Key of Solomon the King have their origins in the 17th
century, there is also a related 16th century manuscript in
the British Museum, in addition to several medieval refer
ences to a Clavicula Salomonis and Sigillium Salomonis ("Seal
of Solomon") described in a pamphlet dated 1456, as
Richard Cavendish mentions in his introduction to this
important grimoire.

Additionally, as early as 1531, Agrippa mentions three
of the five books of the famous Lemegeton Clavicula
Salomonis, commonly called The Lesser Key of Solomon. For
as Joseph A. Peterson, editor, writes in the most lucid edi
tion of The Lesser Key I have seen to date, "In a 1531 list of
magical texts, Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa mentioned
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three of the books of the Lemegeton in the same breath, Ars
Almadel, Ars Notoria, and Ars Paulina."4

The other two books of this important grimoire, the
Goetia and Theurgia Goetia, are also mentioned by Agrippa
in this list, indicating that most of that magical material
was known during the Medieval Magic Era, if not earl~er.
The Grimoirium Verum, another very important magical
tract, also appeared during this time. This grimoire is
alleged to have originally been published in the year 1517
by Alibeck the Egyptian at Memphis, another clear refer
ence to the Graeco-Egyptian influence.

Once again, we also find another example of the Chris-
tian need to incorporate such knowledge into their own
grimoire production while sharing the credi.t for ~t: This
can be seen in the attempt to gIve It Hermetic legitimacy
and yet also its own distinctive Judeo-Christian flavor
simply by looking at its title page: "Translated from the
Hebrew by Plangiere, [esuite Dominicaine." There are
other less known works of this period to be sure, such as
Theosophia Pneumatica and The Sword of Moses. But those
presented here seem to be the most importa~t in prov~ding
the reader with an introductory understandmg of the Ideas
and social forces that brought these magical texts, and their
successors, into being.

Aside from this mainstream magical activity, the basis
of which was the betterment of the individual Practition
er's life in the here-and-now, it would be improper to end
this time period of magical history ~ith~ut at least m~n
tioning the separate, powerful, magical mflue?ce whIc.h
would be born out of the intense, almost SChizophremc
work of Dr. John Dee and Edward Kelly.

Dee was an advisor, confident, and perhaps even spy
for Queen Elizabeth of England, who referred to him as
"My Noble Intelligencer." Together with Edward Kelly, an

4 The Lesser Key of Solomon or Lemegeton Clavicula Salomonis.
Detailing the Ceremonial Art of Commanding Spirits Both Clood and
Evil. Joseph H. Peterson, ed. Weiser Books, York Beach, Maine. 2001.
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eternal romantic dreamer, and sometimes rogue, they
formed perhaps the most unusual alliance in all of magical
history-but it was one that worked. It was through
Kelly's scrying ability that Dee was able to explore and
c~~rt the wo.rld of the Enochian Angels, eventually synthe
sIzmg what IS termed Enochian Magic today.

From 1582 through 1587 these two men worked to
gether on a ~ai1y ~asis. As Kelly scryed, Dee took copious
notes, applying hIS tremendous intellectual ability to give
structure to the knowledge the angels of the Tablets im
parted to Kelly during their crystal gazing sessions. In a
mico~osmic way, the interaction of Dee and Kelly is meta
phorically comparable to the Greek influence on the
Egyptian magical papyri; for it took the magical or skyring
~bility of Kelly, made understandable and ordered by the
intellectual struggles of Dee, to evolve this particular sys
tem of magic. Yet it was not until the advent of the Order
of the Golden Dawn that this strange system of magic
would become popularly known to the world. Like the
Corpus Hermeticum, it would remain submerged for cen
turies to come.

5. Transition Era Magic-1600 CE. to 1800CE.
I have labeled this period of history as such because it

seems that during this time further efforts to develop what
~ould come to be known as the Western Magical Tradi
bon, fell to a great extent to the individual lone Practi-. 'boner here and there. Those efforts to refine or produce
additional grimoires from existing source material were
co~ducted.privately, and ~e grimoires eventually found
their way mto such collections as the British Museum in
London and the Bibliotheque de I'Arsenal in Paris.

Such works as the Lemegeton, and its most popular
tract, the Goetia, as they are known from the 17th century
onwards, were composites of earlier works as we have
seen. They were synthesized or put together into the
workable form we now recognize during this period. The
same is true for such others as the Clavicula Salomonis, a
1655 Latin edition which exists as Waite cites in his work
and the Grimoire ofArmadel. '
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This was also the time period in which many of the
Sloane manuscripts were produced, used to integrate the
works in question and which we fortunately still have
access to today. Examples of these are Sloane 2383, Sloane
2731,Sloane 3825, Sloane 3648,Harley 6483,and additional
MS 10862, among many others. Granted, it was through
the later efforts of such translators as S.L. MacGregor
Mathers, A.E. Waite, Aleister Crowley and others that the
grimoires we have use of today actually came into being.
But it was the efforts made during this era-from 1600 to
1800-that gave them the basis for translation and con
struction. What then were the forces that produced this
period of grimoiric refinement and synthesis of the magical
tracts as we recognize them today?

The forces at work are clear enough. First, a continua
tion of the Renaissance influence which was then, sec
ondly, accelerated by the Industrial Revolution. For it was
the Renaissance or Period of Enlightenment that produced
a movement away from the dictates of the Christian
church toward logic, reason, and the scientific method. In
turn, these intellectual stirrings eventually loosened the
stranglehold of the Christian church, even upon the aver
age individual.

But with that loosening evolved a shift away from all
things magical over these following two centuries, princi
pally because during this time people sought to exercise
direct control over their daily, personal lives. Rather than
supplicating to a Christian god believed to be in the
clouds, people began to explore not only the realm of
Nature, but their own inner world of self-determination
and thought during this transitional era. Reason, Aris
totelian logic, and the Scientific Method were the means by
which those explorations were made, and as is so often the
case with individuals, the entire European and Western
culture countered the centuries of religious influence by
swinging to the opposite extreme.

Of course, as in the Renaissance, the average man and
woman still could not yet fully extricate themselves from
the church's influence. But unlike the Period of Enlighten
ment, rather than find Christianity in pagan symbols or

blend ot~er, mor~ ancient p~ilosophical ideas and magical
systems Into theIr. own religious beliefs, people simply
choose to all but Ignore both the daily demands of the
~hurch, and discard anything that had the term 'magical
Ism' attached to it. This quickly became a popular and
derog~toryword during the 18th century, and referred to
anything supernatural that laid outside of the church.

It w.as during ~he later years of this era, the Age of the.
Industrial Revolution, 1760-1830, that Western society as a
whole eventually responded in such a way. The mass of
people .no~ look~d toward structured governments-ever
InCreaslpg In .thelr complexity-and to the world at large
for their dally sustenance, comfort, and intellectual
growth. In short, science was 'in,' the church was a conve
nient 'there' when it was needed, and magic was 'out.' As
a result, those individuals who, as in all eras, were inter
ested in matters occult or hidden, continued to work with
~he material. th~y had, evolving the grimoires and produc
Ing synthetic., Integrated magical tracts which many of
them then refined further through private experimentation
or practice. It is to these individuals that-in effect-we
owe as much today as we do to those later translators who
were to popularize and perhaps even fine tune the work of
this era.

6. Gothic Revival Era Magic-1800 C.E. to 1900C.E.
In the ea.rlyyear~ of the 19th century, three very impor

tant events In the history of magic occurred. First, in July,
1801, a rather young man, Francis Barrett, successfully
published h~s magical tract The Magus-A Complete System
of Occult Phzlosophy through the firm Lackington, Allen, of
L?~don, Eng~and, as reported by Timothy d'Arch Smith in
hIS Intr~ductIon t? the 1967 edition. What is not generally
known IS that thI.S system of magic is actually the Three
Books of Occult Phzlosophy penned by Agrippa, although in
considerably modified form.

Barrett's publication is important for several reasons.
B~t before we loo~ at them, it is necessary to understand a
bit more of the history of his work. Although The Three
Books of Occult Philosophy were penned by Agrippa in
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1509-1510, they were not published until 1531, and the
edition itself was not complete. Rather, while it contained
the entire index for all three volumes, it ended with Book
One and a note to the reader. In that note Agrippa explains
that personal problems prohibited him from releasing the
other two volumes, yet he assured the reader they would
soon be released after being edited. It was not until 1533
however, that the first complete edition of The Three Books
was published in Cologne, Germany.

Two years later, Agrippa died in France, penniless and
among strangers. His work would appear in the Latin
Opera not long after his death. The English edition with
which modern day occultists are so familiar, was trans
lated and published in 1651 in London. It is, even for its er
rors, the best of the English translations as Henry Morley,
the biographer of Agrippa, wrote in the 1856 edition of his
important contribution The Life of Henry Cornelius Agrippa.

The English translation of the Opera contains all three
volumes of Agrippa's writings. Barrett plagiarized large
sections of The Three Books in his publication of The Magus,
or Celestial Intelligencer, without giving any credit to
Agrippa. This is held as absolutely contemptuous by many
modern day writers, and they are most certainly correct.
But I think the reader should also know-plagiarism aside,
but not excused-that if it were not for Barrett, .large sec
tions of The Three Books would probably have been lost to
antiquity.

For nowhere during the period extending from 1533 to
1801 do we find any mention of The Three Books in any
magical writings, save for its translation into English in
1651, and in Henry Morley's book. There is no doubt that
the 1651 English edition had a powerful impact upon the
production of later grimoires, although not credited by
them. Traces of this influence can be seen in such 17th cen
tury grimoires as the Grimoire of Armadel, especially in the
wording and style of the conjurations, and in what appears
to be derivations of several sigils of the spirits. Addition
ally, as I view them, several of the Sloane manuscripts of
the time also show evidence of Agrippa's influence.

Thus, whether by omission or comrrussion, other
writers neglected to cite their Agrippa source material as
well. Without adequate reference to such material, the stu
dent of magic is, regardless of the period of history, left to
fend for himself in a field already muddied with distor
tions and confused by errors at the very outset. This can
and does increase the student's chances for partial, incom
plete, negative, or worst of all, disastrous results.

There are also two other strange twists regarding the
importance of Agrippa's books and Barrett's pirating.
These are other examples of how human and social forces
were instrumental in forming the grimoires and methods
of magic that we see today. First, because The Three Books
were not plagiarized earlier reveals the depth of obscurity
into which they had fallen. Plagiarism is a.difficult task to
accomplish, at least with publications generally known.
But with obscure or forgotten texts, little skill is required,
and this is another indication of the ambiguous state into
which The Three Books had fallen.

Secondly, that Barrett's book succeeded in effecting to
such an extent what would become the most famous magi
cal order in history, the Hermetic Order of the Golden
Dawn, is remarkable, and can only serve to further illus
trate Agrippa's anonymity. For as Tyson so accurately
points out in his edited and annotated edition of The Three
Books, this magical order based much of its very root mate
rial on Barrett's plagiarized publication, along with all of
the errors and omissions that The Magus or Celestial Intelli
gencer contains.

One has only to compare, side by side, Barrett's writ
ings with the original Order material of the Golden Dawn
itself, to see this clearly. Hence the Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn did not base the names of its spirits, their
sigils, the structure and configuration of the planetary
kameas, or their Qabalistic techniques upon the original
1651 English translation of TheThree Books; but rather upon
the dubious work of Francis Barrett. As history has shown,
Aleister Crowley, in turn, based his entire system of magic
and subsequent magical orders directly on the Golden
Dawn, of which he was an early member. In the end, Bar-
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rett's character flaws and their role in pirating massive
sections of Agrippa's writing cannot be overlooked or
condoned. But his unintentional contribution of rescuing
The Three Books, and the impact his one book had on West
em Magic, must be recognized for what it was: a bitter
sweet fruit that provided the seed material for the devel
opment of later structured magical systems-a phe
nomenon unknown up to that time.

What I consider to be the second major event that
occurred during this era was the arrival of a large cache of
magical papyri, purchased by an Armenian, Jean d'Anas
tasi. As Dr. Flowers explains: "He [Anastasi] bought the
bulk of the known magical papyri in a single purchase in
Thebes and had the entire lot shipped to Europe where
they were auctioned off to a variety of European muse
ums... "5 But still, the papyri were largely ignored until the
Fragment of a Graeco-Egyptian Work Upon Magic was pro
duced by Charles Wycliffe Goodwin for the Cambridge
Antiquarian Society in 1853; a mere thirty-four years
before the founding of the Golden Dawn by Westcott and
Mathers.

Doubtless this and other Hermetic documents from
that cache were used in the synthesis of the Golden Dawn
material, Prom Egyptian Names of the Gods and God
desses, to Words of Power, ritual structure, the construc
tion and use of magical alphabets, and mental visualiza
tions, the Golden Dawn system exemplifies the use of
original Hermetic material found in the papyri. But even
so, it must be remembered that the science of translating
and understanding the papyri had only begun when the
Golden Dawn used what was available to form its own
structure and practice. As such, errors, omissions, and a
lack of understanding that plagued the early years of the
field of papyri translation found their way into the forma-

5 Flowers, Stephen Edred, PhD., ed. Hermetic Magic. The Postmodem
Magical Papyrus of Abaris. Samuel Weiser, Inc. York Beach, Maine.
1995. page 15.

tion of the Golden Dawn, as did the genuine Hermetic
kernels of power.

It might also be interesting for the reader to know that
Goodwin's paper contains the basis of what would become
known as The Bornless Ritual, the very heart and core of
the magical system that would be expanded and popular
ized by Crowley in the next magical era to follow. Yet here
too, the base information derived from Goodwin's work
contained many errors and omissions. Although a number
of them. have been corrected by authors after Crowley, the
actual ritual as contained in the papyri in question remains
vastly different from that which is still found in books
being published on the subject.

The third .major event that occurred during this period
was. the magical work and detailed writing of Alphonse
LOUIS Constant (1810-1875), known by his magical motto
?r na:rr:t-e .of ~lipha~ Le~i. Levi's works are deeply steeped
m C~nshamty,.which IS apparent from their theology. Yet
he rrusses nothing as far as Qabalah and Practical Qabalah
or Applied Magic is concerned.

It is my view that Levi's life and writings constitute the
first significant attempt to achieve a synthesis of Christian
doctrine with Esoteric philosophy and magical principles.
He was occupied with the synthesis of those three great
subjects that run as a continuous thread throughout all the
eras of magic: the nature of Man, the Universe, God, and
the intersection of the three. His many books reflect some
of the earlier Qabalistic principles of Agrippa, although he
also borrows from such strictly Jewish texts as Simeon
Ben-Iochal's Siphra Dzeniuta, and Johann Reuchlin's classic
text De Arte Cabalistics (The Art of Kabbalah), along with
Reuchlin's De Verbo Mirifico (The Mirific Word).

It is interesting to note that Levi, like Agrippa, was so
influenced by Reuchlin. A strict follower of Jewish mysti
cism, Reuchlin refused to join with his Christian contem
poraries of the time, believing them to harbor intents of
destroying the Hebrew Kabbalah and the Talmud. Ruche
lin so spoke out against this Christian arrogance as he
perceived it, that he insisted it was only possible for Chris
tians to have meaningful intellectual exchanges with Jews
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upon which most of today's Western Occultism is based:
the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. So much has
been written about the history, theory, and ritual proce
dures of this society however, that another extensive
rehash here of the known facts would not serve to give the
seasoned reader further insights into this magical Order. I
have however, provided some references in the Suggested
Reading List that may prove to be of value to newer stu
dents wishing to learn more about this group.

For our present purposes, what might prove helpful to
all readers is a summary of those key points regarding the
Golden Dawn that have been discussed throughout this
chapter, and to flesh them out a bit with some small
amount of additional material. These issues are admittedly
not popular. Some are personal interpretations of the writ
ings of Westcott. Others are simply factual. Together they
are meant to be used in tempering the grandiose and oft
times spectacular claims made about the Order work by
numerous authors and different factions claiming to have
,direct apostolic descend' from the original Golden Dawn
society.

As in the study and practice of any subject, grand,
sweeping emotional claims inevitably lead to unrealistic
expectations that eventually culminate in disappointment,
frustration, and anger. The result is the disappointed stu
?ent, w~o scraps all of the information or the entire system
Itself, smce he or she cannot prove all they were told is
inevitable or even possible by "holding to the letter of the
instructions and Teachings." The key points worth
remembering are:

-¢> - Hermetic manuscripts were used in the construc
tion of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn system of
magic. Yet the original Hermetic Order did not possess the
substantial Hermetic basis to which it laid claim. The
reason for this is that the magical formulas and spells
given in the Graeco-Egyptian papyri, which were said to
have served as the basis of the Order Teachings, required
extensive translation and study by authorities in the then
emerging field of Papyriology. This study required the last
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unless they first acquired a deep knowledge of the Jewish
philosophers and their doctrines.

Yet in Levi's case, his gentle nature and penetrating,
formidable intellectual ability were able to override even
these dogmatic attitudes as well as those of his own Chris
tian church, enabling him to nurture the information he
found in the Qabalistic treasures of these Jewish sources.
Even his expulsion from the seminary after first taking
minor orders and later becoming a Deacon, did not de
crease his love for the church. This expulsion, due to hold
ing views contrary to the Roman Catholic Church, may
have fanned his already deep interest in matters occult,
and may have been the very source of his radical views"
that brought an end to the clerical life designed for him by
his family and parish priest.

Yet Levi did not borrow from The Three Books or the
earlier Hebrew Kabbalistic sources so extensively that his
own writings failed to achieve their own unique identity.
Rather, these earlier writings served as base material
which he would transform through his own genius and
magical practice into a powerful and viable system of
magic that is all but disregarded by today's New Age
movement and its magical currents. Moreover, his writings
produced what I consider to be the first true eclectic syn~

thesis of Medieval, Renaissance, and Transition Era Magic.
The interested reader might take note that his works of

special importance are: Dogme Et Rituel De La Haute Magie
(Transcendental Magic-Its Doctrine and Ritual), The
History of Magic, The Paradoxes of the Highest Science, The
Book of Splendours, The Mysteries of the Qabalah, The Great
Secret, (the latter three are a trilogy), and the Magical Ritual
of Sanctum Regnum. Two interesting short papers, The
Conjuration of the Four Elements and The Science of Hermes,
are also noteworthy. More of Levi's magical work became
integrated into the foundation of the Golden Dawn and
through it, into Crowley's own Order than is admitted to
or even known by the proponents of these two schools of
magic to this day.

A fourth and final major event that occurred during
this time period was the formation of the magical society
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eight or nine decades before those ancient writings finally
began to yield their magical fruit. Whether this was sus
pected by W.W. Westcott, a co-founder of the Golden
Dawn, can only be surmised. But his Collectanea Hermetica
seems to suggest this.

Additionally, it must be remembered that it was actu
ally Westcott who established the Order, and it was he
who wrote the Knowledge Lectures and laid the founda
tion upon which it was built. His co-founder, S.L. MacGre
gor Mathers, confined his contribution to producing the
Grade ceremonies from the famous Golden Dawn Cipher
Manuscript. Nevertheless, even though Westcott was a
part of the Gothic Revival Era Magic owing simply to his
time in history, he appears to have had the vision to at
least intimate that a broad-based Hermetic quality was
lacking in the very Order documents that served the basis
for the magical order which he-for all practical pur
poses-created single handedly.

It is my contention that Westcott's public claim to
Hermeticism was not an act of deception meant to mislead
the aspirant. Rather, one gets the impression he was sim
ply aware that the Hermetic material to which he had
access was very sparse. It is likely his scholarly nature and
academic training as a physician lent him a more rational
view of life, although he could not resist claiming to a cer
tain Hermetic basis according to the ancient tracts avail
able at the time. But apparently his caution, as detected in
the Collectanea, was largely ignored, as can be found by
examining many of the ritual and ceremonial documents
of the Golden Dawn, or the material of most other con
temporary societies that bear the word Hermetic in their
names. In short, it is my view that from the beginning of
the Golden Dawn to this very day, the word Hermetic is
used incorrectly, and that in place of it, another term more
closely describes the content of such magical teachings.
Such a word would be Arcane.

~ - A powerful example of this Hermetic deficiency
can be seen in the poorly translated manuscript that served
as the summum bonum of both the Golden Dawn, and

Crowley's later magical order which was built upon the
Golden Dawn structure: the Fragment of a Graeco-Egyptian
Work Upon Magic. As mentioned before, this was produced
by Charles Wycliffe Goodwin in 1853,just thirty-four years
before the founding of the Golden Dawn by Westcott and
Mathers, and its errors, omissions, and the lack of Her
metic understanding that plagued the early years of papyri
translation found their way into the formation of the
Golden Dawn. This particular paper of Goodwin's served
as the basis of what would become known as The Bornless
Ritual, the very heart and core of the magical system that
would be expanded upon greatly and popularized by
Crowley in the next magical era to follow.

~ - It was Francis Barrett's 1801 publication of The
Magus Or Celestial Intelligencer-a plagiarized and butch
ered version of Agrippa's lost The Three Books of Occult
Philosophy-which served as the source book from which
most of the Golden Dawn's root material was derived.
Owing to this, the errors and omissions in that Hermetic,
Qabalistic, and arcane material also entered into the struc
ture of the Golden Dawn. As a result, the Golden Dawn
did not base the names of its spiritual hosts, their sigils, the
structure and configuration of the planetary kameas, or
their Qabalistic techniques upon the original, most com
plete 1651 English translation of The Three Books; but rather
upon the dubious work of Francis Barrett. And as history
later shows, Aleister Crowley, in tum, based his entire sys
tem of magic and subsequent magical orders directly on
the Golden Dawn, of which he was an early member.

7. Modern Era Magic-1900 C.E. to Present Day
From 1900 onward, after the dissolution of the Her

metic Order of the Golden Dawn, the original members
went off on their own to pursue further magical or occult
work. Mathers founded his own magical society, the Order
of the Alpha et Omega. A.E. Waite, his own school of
Tarot, while yet others took to Eastern philosophies and
went so far as to take up residences in far off eastern lands,
practicing various forms of Yoga and Buddhism. Accounts
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of these individuals and their post-Golden Dawn activities
can be found throughout the literature of the field. In the
case of the Golden Dawn, I have provided a few references
in the Suggested Reading list at the end of this book for
those interested in such details.

The three most notable events arising out of this
breakup will now be dealt with briefly. Selected material is
provided in the reading list that will enable interested
readers to pursue these matters further.

First, there is the life and magical activities of Aleister
Crowley. He translated the famous grimoire, the Goetia, for
Mathers; he published his famous Equinox; he founded his
own magical order, the A:.A:. (Argentum Astrum); he
made contact with his spiritual guide, Aiwa, which re
sulted in the Book of the Law, which is supposed to lay the
groundwork for a new way of living; he engaged in many
episodes with drugs, sex, and intrigues; and he pounded
out a system of magic and spelled it Magick to differentiate
it from the earlier forms he considered vulgar.

His magical system is eagerly followed by thousands
of people to this day. His impact on magic in general and
on the Attainment of the Knowledge and Conversation of
the Holy Guardian Angel in particular through his intense
ritual-which serves as the very heart of his system-can
not be denied. Opinions of him are as varied as are his
voluminous writings on poetry, science, religion and
magic, all of which are integrated at different points in his
career. He insisted his religion of Thelema is not for every
one, but as with any area of magic, it is up to the individ
ual to determine the worthiness of his writings and meth
ods for use in the synthesis of their personal system.
Perhaps the most fitting description of this man is that he
was an oddity wrapped in an enigma. His greatest impact
on magic began around 1900 and ended with his death in
1947.

Born Israel Regardie, he later took the name Francis
after Saint Francis, for personal reasons besides those that
appear in print. While working as a secretary for Crowley,
the very little magic he actually learned from his employer
coupled with his already intense interest in occult matters,

skyrocketed his influence in providing the psychological
framework of Western Magic which underlies the popular
conceptions of the field as it is known today. But in doing
so, he still retained the purity of earlier Medieval, Renais
sance, and Transition Era magic material-at least in his
early writings.

A good example of this retention can be found in what
is still considered his most valuable contribution, The Tree
of Life. That Regardie would forever be tied to Crowley
may have been inevitable, seeing the influence "The
Beast," as the older man called himself, had upon the
younger man. Regardie would spend his entire life defend
ing his former employer and sometime friend, publishing
books and papers, always trying to explain the bohemian
who was Aleister Crowley.

At the same time, Regardie remained dedicated to the
Golden Dawn. From publishing the original Order mate
rial which brought him both fame and infamy, to his
attempts to relate that material to both known and sus
pected psychological functions, to his efforts to integrate
those explanations into expanded and refined material as
can be seen in his book The Art ofTrueHealing-Regardie's
life was dedicated to the exploration of the unconscious:
the very working realm of magic.

Despite this public image, during one of our conversa
tions in 1978 he admitted to me, "If the truth be known, I
am still of the old system of magic, just as you are!" Such
was the complexity of the man. Since my final views on
magic differ considerably from those of Regardie's, my
former Teacher and friend, I recommend caution when
studying his works. It is not because they are wrong or
inaccurate. Rather, their turgid psychological conjecture
and explanation require an extensive knowledge of both
psychology and psychoanalysis in order to effectively
understand them. In addition, the psycho-babble diatribe
that now defines what has come to be known as the New
Age, and which I place as beginning in 1965 and continu
ing on to this present day, has muddied those already
thick psychological waters even further. The other reasons
for giving the reader this general caution when dealing
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with such 'new' material will become more apparent as he

or she continues to study this book. Certainly psychologi

cal principles are involved in any form of magical practice.

But one must ask whether they are practical, verifiable prin

ciples, or artificial, unverifiable constructs used to give

structure to explanations of magic where none exists.

The third and final event of this era of magic is the

arrival of the so-called New Age. Around 1965 there was a

new, fresh feeling in the air. The restraints of Christian and

other fixed, dogmatic, doctrinally- driven religions became

all but completely severed from the minds and lives of

everyday people. An expanding economy, higher wages,

experimental television, an explosion of printed media

ranging from magazines and tabloids to newspapers and

books, loosened the puritanical and provincial codes of

conduct and thought generated and maintained by the

religious status quo for over two millennium.
Along with the change rode an honest, pure desire on

the part of many people to explore new personal vistas

and ideas. But as is so often the case with radical change,

something else hitched a ride with this double-edged

sword of new and plenty. Something no one at the time

could have predicted. The human need to explore and im

prove, quickly became overtaken by the shiftless, lazy,

irresponsible, instant gratification, quick-fix minorities. It

was they who made the news, a.media attitude that en

trenched itself deeply into the public psyche. In keeping

with this self-serving motive, the'oppressed' were handed

a wide audience by the media and press.
For over a decade, it seemed that this vocal minority

and the objects of their disagreements were all that existed,

and so public opinion was swayed. After all, it was the

Dawning of the Age of Aquarius, the time of the hippie,

free love, dropping out and tuning in, flower children,

make love, not war, and love everyone. All of this was

instantaneously discarded by these same free thinkers

when their own pleasures were challenged or their views

questioned. It was not a time of reaction. It was a time of

action, unleashed by the infantile in people. A time to

allow the child within to have free and blameless reign
over everything without.

Upon the.heels of these 'rights' to 'do your own thing,'

came the wnters of a type of occultism that perfectly re

flected the prevailing social chaos. Books slid off the

presses by the thousands, all advocating the occult equiva

lent of the :r:tew soc.ial norm. G?~den Dawn, Crowley's sys

tem of magic, Medieval, Transition and Gothic Revival Era

rituals could be done with whatever sort of implements

('weapons') one could make in a few minutes or buy at the
nearest head shop.

And the grimoires? "Man, I want all that power!" was

the rallying cry of those drawn toward the "New Occult."

It was summed up in ~he attit~de, "J-:Iey, man, do I really

have to do all those weird and impossible things, like draw

some crazy seal with the blood of a black rooster and draw

all those complicated circles on the floor with some so

call:d Holy N~me I do.n',t understand? Man, it's gotta be

easier than this! Nothin can be this hard 'cause I got

rights!" And all too often the answer he or she wanted to

hear came back to the budding aspirant on the New Path

to spiritual advancement and worldly power.

"Of course not!" was (and still is) the resounding coun

sel given by some latter day, self-styled 'authority' of this

~ew C?~cult phen~menon. "It is enough that you have the
intent m mind, It s enough you can visualize the circle-

you only: need one you know, not three like those musty

old magic books say-and all those divine names? Ha!

They can be dispensed with! In these 'modern times' we

know better! 'Blood of a black rooster?' Come on, give me a

break!" the new authority would continue. "Everyone

knows that those 'requirements' in those old musty books

~ere traps for the gullible. They don't apply to cool dudes

Iike u~! And w~o say~ you can't perform all the magic you

want m your dingy httle apartment right here in the mid

dle of Squalor City, USA? Man, I'm telling ya it's better to
do a little magic than none at all!" ,

Rationalization, laziness, lack of Will, absence of self

disciplin~, gr~ed, men~al instability, emotional immaturity,

all prevailed m the wntten presentations that dared to call



themselves magical texts. It is my opinion-an~I ~arn the
reader, only my opinion-that these expediencies and
human deficiencies were and still are at the root of most of
the so-called New Age material available today. In the
main, I consider that material utter rubbish, to be disre
garded and despised both for what it is and for what it is
not, but claims to be.

This hippie era transitioned into the next period of dis
grace, that of the yuppie generation. Those years, peopled
by the occult-minded memb~r~ of ~he former drop out and
tune in crowd who were disillusioned by the New Age
expediencies, saw the rise of a new banner. The new battle
cry of anything for the God-almighty dollar, symbol-over
substance, prevailed from the early 1980's through ~he

1990's. Today, their successors have no banners or rallymg
cries at all. Rather, their teckie mentalities aim to improve
upon nature without understanding their own, and it has
reduced the world of intellectual and spiritual stages to a
mock play with lines of a resurging dialectical materialism
that are read over and over again, day after day. In their
shadow are the popular New Age teachings spouting their
own band of dogmas, replacing those of the former Holy
Mother Church.

In concluding this chapter, I would like to make one
final distinction in the eras of magic that I trust will help to
fine tune the reader's awareness of the material to follow.
The following divisions of magic will prove helpful-

Hermetic Magic is considered here to be a separate,
distinct era when core magical material was developed. It
is not dealt with in this present book.

Dark Ages, Medieval, Renaissance, and Tra~sit~on

Era magic constitutes a developmental and application
period which will hereafter be referred to as the a Id
System of Magic or simply as the Old System.

The Gothic Revival and Modern Era magic will be
made reference to by what I have already termed New
Age Magic or simply the New System of Magic or N~w
System. Yes, this is correct. I place the Golden Dawn, ItS
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numerous spin offs-for example, the works of W.E.
Butler, W.e. Gray, and Dion Fortune, as well as Crowley's
system of magic in with this lot-because onc~ again, i~

my opinion, while these magical systems are ultimately VI
able and workable, they are so only in a purely theoretical
sense.

This conclusion, a consequence of what has been given
in this chapter concerning these systems of magic, is that in
their present form, their eclectic nature is fragmented. That
is, the pieces which compose their systems do not fit well
together. They do not support either the whole, or the spe
cific rituals whose framework they are supposed to sup
port. This inadequacy leads the Practitioner into states of
severe personality imbalance, self-delusion, reality distor
tion, and extreme rationalization that requires the use of
selective attention in order to prove the magic works, or
more correctly, in the end: "Well, it works-sometimes.
Sort of. You know. That's just how it is." And the Practi
tioner of these systems is right-that's just how it is.

Our concern throughout the rest of this book will deal
exclusively with Old System Magic. Certainly this earlier
type of magic is difficult. But its material will be empty of
the double-talk, interpretations, hypocrisy, empty prom
ises, and monumental distortions that define the so-called
New Age.
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Chapter Three

Magical Propositions and Axioms for Success
and Survival

B
y now you must be saying to yourself, "Well, you've
condemned the Golden Dawn and Crowley's system
of magic, so what do you have to offer that's so much

better?" So I will answer.
From this point on, the reader will be given Magical

Principles-not speculations or conjectures-that will
enable him or her to do two things other books have not
been able to. Why am I so sure of this? Because otherwise
the reader would not have gotten to this point in the text.
The principles to follow will enable the Practitioner to:

1. Perform the magic of evocation the way it was
designed to be performed by the ancient magicians, and to
do so with the expectation of success while yet thriving on
such a mentally and emotionally harrowing experience.

2. Design, perfect, and polish the only type of magical
system that will work consistently and reliably. And the
only system that will do this is your own system. There are
none others. There are no recipe books in this field. There
is no single magical book that will enable you to achieve
all that you want to achieve, do all that you want to do,
and become all that you want to be. Instead, there are
Magical Principles that will enable you to accomplish all of
the above, but they are to be used or discarded, as the
intelligent or foolish nature of the Practitioner dictates. It is
as simple and as hard a fact as that.
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Gothic and Modern Era Magic aside, it is nevertheless
nece~sary to s~ate that in the past forty years of personal
magical practice, I have seen very few of the grimoire
based, material gain promises fulfilled-at least to the full
extent promised. I am speaking here of those operations
taken from any of th~ cl?ssical grimoires I so obviously
~avor, namely, the grimoires of Old System Magic. More
Importantly, even when partial results were achieved,
those results were always accompanied by a series of
e.vents tha~ t?ok some material asset away from the Practi
tlo~er .as If I~ .paymen.t for the paltry results achieved,
while In addition causmg him or her some serious per
sonal problems. Yet, I am sure the reader who has experi
mented with evocation from texts of Old System Magic
knows this all too well.

. Why the sil~nce of the ancient magicians on these key
pomts of evocation? It can only be surmised, but it is a rea
so~ab~e guess, based upon a study of the Old System
gnmoI:es, that they are literally ceremonial workbooks,
much hk~ a laboratory manual the reader might remember
from a high school or college chemistry or physics course.
The instructions are given as to how to produce the result,
but the theory and interpretation behind those results are
~eft to the course textbook, in this case, the private magical
Journals of the Old System magicians. And to date, none of
those magical course textbooks of the early Western magi
cians have surfaced.

To be sure, there are many reasons for the partial
results achieved, and the evocation aftermath as I call the
personal problems that also arise. As it was in times past
wh~n each m?gician h~d to f~d his own way through the
penIs. of magical practice, so It remains today. The differ
ence IS, what I am about to give the reader here are the
insights which I ~ave worke~ out throughout the past four
decades of practice, and which were confirmed time after
time by my contemporaries who tested them out in their
~wn practice of magical evocation to physical manifesta
tion.

The l?n&" and th~ short of it is that they work, as the
reader WIll fmd for him or herself if they put this 'grimoire'
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respected. Such respect comes only throug~understa~ding

the Act of Summoning, the nature of the bemgs you will be
dealing with, the mechanics behind the .rituals, an? the
forces involved in the ceremony. The magical propositions
and axioms which follow will enable you to lay the foun
dation for this understanding. The respect will flow from
it.

You have probably hear t,~e statements "Physi~s. is
nothing but mathematics" or The Great Mathem~tICI~n
geometrized and created the universe and everythmg m
it." Both are true, for mathematics is the very language of
nature. It is a process by which former~y unkno~n rela
tionships existing between components m a physical sys
tem are expressed in quantitative term~. ~n turn, ~uch

mathematical terms then allow for prediction and mde
pendent verification of the physical s'ystem; the very basis
of scientific thought and here, of magIc.. ..

Of course, it is not possible to quantify the objective
and subjective experience of any magical act, ritual, or
ceremony, due to the human element. Nevertheless, i~ is
possible to use the principles of mathematics to establish
the relationships that exist between the components of the
magical system. I am not using the mathematic~l~odel

here in a metaphorical sense, but rather as an application to
the experience of magic. Let us begin with fundamental
units and later apply them to the practice of evocation as
set down in this book.

There are two basic ideas upon which all branches of
mathematics are constructed, evolved, and applied. The
concept of the proposition and the axiom. A proposition is
simply a sentence or formula used in a logical argument. It
has a 'truth value.' That is, it can either be true or false, but
not both. Any argument then consists of a series of propo
sitions that lead to a conclusion, which itself is another
proposition. The propositions of the arg~ment a~e t~e~

selves linked by logical Operators or devices w~I~h indi
cate relationships between the statements (propositions)..

An axiom is an initial proposition (statement) that 1S
accepted without proof, andfrom which furthe: propositions are
then derived. So a logical argument can begm WIth a propo-
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of ~ine into practice. In short, what is written here is the
eqU1val~ntof what every magician from the Hermetic Era
of MagIC ~hr~u9h the Gothic Revival Era of Magic had to
work out m~IvI~~ally.Group working in this case did no
~ood; Each individual has a unique set of mental emo
tI~nal, psychic ?~d spiritual variables which must b~ dealt
wIth by the mdIvIdual Practitioner.

But there is even more to the matter. The serious
Studen.t. of the Mysteries will find that if the magical
pr~pOSItIonsa~d aXio.ms to follow are used to design, test,
refm~ and pol~sh th~Ir own integrated system of magical
practIce-one m which evocation is but a very important
compo~ent-theywill be able to devise a life philosophy
that ~I11 enable. them to grown mentally, emotionall ,
psychIcally, and in the end, spiritually, but in a true sense
1\ new huma!1 being will be produced. One who will hav~
dIsco~ered ~IS or her own True Will or the Will of God for
them in th~I~ present life. Such an individual will receive
all.of ~e dIvI!1e and material aid they need to accomplish
this ~I11 easilu, and perfectly. The ancient promise set
dow~ in the Ol~ System grimoire The Book of the Sacred
N!ag1c of ~bramelm the Mage will be·fulfilled. Such an indi
VIdual will become one of the elect of the earth and one of
th~ greatest beings to have walked upon it. Th~ir influence
~Ill endure throughout the ages, and will emerge unblem
Ish~d. ~he attempts of the inferiors to decry, ridicule, and
ra~lOn?lIzeaway the work of such a one who has attained
WIll ~Isappear as quickly and completely as a mist in the
mommg sun, as will they.
. Evocati~m,. like ~ny.branch of magic, is a tool to be used
~.accomplIshmgthis fmal end; this Great Work. As a tool
It IS ~~t to be worshiped. It is not to be used to give yo~
dommlOn over others, or to interfere in their life paths,
unless you are attacked by them unjustly. It is not a
method of exal~ing your own weak ego, so you fancy
your~elfsomethmg you are not, and increase the suffering
m this wor~d. Nor is it license to allow your infantile hates,
self ?dulatIon and whims of desire to run wild, tumin
you into another tragic case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, o~
another Dr. Faustus. Yet this act of evocation is to be
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sition that is an axiom and f .follow, and which lead to romlw~Ich other propositionsof ~his is then a proof, oraf~~~::sIOn. The.idea behind allentire argument-from' iti I . way to insure that the
I

. iru ia aXIOm (pr ition)c USIOn (proposition) is true.Jt i OpOSI IOn to con-general concepts to rna I~e; IS not ~ard to apply theseelement cannot be quantffi~d ~m~~b~rIng that the humanNow we can I k f P ocess.
b h

. 00 or the structu d. e ind magic, just as we did' ... re an causationIn
9

of .the structure and causa:ro~~~;oan,.mderstandgrImOlreS in Chapter Two It. . the history of the"Do the proof" of these ar' IS up t? ~he Practitioner tomatics. And this can onl ~m~nts as It IS called in mathecation itself, as I did thrtu ~ one by performing the eva(re)discovering and ironingg0o~~~he fou.r d.ecades spent inworking. u ese principles of magical
The reader will notice that hi! .are exactly as defined b w e the axioms presenteda ove, some prop itiarguments are presented' th f OSI IOns of thenegative propositions These e orm of what are calledare the opposite of thO .se are statements whose nature. e aXIOm and who hstyle In logical argument I h ' . d IC are an allowedmake a more powerful: ave use them here in order tonot fear. The conclusion ~7~:C~ on the reader's mind. Dobe inevitable as a result of both ~~men~will be found toform propositions and '11 egative and standard, ,WI support the original axiom.

AXIom 1-Different syste f 'defined; or components and ms 0 , magIC as previouslysystems of magic must rebquIr~ments of different" , never e mixed N ' h~rImOlres or other magical text ithi ' .ed er mustItself be mixed, s WI In a gIVen system
Argument 1-The New A h .years from 1965 to the ge, t at period spanning theidea of expediency in J~g~~~lt, notk<.>nly introduced theChapter Two it expanded wor mg as explained inobvious nec~ssity durin ~o~ and mandated it as anbecame 'reasonable' to us~the~itue~a.de of the 1990's. Itsystem of magic in another s st a ;mpl~ments from oneeveryone knew (and most NY eArn 0 m~gIc. For example,ew gers still do!) that it was
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perfectly acceptable to use the magical weapons from theGolden Dawn, for example, in evoking a demonic entity
from the Goetia.

The logic for this freewheeling permission? It wouldfollow something like this: "Well, this author says so. Afterall, he's an authority! He's got a book published, sohe mustknow what he's talking about! Besides, there's a picture ofthe author on the back cover of the book, standing next tothis world renowned magician! He even has his armaround him! Surely this is more proof that this author is anauthority! So I can do what I want-oops, that is-what hesays I can do! And it's soooo easy now! What a relief!World of power, fame and riches, here I come!" Or worseyet, "Spiritual development and power, here I come!"An author's authority to write and effect the life of hisreader does not come from such pictures on the back coverof his book. Nor does it come from the benedictionsgranted his work by other 'authorities' in the field, or fromreviewers' opinions, whether good or ill. The authority thePractitioner seeks will be found in the author's wordsthemselves. They will speak with an experience to a levelof the reader's mind that is beyond the conscious realm.The reader will know the author has arrived in the workbeing read, and that the particular book being studied isthere to guide the Practitioner along his or her own individual Path. There is no more'authority' to be sought than
this.By contrast, another expediency developed was tochange the requirements set down in the ancient grimoires.As an example. Another individual desires to work fromthe same Goetia. But the directions for preparing theweapons are-well, you know-just too 'weird.' They areunreasonable. "The 'blood of a black cock that never trodehen' needed to make the Secret Seal of Solomon? This isridiculous! Where do I get a black rooster from? This isobviously one of those traps for fools I read about in thatother book. Sure. That's what it is! There's gotta be aneasier way!" And the easier way is taken. Then the experiment in evocation is conducted-after it has been butch-
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In many cases, the grimoire does not mention how the
perfumes are to be compounded or where they are to come
from. In other cases, they specifically mention a few ingre
dients and warn the Practitioner he or she must'divine' or
'Kabbalastically' determine the others required. Yet in
other instances, instructions are given to "compound the
perfumes of Art thyself." Yet the prevailing trend is: "Oh
well, it is enough that I get something like this scent or that
one. Heck, that's good enough!" Is it really?

The second instance is the magic circle. "What? I have
to draw three circles on the floor? The first one nine feet in
diameter, and the other two a hands breadth apart, and
then fill up the spaces between them with an endless string
of divine names, and all in those hard-to-draw Hebrew
characters yet?" is the general mutter of our New Age
Practitioner. "This is nuts!" they go on. "This other author
ity says I don't even need one circle on the floor! All I need
to do is visualize one and I'll be protected to high heavens!
Why, after all, it's the 'intent' that really counts. Not all
that hard work! So what if those three physical circles add
to my intent and establish physical boundaries that define
the area of the work in the world of Malkuth! All that is
just not needed and I know it! It's too much work! Yep,
visualization is enough!" My reply to such a 'Practitioner'
of our Art? "Talk to me after you do your so-called 'evoca
tion.' I'll be looking forward to hearing about all the mar
velous results you got-or not-as the case may be!"

Conclusion 1-The content of the grimoires, that is,
their requirements for the production of the implements,
the languages used in the conjurations, the circle design
and construction, the perfumes, in short, any of their
instructions are not to be meddled with. They do not
allow-and the results from working with them do not
tolerate-flippant, expedient, haphazard substitution,
mixing, or changes of any kind beyond what each allows in
its actual instructions. Just because one or more require
ments are not convenient or palatable to the Practitioner,
does not give them any license whatsoever to change those
requirements. It is as simple as that.
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ered by t~e "true Practitioner of the magical art" so as to be
~nrecogmzable from the original. The result of the evoca
tion? Now look who the fool is!

Yet an?ther false permission devised by the trite and
trendy attitudes of the New Age was that of mixing the
Words of"Power from the grimoire being used with "more
~o",:~rful Words of Power or "Barbarous Words of Evoca
tIon. from another grimoire, or importing and mixin
mag~cal .languages together. Another example using th~
Goeiia WIll make this clear. In the last years of the 1990s
boofs a}?peare.d advocating that the pronunciation of th~
c?nJuratIons given in the Goetia were not uttered in their
given tonp~e, but in the Enochian, or the language of the
angels as It IS also called.
. T~e result? An established set of words, set side b

sI.de In order to produce a desired physical effect werr
distorted beyond recognition. It is no different than'trying
to t.une the FM dial of a stereo to your favorite radio
st~tlOn ~fter ~ddingmore elements to the tuner. What ou
WIll get I~ a distorted signal, mixed with more overlap!ing
frequencIes and harmonics, with more distortions above
and b~low t~e desired frequency than you could count.
!here I.S no dIfference in magic in general, or in evocation
In particular. And as to the so-called results produced by
s"':lch an effort, and the backlash or slingshot effect we will
dISCUSS later? Your guess is as good as mine.

Just to ~ake certain you get the point being made here
let me mention two more final liberties given by the ped
dlers O! the New ~ge. The first is the perfume of Art as it is
~alled In many gnmoires, which refers to the incense that
~s to b~ used In ~he ceremony. Many times more than one
IS required. For Instance, one perfume must correspond to
the nature of the spirit being evoked, and is to be com
po~nded by the Practitioner. It is in this perfume's rising
SWIrlS of s~oke that the spirit will take form. Yet a second
perf~me ~I11 be used to consecrate the Circle of Art, while
a third WIll be held in readiness in case threats enforce
ment, and the ."Curse of Chains" or similar drastic mea
sure~ are required to force the spirit to manifest without
the CIrcle.
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As Dr. Flowers correctly states in his classic Hermetic
Magic, "When one of the old spells called for the 'blood of
a black ass,' it was really no more a rare ingredient than,
let's say, the crank case oil of a black Chevy pickup truck
would be today. "6 This is exactly the point. The require
ments are what they are. Whatever the particular grammar
of magic, those materials and requirement needed for its
proper performance were as normal and readily available
as the crankcase oil in the example given above. I cannot
prove this conclusively. But from my Own experience, I
strongly suspect that the actions of preparing the magical
implements according to strange requirements powerfully
effects the mind ofthe Practitioner, placing it in a twilight
world where magic makes all things not simply possible,
but highly probable. It may even be that such preparations
and rites actually produce a temporary physical change in
the brain matrix, which hurls the Operator back to a time
of belief when magic ruled, and its effects were as expected
and common as the change of seasons.

In the end, if the Practitioner wants his or her desires
fulfilled through evocation, he or she can either work with
the demands laid down in a specific grimoire and produce
what must be produced according to the writ, or they must
look for another grimoire that is easier or more convenient
for them. There is no other way to attain the full results,
and have them manifest without the slingshot effect.

Axiom 2-Every aspect of any magical ritual, cere
mony, or rite, including evocation, must be consciously
and thoroughly understood.

Argument 2-Another strange attitude toward magic
in general arose out of the New Age. It translates into the
magical act as "What you don't know can't hurt you." You
can pronounce all of the Enochian words that you want, or
all of the Barbarous Words of Evocation that delight you so
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h d ot bother with understanding their meaning,
Q~~a{i~~ srgnificance, or their root ideas..~hese Phrophets

f th New Age tell the would-be PractItIoner. t every
oed de by pronouncmg suchstrangeness of the soun ma 11 d
words-which of course no two. New 'IA

I
ge so~~a t~e

. . n to begin with-e-wi magm y
authorities agree upo. hi h all magical actionsaltered state of consciousness w IC
create.

And somewhere in this state of blissful ignorance,.not
I will the Practitioner automatically be able to tap mto

on y . f b t they will be able to conthis secret reservoir 0 power, u . . d ff rt-
trol and direct it as well. "Gee, magIc I~ so e~sy an e 0

I , I can't wait to get all of those goodies this book says
h-ess. ou know kinda means I guess-t at

~~l~;~~~~~ ~J!~: And with this 'initi~ted' attitude, results
'11 be produced but not the kmd desired, f

WI As the reade; will learn in Axiom 3, an al~ered state Of
. . d d art of the magical state 0consciousness IS m ~e. aPt think this state

awareness However, It IS utter nonsense 0 .

. h . ifi d by human ignorance and lazmess.IS some ow magnI ie .. f the
Rather this alteration in conscious perception 1:.o~~ 0
effects~not the cause-of a process I term su 1ec toe syn
thesis. This is the practical psychological component of all
magical practice. . . to

Understanding this synthesis does not reqUIre ~ou

take a postgraduate degree in psy,chology or s~~k a hc:~s:
in s choanalysis after completmg. your rest ency .
me~d:.l doctor It does require studymg a few ~ex~boo~s u:
the field of psychology, so youk~an ~~~:f:~~e ~feg~~~~l
ples involved, and gam a wor mg Thi ill not only

chological terms and concepts. I~ w
psyble you to develop a basic understandmg of the work
~:as of our own mind, but will provide a stop gap me~
su~e agrinst deluding yourself as to the ~hY'flhow'da~d~
of any positive or ~egative results you think owe ro

you~:~r::l!~~~~:;orlant1y, by objectivelheval~a~f
such results, you will be abl.e to reproduc~ t e,m a w~~
instead of blindly repeating rituals that you feel gave y
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magical acts through ways and means as yet unknown to
modern science. By the same process, the purpose for
which the magical act-in this case evocation-is per
formed, also manifests itself as a reality in the outer world
of the Practitioner. Additionally, if the result desired is for
some inner change or the addition of some quality to the
mentality or psychic nature of the Practitioner, that change
will be manifested within the individual as well.

What is not generally understood about the process of
subjective synthesis, is that its first and foremost require
ment is the conscious acquisition andacceptance of the beliefs
held by the Practitioner. Further, this acquisition (through
planned study), and acceptance as part of the process can
literally be used by the Practitioner to purposely design his
or her own desired system of beliefs. This is done through
a conscious understanding and full acceptance of the condi
tions behind the ritual, the meaning of the weapons,
Words of Power, the Conjurations, the nature of the beings
summoned, and indeed all aspects of the rite.

It is therefore the systematic, conscious understanding
of the theory behind the rite, along with the comprehen
sion of the theoretical underpinnings of all aspects of the
ceremony, and the conscious acceptance that this under
standing and comprehension is true, which eventually
produces a corresponding subconscious (unconscious)
subjective synthesis within the Practitioner. By turning
inward andconsidering the theory carefully, sublime realizations
result, unitinghigher aspects of themindwith thematerial being
contemplated. This is how it is done. In turn, this synthesis
allows the magical act to succeed-on the magician's
terms. In other words, a complete picture of the material
being worked with is necessary so the magician's mind
operates in harmony with the process of evocation, not
against it, as occurs when the subconscious 'picture' of the
evocation is fragmentary.

I can hear some reader now. "Well, if this subjective
synthesis is so important, and if it's true, then why can't it
work for New Age or Gothic Revival Era Magic too? I
mean, if I can get myself to fully believe and accept all of
the elements of, for example, the Golden Dawn, then it
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positive results. The reader will find that "
study will equip one with th a conscIentIous

. . e necessary tools to work i
magIC, In~elligently, thoughtfUlly, and willfully T~: ~n
essentIal In order to bri b ' IS IS
thesis, the det~ils of wh~fh~~lY~: ~i~:noi:~7~;vt;yn-
One book I hIghly recommend is Charles Brenner's ree.

~~~;;;'t;~X::~~f:1tC~:I::~.~b:~~~ye~~
au ors Roberto Assagioli, Dr. AA Brill, Si mund Fr e
Karen Horney, William James, and Carl G. Ju~g. eud,

Conclusion 2-Each t f .of a dail . ..' . ~spec 0 any magical action, be it
sPirituare:rtOyC~~IOpnh' d~VInlator.r.pract~ce, or evocation of a

ysica manIfestation mu t b t di d
:;~~~rirgtlyfund~rstood. It is both fo~lishsan;:e~kl~~s
t~e altered~~at~ ;fu~on~~i~~:~:~~~~~u~~easesor deepens
tice of ~agical rituals, ceremonies, or rites ~/~~;~~~:rac-

thro~;~o:3-A s~ate of Subjective Synthesis is produced
• 0 e conscIOUS study, understandin

sron, and acceptance of the theory of all g'l comprehhen
comp . . . . e ements t at

:;;~~g::t:~v;~l::~~~~~ti~~:~:~s:~ti~f~s;~~:ft~~~:
f consclOu~ mind, ThIS allows the individual t

fIte;~::;c~~ea~agIC and obtain the results desired frOl::.

Argument 3-1 define this state of subjective s nthesis a
:nrr;~~al proc.~s~ whhich lea~s. to an integrated bebefsystem~

ower case, I, IS t ~ PractItIoner's belief system in the
p ~f magI~ and In how the magic works. This belief
syste~ IS held In the part of the mind below the level of
conscIO~s perc~ption, known as the subconscious (or
~~~~~CIOUS) mind. ~ese ordered set of beliefs are then

the y. thle subconscIOUS (or unconscious) mind during
magica act.

Since .t~ese beliefs have been consciousl acce ted b
the PractItIoner as being true the limitl y p y
~~ddiscriminating, deductiv~ly reaso~i~~~ f~~~~~~~~:

produces the physical phenomenon associated with
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ever. A big claim? Try it out for yourself, and then write
me!

There is also the matter of the Practitioner's general
psychological state. It must be understood it too has direct
bearing upon the process of subjective synthesis. Indeed,
the general psychological state determines to a significant
degree just how well the individual is able to genuinely
accept the various 'truths' of the grimoire intended to be
worked. This in turn effects the altered state of conscious
ness produced which, while so crucial in any magical act,
is of paramount importance in evocation.

No one can assess, let alone accurately determine any
thing they lack knowledge of. This is the reason I cited the
general books on psychology and psychoanalysis. By
studying those books and applying their principles to the
workings of your own mind, you-the Practitioner-will
be able to exercise a more or less stable control over your
general psychological health. This being done, the manifes
tations of your desires from your magical practices will
improve, as will the overall balance of your daily life.

Conclusion 3-A state of subjective synthesis is pro
duced in the subconscious mind of the Practitioner by the
study, understanding, comprehension, and acceptance of
the theoretical material underlying any magical act. This is
especially crucial in the evocation to physical manifesta
tion of a spiritual entity. It is this subjective synthesis
which enables the subconscious mind to produce the
physical effects associated with magical rituals, strengthen
the altered state of consciousness, and enable the spiritual
entity to manifest. It is also important to understand the
subconscious does not create the manifesting spiritual
entity, unless it is the belief of the Practitioner that the
nature of the spirit is purely psychologicaL This issue with
be dealt with thoroughly in Axiom 4.

Axiom 4-The nature of the spiritual entity sum
moned during evocation to physical manifestation, is
either objective or subjective according to the subcon
scious belief system resulting from the process of subjec
tive synthesis.
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should work just as well for it as it's is supposed to work
for those old ~rimoi.res of the Middle Ages, right?" Wrong!

The Gothic Revival and New Age Era material in gen
era~, and the. Golden Dawn material in particular-from
which most If not all New Age material has been fabri
ca~ed. in one way or another-is based upon operational
principles that are incomplete, filled with errors and
therefore misleading. Remember, the sourcebook for the
Golden Dawn's essential core material came from Barrett's
The Magus, or Celestial Intelligencer, which is the butchered
versio~of Agrippa's Three Books of Occult Philosophy. Hence
the belief system you would be constructing would oper
ate alo~g those same incomplete principles.

WhII~ you c~n f?rce yourself to believe anything, the
s~bconscIO~s wIll-:-m all cases-operate from those prin
ciples consistent WIth the actual working. You may not be
able to d~tect anything wrong with them, but when the
subconscious executes its instructions and finds them
inoperable, it will continue to do its best to carry them out.
Consequently, your altered state of consciousness will be
greatly effected at the ~orst possible time-during the
performance of the magical act. The result achieved from
the magic will be the incomplete results already spoken of
and of the slingshot effect, to be dealt with later. Both
effects will be experienced with full force.

Am I saying the grimoires of the Old System of Magic
are s.o complete, so thorough, so perfect, that they cannot
possibly cause any problems once their theory and princi
ples are comprehended and accepted? Not quite. What I
~o attest to here, based upon my own forty years of expe
rience and those of my contemporaries who have also
worked according to these axioms, is that these Old System
grimoires are sufficiently structured so that they do oper
ate to give full results when theaxioms are used.

As to their slingshot effects? These effects will be
produced as well, unless the Practitioner follows all of the
ax.ioms laid down here. In the collection of propositions
laid down here lies a unique, integrated code which the
subconscious min~ recognizes and applies automatically,
not only to evocations, but to all magical practices whatso-
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In general, these variables must be thoroughly under
stood, if complete success in the evocation is to be achieved.
In the case of our Golden Dawn or New Age Practitioner
who insists the demonic entities-the spiritual beings
largely dealt with in the grimoires-are simply psycholog
ical projections of the subconscious complexes and chaotic
mental processes, that is exactly what will result in the
evocation. To be more specific, such Practitioners will only
receive the signs of evocation that echo throughout the
New Age literature. There will be the sense of a presence
outside the circle, or a feeling of something in the room, or
a partial formation of the spirit in the incense smoke, or
some other vague, ill-defined manifestation that 'proves'
the spirit was actually present, and has or is about to grant
them their wish.

In my opinion, the very setting and circumstances of an
evocation are scary enough so as to enable the Practitioner
to imagine anything he or she wants to. Proclaiming some
imaginary or spooky feeling as the being the real thing,
however, is self-defeating. I will guarantee you this. When
you do get the real thing in an evocation, long before the
entity actually does materialize in the smoke of the
incense, you won't have to listen for noises in the room,
check on your feelings, or try to see something in the
smoke to find out if the spirit is really there. You will know
it beyond a shadow of a doubt. Then all of your straining
to detect the spooky feelings will be the least of your
problems because you will have plenty to worry about as
you will find out when you proceed through these axioms.
Therefore it is the Practitioner who holds to the exclusive
belief that spiritual beings are nothing more than psycho
logical phenomena who will receive, at the very best, only
partial results, along with no end of problems stemming
from the slingshot effect.

Am I saying there are no psychological bases to spiri
tual entities? Am I also saying such bases cannot be pro
jected from the Practitioner into a triangle of manifestation
by the process of commanding such a spirit, and upon re
assimilating it into the corresponding complex of the Prac
titioner, it is removed from the psyche? In other words, is
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Argume~t 4-The most important views of evocation
or a~y' magical ac~ are those internal views held by the
Fractitioner, As pomted out in Axiom 3, the resulting belief
sys~em~ the very product of the subconscious process of
sUbJectI.ve sy~t~esis, actually enables the magic to take
place. SI~ce thIs.mtegrated belief system is held within the
sub~onsclOus mind ~hat also produced the subjective syn
thesis, the reader might now begin to grasp just how im
portant such beliefs are.

If, for e~amp.le, ~he Practitioner insists upon operating
from the ~tIll-r~Igmngnineteenth and twentieth century
psychologtcal VIew of general magical practice set down
by the Go~den Dawn and expanded upon by Aleister
Crowley, hISor her belief system, moral and ethical values
(or lack of them), as well as his or her general psychologi
cal ~tate and the altered state of consciousness achieved
dun~g the operation, will work together and have direct
bearmg on the 'fullness' of the results achieved. That is,
taken toq-ether, these variables, as they exist within the
subCOnSCI?US and c?nscious mind of the Magician, will all
hav~ a direct bearmg on the magnitude of the results
obtamed.

I want.to be very specific and clear here, which is why I
have detailed the role of the conscious mind in magical
ma~ter~. It must b~ understood that while the process of
subjectIve synthesis takes place in the subconscious mind
whIc.h then hou~es and acts upon the resulting belief sys
tem m ~ deductIve way to take the beliefs to their logical
C?nclUSlOn through the rite, it was the conscious mind that
did t~e work, of understanding, comprehending, and
acceptm~ the t~uths' that were then turned over to the
~ubcon~clOusmind. As such, there will exist a constant
mteractI?n betw.een the conscious and unconscious levels
of the mind dur~g the.magicalact. To put this more sim
ply, the ~~consclO~sbeliefs and the conscious expectations of
the Practitioner ~I11 combine to have a direct bearing on
the extent to which the promises of the Grimoire being
worked from are fulfilled.
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it possible that the entire process of evocation can become
a type of instant psychoanalysis to restore mental and psy
chic health to the individual? Frankly, I don't know!

This was a sore point of contention between Regardie
and myself throughout the years. I favored-and do so
now more than I did twenty-five years ago when he and I
first disagreed over this point-viewing spiritual entities
as purely objective beings, with a life, will, consciousness,
and an independent existence of their own. Regardie was
uncertain. He favored both views at times, but then one
view over the other at different times. In the end however,
he always seemed to lean toward the modern position that
such entities were psychological projections. It is safe to
say he and I disagreed on this one point until the day he
died.

Does this mean it will be easier for the Practitioner if
his or her subjective synthesis and resulting belief system
are designed only to view spiritual entities as being objec
tive in nature? This is not a question of ease. It is purely a
matter of pragmatism. It is a matter of what you want. The
issue here is, does the Practitioner want a full manifesta
tion of his or her desires and results, or not? The beings I
have dealt with throughout the years have been found to
be-through my personal subjective synthesis and subcon
scious belief system-completely objective. It is the type of
phenomena they produce, along with results, that leads
me to that conclusion. It is not the other way around.

When outside of the circle during an evocation to
physical manifestation: winds begin to stir in a sealed,
windowless cellar room and blow objects around; green
mists and blinking, multicolored lights of various sizes and
shapes appear floating through the air; candles are extin
guished and knocked over; moans and screams rip
through the darkness; shafts of golden or different colored
lights appear out of nowhere and streak across the cement
walls and through the air; these same walls are pounded
on so violently by something that (at first) is invisible, and
which causes the walls to begin to crack; in the rooms
above there is the horrifying sound of something huge
smashing against the floor over your head as if trying to

get at you from above; and finally, an unmistakable form
appears in the smoke of the Perfume of Art (incense) and
begins to cry and wail; it is then that the you, the Practi
tioner, will become grimly aware of the objective nature of
the being summoned forth.

Finally, when the desire requested from this being
manifests from what can only be described as 'out of the
blue,' in some dramatic fashion, and fUlly, for all to see, it is
then that the Practitioner or Operator must struggle to
accept the reality of this Magic which he or she did not
really, really, believe at first. And mark me in this. You will
struggle to accept a world of existence beyond the one you
have known throughout your life. It is not as easy as it
seems. The psychological impact is second to none, for you
have journeyed to the outer limits of human experience,
and have returned to tell the tale. Then and only then will
you begin to comprehend the magical adage, 'The student
of the Mysteries lives in a vast spiritual universe in which
he lives, moves, and has his being.' So wrote Eliphas Levi
over a hundred and fifty years ago.

If you choose to accept the nature of these beings as
being objective, you should also know this. Much has been
touted by the New Age prophets that these beings are
partial intelligences or chaotic, irrational beings, or are
semi-conscious, or deceitful, or a hundred other themes
along these lines. I suppose if you evoke psychological
projections from your psyche they very well could be all of
these things. But as objective entities, they are not. They
are willful, thinking entities which enter into our four
dimensional universe of matter without physical form.

They are fully conscious of their own existence. They
mean you no harm. They seek neither your sanity nor your
life. But yet, they are bound by their ancient natures to be
contrary to the will of any, including your wilL They will
use this willfulness against you. If you think of them this
way, you will find they are not much different from the
people who live next door to you. The best way for the
Operator to understand their nature is to view them as
highly charged thoughts, in that they have enormous
power, but no tangible form. Yet, as with thought, they can
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Axiom 5-Every magical action, every evocation to
physical manifestation, produces a complex field of
energy. This field is composed of different frequencies
each at their own energy level. This complex field results
from a combination of the subjective synthesis; subcon
scious integrated belief system; physical movement dur
ing, and internal image!' of the rite; as well as the
thoughts, sounds, emotional anticipations, consecrations
and natures of the magical instruments.

Argument 5-Forced visualizations and artificial,
strained emotional states of exaltation so demanded by
modern magic are absolutely unnecessary. They are the
fabrications of a weak school of magical thought. They do
not aid either the magical act, or the results obtained from
it. At best, they hinder the entire magical process. At
worst, they destroy it completely.

The aim of all magical action, be it a daily invocation or
a High Ceremonial evocation of a spiritual entity to physi
cal manifestation, is a singly focused, psychically inte
grated, willfully directed field of complex energy pro
duced by all of the components of the ritual, channeled
toward the attainment of one given end. The enormous
psychic energy resulting from the process of subjective
synthesis, and the subconscious, integrated belief system
that results from it, is added to the other energy frequen
cies generated by the magical implements and the con
scious states of the Operator. The state of physical, mental,
emotional, and psychic tensions builds in crescendos
throughout the rite, and are propelled into the physical
universe of the Practitioner, to effect the results desired.

In the case of evocation to physical manifestation, it is
the convergence of all these factors at one supreme instant
that initiates the manifestation of the entity. At no time
during this critical performance is there any room for the
artificial, emotionally strained states of exaltation and
visualizations advocated by the New Age system of magic.
Rather, it is through a careful conscious effort leading to the
development of subjective synthesis and the integrated
belief system arising from it, that the subconscious founda-
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~hange the world-your wo~ld, specifically-for good or
.111. Know too they use the mind of the Operator, which is
. so in tune with their objective reality, to cross into the
Operator's world. And when they do, they will use any
thing to clothe themselves so as to take a temporary form,
since this stabilizes them in our universe.

While such a being will instantly seize upon particles
of a perfume congruent with its nature, it will lock onto
any~hing ~t ,can. It will even use water vapor or carbon
particles nsmg from candle flames if it has to in order to
assume a shape. It is my suspicion this is the reason behind
much but not all of the physical phenomena produced
before final manifestation occurs. When the entity first
comes through into our world, it is panicked, and it tries to
latch onto whatever it can in order to create its own body.
Remember this, and be certain to provide enough incense
in the :oom, prior .to beginning the first conjuration.
Otherwise, the physical phenomena the entity produces
upon first entering our space-time continuum can become
very, very violent.

Conclusion 4-The nature of the spiritual beings
evoked to physical manifestation by High Ceremonial
Magic are either objective or subjective, according to the
subjective synthesis and resulting integrated subconscious
belief system of the Operator. If subjective, they are
psychological projections of the Practitioner's own psyche,
to be dealt with according to the dictates of the New Age
belief system.

If their nature is accepted as objective, then the rules of
the ancient grimoires must apply. Viewing these beings as
~bjective does not in the least run contrary to the estab
lishment of the state of subjective synthesis and the inte
grated b~lie~ syst,em resulting from it. Rather, acceptance
of the objective VIew tunes the psychic mechanisms of the
Operator to provide a physical channel through which the
entity being summoned enters our physical universe. That
channel is the mind of the Operator. It is the tunnel
through which the entity crosses the threshold from its
universe into ours.
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pletely destroy the psychic state necessary for the desired
results to manifest.

This is why strict adherence to every aspect of the rite
is absolutely necessary. From the conscious effort behind
subjective synthesis, to the understanding of the nature of
the entity being summoned, to the details of the circle's
construction, the types of robes, prayers, conjurations, con
struction and consecration of the implements, all are sepa
rate steps, connected through the magical act itself, in an
exacting process designed to bring you, the Operator, the
object of your heart's desire.

Conclusion 5-Every magical act produces a complex
field of energy. The components of the ritual, each possess
ing their own characteristic energy frequency, merge
through the ritual performance into a highly focused
action that transmits the complex energy outward into the
physical universe of the Operator. As is one of the funda
mental laws of physics, "For every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction," the projection of this energy into
the strata of the Operator's world causes an equal and
opposite reaction here, which is the full manifestation of
the desired result.

Axiom 6-In every evocation to physical manifesta
tion, you must have full manifestation before you can
control, and you must have control before you can com
mand. Unless these three critical conditions are clearly
established, the operation will end in a partial result
with serious "Slingshot Effects," or produce no result
whatsoever. To the best of my knowledge, these condi
tions have never been set down in print before. It is
absolutely imperative they be fulfilled to the letter.

Argument 6-By now the reader has noticed that I
have been very specific in my description of evocation.
Time and time again I used the phrase, 'evocation to
physical manifestation,' rather than just the word 'evoca
tion.' There was a reason for this. First, I want to instill in
the reader the absolute necessity of the phrase, since there is
no evocation without the physical manifestation. This was
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tion needed for successful magic is laid. Then psychic
development rises naturally within the Practitioner, stimu
lating and heightening the supporting internal images of
the rite built through the conscious study of the material.

This produces a corresponding altered state of con
sciousness, guides the body gracefully in its physical
movements throughout the magical act, focuses thought,
and yields a sound intonation of a complementary pitch
during the conjurations. These conditions accelerate emo
tional anticipation, acting through duly consecrated magi
cal implements, which bring about a successful and fruitful
magical act. Such are the workings of the complex field of
energy produced.

Although I will have more to say on this matter in
Axiom 8, it will help you to understand at this point, daily
exercises in visualization and concentration are useless. It
is the nature of the human mind to use mental imagery
automatically. When imagery is of something intensely
desired, there is never any problem seeing it clearly in the
mind's eye. Remember preparing for your first date with
that special someone? I'm willing to bet you had no prob
lems with mental imagery here! Likewise, the faculty of
concentration that supports and breathes the life of antici
pation and expectation into the image, becomes as intense
and natural as is the image formation when it embodies
that same desire. Hence, all enforced daily routines are
simply contrivances, designed by modern 'authorities' as
crutches to explain away the failure of their magical writ
ings to their audience. You know what I am talking about.
You have experienced it yourself, countless times.

At this point, the reader has probably guessed that the
intensity of the magical act-be it evocation to physical
manifestation or a daily rite of secret communion with the
divine part of one's own nature-demands all prayers or
conjurations, as the case may be, are completely committed
to memory. Reading such critical material off a card or
from a book while in a heightened altered state of con
sciousness, coupled to the beyond-fever pitch of naturally
occurring emotion exaltation, will thoroughly and com-
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pointed out by discussing what the New Age considers to
be evocation, but which I do not, owing to the endless self
illusion and delusion this school of magical thought pro
duces. This is in addition to the resulting trouble such evo
cations also cause the Practitioner.

Second, it was my intent to lay the foundation in the
reader's mind for the imperativeness of the three critical con
ditions discussed here that must prevail in every such
magical operation. These three conditions are so important
that by rights, they should be considered operational magical
laws, and not simply axioms. Having warned the reader of
the importance of these three conditions, it is now neces
sary to discuss them thoroughly.

After the subjective synthesis and resulting subcon
scious belief system has been established in the Operator;
after the mechanics of the grimoire being worked from
have been dealt with; after the preparations of the Opera
tor have been executed; after the conjurations have been
repeated from a fire deep in the belly, and an intensity that
has sent the altered state of consciousness to heights
undreamed of by the Practitioner; after the physical phe
nomena has subsided and a form begins to take on a shape
in the rising, now swirling-around-the-circle smoke of the
Perfume of Art; after all of these efforts and their effects
have propelled the very core of the Operator to the
furthermost boundaries of human experience, then and
only then has the task just begun.

For it is at this juncture that the Operator must allow
not make-the connection between his finite consciousness
and the divinity within him to occur. And it will automati
cally, by virtue of the rigors of preparation and execution
he or she has endured up to this point. The New Age need
to fake this connection or try to induce it will be seen for
what it is: a lie. But at the same time, the Practitioner must
maintain control over his or her own consciousness, be
cause a strange type of intoxication arises within the
Operator.

In this state, one will feel changed. They are not who
they were before. The Operator will feel a more-ness, and

will literally perceive a brilliant light in what was the
mind. This state evolves quickly into a state of exaltation,
then into an ecstasy, next, into a bliss, and then rapidly
into something beyond the bliss-something the reader
may have read about in magical literature. Finally, the
name to be attached to this advanced state of existence that
lies beyond bliss will be found: Divine Love. It is not the
love you are normally familiar with, even in your most
selfless moments. Nothing can compare to it. It is Divine
Love for all things, including the entity appearing in the
incense smoke.

At that moment, you will understand you do not need
to force the being to do anything for you. Rather, you
know you will have to force yourself to maintain som~ con
scious control over yourself so you can complete the rite, It
cannot be said any simpler than this. It is a state that must
be experienced, and once it is, its descriptions will lie
beyond all words. It will be a feeling realization that will
forever abide in the deepest recesses of your own heart.
Nor can instructions in how to do it be given, as the New
Age pretends to do.

It will, as I have said, occur automatically, as a conse
quence of all you have done. When this state of Divine
Love is at its zenith, the spirit will fully manifest in the
smoke of the incense. It will all happen in a microsecond of
time. You should also know when this divine connection
occurs, it will last throughout the remainder of the rite,
and in fact, will take three to four days to fade away. It is
this connection to the divine within you and the Love that
results, that brings about the full manifestation of spirit in
the smoke.

If, however, for some reason you have not obtained full
manifestation, abort the operation immediately! Under no
circumstances continue! If a partial manifestation of the
spirit appears in the smoke of the in~ense, or a feeli~g of
something in the room or some physical phenomena IS all
you achieve at this point, something has gone wrong. Most
likely the problem lies in the lack of attaining a solid sub
jective synthesis, or in the mechanical preparations of the
weapons, such as some short cut taken in their construe-
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tion or consecration. As I warned before, such expediencies
will show up in the rite!

If this happens, immediately give the License to Depart
from the grimoire you are working with, and follow
through with its recommended prayers as well! Under no
circumstances use any New Age techniques of banishing
pentagram rituals or any of their other recommended
d~vises! Re~e~ber,you. must not mix magical systems ojany
kind! After gIvmg the LIcense to Depart several times, and
praying as the grimoire recommends, and when you feel it
is safe, make certain all incense is extinguished, leave the
circle, and shut up the room in which the evocation to
physical manifestation was attempted. Do not enter it again
for thespace ojone month.

You must also understand that failed attempts will
bring about negative effects due to the slingshot effect.
~en~rally, these ~ega~vities will not be too extreme if the
rite IS ended at this point. Nevertheless, these undesirable
events will tax your patience for awhile. Their nature
includes things going wrong with your life in general and
with human relationships. In short, these will be milder
versions of the effects you could experience from a seem
ing~y successful. rite, which will be addressed fully in
AXIOm 7. Assummg you have produced full manifestation
however, and after this event has stabilized-and it will do
so in between the ticks of a clock-then the second condi
tion must be established by you, the Operator.

At first, the spirit will appear in whatever classical
form its nature demands, which has been written in the
grimoire being worked from. It will either be hideous to
look upon, or else it will mesmerize you. So you must
struggle within yourself to maintain a conscious awareness
of the process, while the divine intoxication automatically
continues to course through your very being. You cannot
yet command anything, regardless of what you have been
told in pop, modern books on the subject, much less order
the being to 'assume a more pleasing form.' Rather, it is at
this moment that the willfulness of the evoked spirit will
assert itself. It will intensify its appearance to terrify or
mesmerize the Operator even more, or throw up new

phy:sical phenomena in the room, or both. It may even
begm to speak, threatening and cursing, or begin to move
around the circle, if a constraint such as a Triangle of Man
ifestation is not called for in the grimoire being used.

Remember when such events occur, you have nothing
to fe~r. It cannot break through your defense of the physi
cal CIrcle set down on the floor, or carved into the earth.
Besides the magical weapons (implements) with which
you will be a~med, the divine state you are in will provide
more protection than you could imagine in your wildest
dreams. Hence it would not dare to try such an action. It is
as a child throwing a temper tantrum, trying to coerce an
adult to do what it wants.

. In the middle of this drama, you will feel tugging
gomg on between you and the spirit. It is as if both of you
are pulling at the ends of a cord invisibly connected to
your solar plexus or belly mind, the seat of emotions
within you. This is the second of the three conditions. It is
this process which enables you to establish control over the
entire rite, your state of rapture, and to extend that control
to the entity's will. This is the hidden, or occult modus
operandi of the rite.

You do it not by forcing, notby trying to establish con
trol, bu~ by maintaining a conscious hold over your rapture,
andby SImply watching the tug-of-toarJeeling continue between
youand theentity. In short, it is your passive resistance which
forces the entity to surrender its attempts to control the
situation and to surrender its own will. You are now a
divine being, and it is subject to your will. It will relent,
which is the exact opposite of what you have been told in
all those modern books on magic.

When control has been established, there will be an
immediate cessation of any physical phenomena in the
room, curses or threats from the spirit, or whatever actions
along these lines it has thrown up to wrest control away
from you. The tugging feeling will not disappear immedi
ately, but will fade slowly throughout the rite, and will last
until you give the being the License to Depart. The reason
for this is that even though you are now in complete con
trol of the ceremony, the spirit will still attempt to raise
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objections to do your bidding, and will continue to enter
tain. thoughts of gaining control of the rite. At this point it
knows it cannot do so. But as a spoiled child, it will never
theless make weak attempts, and grudgingly object. This is
simply the nature of these entities so do not be afraid.
After you gain control, the final part of the drama com
mences.

Having attained control, you are now ready to com
mand. Your first command must be to tell the entity to
take on a more pleasing appearance, as the one it usually
first shows can be quite upsetting to human sensibilities.
You will show it the Seals of Power according to the text
you are working from, be they the Pentagram, Hexagram,
or Secret Seal of Solomon or variations according to your
working text. They must be unveiled now and shown to
the spirit, while repeating the appropriate words of con
straint you learned from your text. After a few seconds, it
will comply. But remember, it will do so grudgingly.

Holding steadfast to your position within the circle,
you begin to give it your command or 'Charge' as it is
called in the grimoires. While the reader may think this is
the easy part, I assure you, it competes with the process of
establishing control as the most difficult part of the rite to
accomplish. Why? For three reasons.

First, you will still be struggling with the state of rap
ture within, trying desperately (unnoticeable to the spirit)
to maintain some conscious control over the rapture.
Second, you must also maintain the control you have
established over the spirit so you can proceed with the rite.
Third, you must be able to speakyour Charge completely
and succinctly, yet with such perfect clarity of meaning that
there is noambiguity the spirit can use to turn yourown Charge
against you.

Mind you, the spirit's willful nature will still be at
work. If there is anything unclear in the wording of your
demand, anything with a double meaning or with an
interpretation that in some way the entity can use to give
you the opposite of what you seek or use the vagueness
hidden in your words or phrases to get out of doing it
altogether, it will. You must understand this. This requires

extensive, brain-wracking work on your part, both in com
posing such a Charge prior to the rite, and in retaining it so
perfectly during the ceremonial performance, that even
while in your state of rapture and control you can never
theless deliver it almost without consciously thinking
about it. If this sounds like a big order, it is. But a few
suggestions here will show you that it is not as impossible
as it seems.

Several precautions are in order before I give you the
framework of the Charge I evolved throughout the years
in my own evocations to physical manifestation. First,
never use generalities. Don't ask for wealth or power or
love. If you do, you will receive their opposites. Second, do
not be so specific that you leave your words open to misin
terpretation. I will use an example from an event that oc
curred to a colleague of mine who did not follow my
advice on this issue.

He sought a large amount of money for a very worth
while end, but he got carried away when issuing the
Charge. His Charge, as he told me, was "I want one
million American dollars free, that I don't have to pay back
to the source I get it from, and without taxes, that I can
spend as I please, on whatever I want." Three days later he
received a letter from the American Internal Revenue Ser
vice stating their computer had uncovered his account as a
target for auditing. They had gone back twelve years into
his records, and he wound up paying thousands of dollars
in back taxes, late charges, and fines. As to his desire?
Needless to say, it did not manifest.

Why? He used the words free, American, and taxes, all
of which opened up a new interpretation to the spirit that
he successfully brought to full manifestation, and over
which he did establish control. The reader should also
know that amazingly, these spirits of the various grimoires
loathe helping the Operator whom they see as trying to get
away with something or pull a fast one on someone, as
occurred in this example in which the word 'free' was
used. Finally, do not specify what you are going to use
your fulfilled desire for. That is no one's-especially the
spirit's-business but your own.
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I have used the following illustration as a general
Charge framework which is adapted according to the
grimoire being used and the desire sought. It works. But
the reader should also devise his or her own over time.
Nothing sticks in the memory as something individually
created for one's use. It is the same here.

"I salute and greet thee, 0 Thou spirit (given spirit's
name he.re), and re<;Iuire that th~u aid me and my cause by
performmg the duties of thy office according to the dictates
of my words, and always in agreement with my conscious
wil~. I therefore c~arge thee to bring unto me (name your
desire ~ere), that It pleaseth and servethme in all respects
accordmg to my word and will, and remain with me so
long as it pleaseth me to have it in my life.

"Further, that thou shall perform this which have I
charged thee to do, all without any interference, harm or
destruction, or without any interference, harm and destruc
tion to me, those whom I call mine and whom I love, and
to those whom I call/friend.' Nor shall any beast be subject
to any effects from thee whatsoever. Further, thou shall
faithfu~ly.and completely f~lfill my words of Charge given
here within the space of thirty days from this moment, and
all without trickery, deceit, or guile of any kind.

"In addition, as part of my Charge to thee here, give
me some word or words or a sign, by which I can summon
thee at my will and as I please, safely, without the Circle of
Art, thou being ever ready to fulfill my future Charges to
thee as I see fit, while being yet bound by my words and
my will that giveth me thy obedience and harmlessness in
this, my original Charge to thee."

Such a Charge is not general, it is specific in critical
ways, and it does not mention what use I, the Operator,
will make of the fulfilled desire. It is clean and to the point.
The reader will do well to heed this counsel in composing
his or her own Charges.

Conclusion 6-Full manifestation of the spirit, control
of the rite and strict command of the spirit must all be
established completely and fully as laid down in this

axiom if the Practitioner is to experience the success being
sought without the slingshot effect. Such an effect is pro
ducedby incomplete manifestation, improper control, and
the delivery of an imperfect Charge to the entity sum
moned. The entire process-from full manifestation to
sustained control through delivery of a precise Charge--
occurs so quickly in actual practice, as to be deceptive to
the ordinary senses of the Operator. Practice and experi
ence alone will enable the Operator to gain and eventually
master this inner sense of the ceremonial process.

If full manifestation of the spiritual being cannot be
manifested, the rite must be abandoned immediately, with
the License to Depart and prayers given in the text being
worked from used without any hesitation. All burning
incense in the room is to be extinguished, and the room
sealed off for a minimum period of thirty days. During this
time it is up to the Operator to diligently study his or her
internal preparations, the material and mechanical con
structions of the weapons and their consecrations, as well
as the process of the ceremonial performance as it was
conducted, in order to determine what went wrong before
trying again. It is during this thirty-day period of time that
the Operator can expect strange events to occur in his or
her life, ranging from personal issues to relationship prob
lems, owing to the slingshot effect which will now be dis
cussed in Axiom 7.

Axiom 7-ln the process of evocation to physical
manifestation, there exists the possibility of what I term
the Slingshot Effect. While this effect is most severe in
the evocational act, it is a distinct possibility in any mag
ical act, including that of simple invocation. In general, it
results from an improper subjective synthesis and the
resulting subconscious belief system. In evocation to
physical manifestation, the effect is compounded by the
magnitude of the altered state of consciousness achieved,
the rapture. produced during the early phases of the rite,
the necessity of establishing and maintaining control,
and the problem of delivering a perfect Charge. As an
effect from an evocation to physical manifestation that
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has gone awry, five very distinct, major conditions are
produced in the Operator's life, and always in the order
given.

Argument 7-During my early years of magical prac
tice, I had quite a number of evocations to physical mani
festation turn out very badly. It took more than twenty
years of what seemed like constant practice, the recording
of copious notes, and more nights spent in analyzing those
notes to determine what went wrong, than I care to
remember. They were far, far, from happy years. But in the
end, they revealed the very undesirable condition I came
to .call the Slingshot Effect. Really, it can proceed from any
magical ritual. Something as mundane as the New Age
recommended daily invocation can also produce variations
of the five conditions that strangely arise in the life of the
Practitioner.

In typical magical practices, they usually do not cause
any significant harm other than varying degrees of frus
tration. But in High Ceremonial Evocation to Physical
Manifestation, these conditions can become very severe. In
my own case, my first evocation, which did bring about an
enormous amount of physical phenomena and only a par
tial manifestation of the spirit, threw my solid, stable,
financial affairs into utter ruin within four days. This was
immediately followed by an inexplicable deterioration of
my usual excellent physical health to such an extent I
wound up with a collapsed left lung and a massive infec
tion which very nearly cost me my life.

For exactly one year, until the anniversary of that first
High Ceremonial Magical act, my life was literally hell on
this earth. No statistician could possibly argue away the
multitude of bizarre events as being coincidental, regard
less of the short intervals of time chosen to look at my life's
events during that year. Nevertheless, I continued to
experiment with the various forms of magic, and did
indeed receive untold benefits from the practices.

However, it was the magical act of evocation to physi
cal manifestation that captivated me, despite the harsh
effects I experienced from its first performance. Conse-

quently, as the years went by, I continued this work
beyond all else. I was finally able to establish with cer
tainty that the ten Axioms presented here, and the sling
shot effect, were indeed real, and I was able to define their
characteristics. The following are the properties of the
slingshot effect which the wise Practitioner would do well
to study carefully, prior to performing the ceremonial act.

It is important for the reader to understand, that
regardless of the benefit sought through the evocation,
whether it be for some material object or inner quality, the
five conditions are always produced when the rite falls
apart. To date, I still cannot explain why this is the case. But
I can tell you, that it is the case. I can also tell you, that if
you abort the operation immediately if a full manifestation
does not occur, the five conditions will still occur but not
as severe as those stated below.

However, if you persist and rationalize away the lack
of full manifestation or complete establishment of control,
or if you fail to deliver a tight, efficient, clean Charge and
proceed with the rite anyway, the major five conditions
discussed below will occur, and they will have monumen
tal negative effects upon your life. To be sure, there are
additional minor conditions that arise at the same time,
and they will be dealt with at the end of this section. Please
note that I include the financial ruin and serious health
problems I experienced nearly forty years ago in with the
class of minor problems. It is rare these conditions occur,
as other colleagues of mine have confirmed. But they can
happen, and hence I included them as possibilities in this
minor class.

In order to make my point crystal clear, I will state the
five major conditions as they occur to an Operator who
does not abort the rite, but instead, having convinced one
self that everything is going alright, proceeds with the cer
emony anyway. This should make it clear to the reader just
how these conditions surface. Also please note that these
five major conditions always occur in the order given. They
do not occur out of phase, or in any other way. Forewarned
is forearmed.
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1. Money comes to the Operator-For some unknown
reason, within a week at the most, money comes to the
Operator. It ranges from several hundred to several thou
sands of dollars. It will literally come out of the blue. Some
relative will call offering to share some windfall with you.
Or you will just happen to buy a lottery ticket that turns
out to be a (small) winner. Or you will receive a notice
from one of your credit card companies that they have
added a thousand dollars to your available credit, or offer
you a cash outlay in payment of some class action. The list
of possible avenues for this manifestation goes on and on.
But it will happen.

2. An event occurs that takes some of the recently
acquired money away from the Operator. Within a few
days of receiving the unexpected windfall, something will
happen to take away some of the money received, usually
about one-quarter to one-half of the assets that came to
you. The condition causing the removal of money will also
be one that causes the Operator a great deal of mental
anxiety. Perhaps you become involved in a minor traffic
accident, and have to pay an insurance deductible to have
your auto repaired. In the meantime, you find out your
insurance does not cover car rental even though you were
sure you had it, which means laying out even more money
to rent a car for the week yours is being repaired. Or you
go to your mailbox and find a letter telling you an old,
unjust debt that cost you thousands of dollars in legal fees
to stop has now been sold to a new parasite who wants his
money-and now. So, it's back to the lawyer's office,
where you find out it will take another $300 to settle the
matter permanently. In the meantime, you will have no
end of nightmares as to the possibilities of what the situa
tion will wind up costing you until it is finally done and
over with. There is the mental anxiety I spoke of. It can be
anything, coming out of any corner you least expect. But
one thing is for certain: it will occur.

3. A long held, life-sustaining relationship is sud
denly broken. This is the worst of the events to occur.
Someone you know and trusted; someone you confided in
and shared the most personal, intimate details of your life

with up to that point, will betray you. Seriously. What is
more, you find out about it, and a confrontation occurs. In
the best case scenario, there will be a period of separation
between you and this other person. Typically it will last
anywhere from one week to one month. Worst case, the
break will be permanent and immediate. The other person
could be a dear friend of many, many years, an employer
you thought you knew, a child, a fiance, a brother, sister,
or a wife or husband. It could also turn out to be an aunt or
uncle who you looked upon as a parent. In any event, the
betrayal will be so complete and so all encompassing, you
will never be the same again. And even if the bridges are
mended, neither you nor that person will ever be able to
fully trust the other again. Of course, where there is no
trust, there can be neither friendship nor love. Hence, even
after a reconciliation, over time the relationship will fade.
When it does, the end will be amicable but sad, and that
sadness will remain with you both for the rest of your
lives. As your author, I truly wish I had better news for
you on this point, but I don't. Evocation to physical mani
festation is nothing to fool with as you can see. It is a grim
business, to be undertaken only by the those willing to pay
such a high price in order to experience and learn those
things hidden from the eyes of the masses. My words to
you· here are not meant to be self serving, nor to suggest
that you attempt evocation to physical manifestation in
order to prove yourself better than the masses. Such atti
tudes are detrimental to you and will only aid failure in
this work. Rather, these hard facts are provided so you
might question your own deepest motivations for going
into this particularly hazardous and extreme realm of
magic. For you will find, in the end, the desires you think
you so desperately seek are also attainable through other
means, including the normal ways of the world. They are
the effects of your work. Your motivations are the causes.
Think deeply on what I have said here.

4. In the case where a relationship is ended immedi
ately and permanently, either a new relationship is cre
ated, or an old one is reestablished. But this relationship
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Finally, there are the numerous minor effects that will
plague both the Practitioner who rationalized away his or
her lack of results and continued through with the evoca
tion, to the hapless Operator who rightly aborted the evo
cation when full manifestation did not occur. These annoy
ances creep up, also unexpectedly, in everyday life. Any
thing and everything from lost wallets and keys, to keys
that break off in locks, illegal charges made to credit cards,
or legitimate but duplicate charges made, deposits made at
the bank that were not recorded resulting in an overdrawn
account, a rash of unexpected repair bills for home and
office, to broken bones, rapid weight gain or loss, night
mares, animal attacks, feelings of extreme anxiety, panic
attacks, disciplinary reprimands from an employer, aber
rant behavior of children, to a general feeling of doom-all
and more are within the realms of possibility of the types
of minor effects that will occur.

Conclusion 7-ln all magical work, but especially in
the process of evocation to physical manifestation, there
exists the possibility of what I have come to call the sling
shot effect. In the main, it is caused by an improper subjec
tive synthesis and the subconscious belief system that
flows from such erroneous synthesis. In the High Cere
monial act of evocation to physical manifestation, this
effect is intensified by the magnitude of the altered state of
consciousness achieved, the rapture produced during the
rite, the necessity of establishing and maintaining firm
control, and of delivering a imperfect Charge to the spirit
so summoned.

In an evocation to physical manifestation that has gone
awry, this effect produces five very distinct major condi
tions in the Operator's life, and always in the order de
scribed. In addition, minor negative effects will also occur
which is to be understood and accepted by the Practitioner
as being inevitable. But in the main, these minor ones will
simply bring about frustration, with no lasting harm being
done to either the Operator, his or her life, or affairs.

Joseph C.Lisiewski, Ph.D.

will .11.0t endure. It is as if the powers that be give the
Practitioner who has suffered a permanent break in a rela
tionshi]? some rel~ef by creating a new and promising one,
or else It reestablishes an old one. This amazing situation
enables the Operator .to get past the very painful, perma
nent breakup. As with the other conditions discussed
above, this new relationship or the resurrected former one
comes out of nowhere. It happens by a chance meeting, a
telephone call one lonely night, an old picture that brings
bac~ memor!e~.~f a lost love, or through anyone of the
mynad pOSSIbIlItIes the human mind can conceive. Some
~ow, ~t .least .for awhile, new light enters the Operator's
life, giving him or her a vision of new possibilities and
even ~?pe for the future. Curiously, this lasts as long as the
PractItIo~er need~ to ~ecovel,' from the original, perma
nently failed relationship. As soon as recovery is complete
however, the new person either leaves the life of the
Operator. quietly, or the Operator loses interest, and goes
upon their own w~y. In doing so, the Practitioner has been
healed of the trauma, and their emotional state heals as
well after the new relationship disappears. It is a very
curious situation, but it does occur.

5. The fifth and final major condition to manifest is
that more money comes to the Operator. This marks the
end of the cycle of major negative conditions that occur
after an evocation to physical manifestation has gone
badly awry. In .this case, the additional amount of money
comes once agam out of the blue. Usually, it is on the order
of one to two hundred dollars. By this time the Operator
has passed through so much, even this modest amount is
welcome, and it serves to put a slight smile on the face of
the now beleaguered Operator. Most of the Operators I
have known who made it through this harrowing time
realized what they passed through was the result of the
evocation going bad and they never attempted evocation
to physical manifestation again. I don't blame them in the
?lightest. For myself, I had to find out what was happen
mg, and so continued until these principles were ironed
o~t so I c~uld formally state them. I trust you, the reader,
WIll benefit from them in your work.
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Axiom 8-Daily 'magical exercises', the product of
New Age charlatans and well meaning dilatants which
supposedly are designed to bring about the Practitioner's
spiritual development, are unnecessary. These extrane
ous fabrications confuse the issues of 'spirituality' and
'psychicism,' genuine personality development and its
attainment of accelerated human qualities with ego
weakness, while creating an artificial dependency upon a
divine father figure in the clouds meant to rescue the
Practitioner from his or her self-made plights of unease
and distress.

Argument 8-During my early years in magic, I too
bought the going line of the New Age that daily spiritual
practices were going to elevate me to a position of near
godhood, enabling me to cure all of my life's situation ills.
It was inevitable that then I would ride out into the sunset,
a magnanimous being, shedding blessings from my glow
ing, holy hands, to all who ask for them. It did not take me
very long to realize there was something drastically wrong
with the thesis behind this rosy, spiritual picture of good
ness,light, and love.

My readings in psychology-old psychology mind
you, the psychology of James, Freud, Iung and Assagioli
soon made me realize that the idea of spirituality was
really the ideas behind psychicism blown all out of prer
portion. In my opinion, the supposition that there is
(somehow) a separate source behind the psychic forces
that gives rise to genuine intuition, astral sight, divination,
evocation to physical manifestation, and virtually every
type of phenomena that is dubbed as 'spiritual' by modem
magic, is without any foundation whatsoever.

This apparent need for a secret source led the Gothic
Revival Era and later New Age magicians to postulate this
separate, unreachable source as being, in its essence, the
'father figure in the clouds' image. No one in the New Age
today will admit to this openly. If you pointed it out to
them they would deny it. How could they not? They are
not even aware of their own inner views, other than what
some modem magical authority tells them! But if you
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. Make no mistake about this. The qualities of mercy,
kmd~ess, t?lerance, understanding, and caring are per
sonahty traits. They do not stem from your divine nature
within. The divine part of you may very well encourage
you to ?~velop these qualities for many reasons, but it
your divine nature-is as far removed from being the
source of them, as you are able to stand on the surface of
the sun. They are life-enhancing manifestations stemming
from a well developed psychic nature. And that nature
does not lie con~ealed in some secret source you must
work toward dally through some special practices set
down by some modem day guru. No.

B:r understanding the workings of your own mind, and
working equally hard at attaining a stable, firm subjective
synthesis while taking responsibility for your own life and
f?r y~ur own acti~ns and the lack of them in any given
SItuation, a~d whl1: developing clarity of thought and
your great gift of lOgIC and reason, you-the Practitioner of
our ~rt of Magic-will, ~hrough the proper employment of
magic, become and achieve more than you could possibly
believe or dream of at this moment.

l?o I favor any daily psychic practices? If you consider
seeking a twenty-to-thirty minute period of silence at the
beginning and end of each day, in which you tum your
attentio~inwar? and simI?lywatch the movements of your
own mind while detaching yourself from it as psychic
pract~ces, then yes, I suppose I do. But even here, these
practices are not what you might think. If you will but
study and implement the works e.S. Hyatt and Roberto
Assagi?li ?S given in the Suggested Reading List, I think
you w~ll find ~he most balanced of all psychic exercises,
that WIll magmfy what you can do in magic, and give you
the most profo~nd insights into what and who you truly
are-a ho.ly, b.emg, capable of creating and manifesting
what~ver It.IS ~ your life and world that will give it added
meamng, direction, and peace, while helping those around
you. Pretty words and big promises? You bet! Are they
really, I mean, really, really true and possible? Try them
for yourself. You'll find out I am right!

Conclusion 8-Remember, the book you are now read
ing was written not only to help you with evocation to
physical manifestation, but to enable you to develop a
magical system that works for you. To effect this end, I am
trying to give you as much as I can in these pages. In the
case of daily magical exercises supposedly designed to
bring about spiritual growth, such practices are absurd.
They confuse the issue of psychic development with some
netherworld spiritual qualities which, properly speaking,
are simply desirable human personality characteristics
raised to a high level. Yes, such terms as the Higher Self
may have application here, but only as a mental construct
designed by the New Age to erect yet another barrier
between you and your achievements in your personality
and psychic development.

Why not give the credit to the one who struggles to
improve? Why not credit yourself instead of some quasi
imagined, ill defined construct? Do you tum down your
paycheck and tell your employer to give it to the charity of
his choice, or do you accept it and do with it what you
will? Don't be so eager to throwaway the self-earned acco
lades of your hard work on some concept meant to prove
someone else's belief system.

As to your own psychic development, one or two
twenty-minute-or-so periods a day spent in quiet reflection
and working with the concepts laid down in the books
written by Assagioli and Hyatt, are all you need, along
with your daily effort to attain a rock-solid subjective
synthesis in magic, of course. If you follow this counsel
you will grow in all of the important ways that count, and
you will have no one to give the fame or the blame to but
yourself. That is the only way for a man or woman of
Principle, Honor, and Integrity to act. Forget the rest.

Axiom 9-Do not reject the religious tradition in
which you were raised, nor the commonsense found in
what religionists call the Commandments of God. The
use of these precepts is crucial in devising an effective
subjective synthesis and producing a corresponding
coherent, integrated subconscious belief system. It is also
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the one fundamental axiom every Practitioner of magic
rigorously avoids, which accounts for more magical fail
ure than is realized.

Argument 9-1 can imagine there are readers who will
object strenuously at this point. "Whhaatt? This guy has
been badmouthing organized religion of all kinds from
page one, and now he tells me I have to go back to my
church or synagogue or temple and get involved in their
worship services? Me?! Is he crazy?! He must be! I've had
enough!"

Before the reader discards this book once and for all
(?), hear me out. No greater genuine authority than Abra
ham the Jew, writing to his son Lamech in his 1458 C.E.
Old System of Magic masterpiece, The Book of the Sacred
Magic of Abramelin the Mage stated, " ... and never have I
failed in attaining mine end, I have always been obeyed
(by the Spirits), and everything hath succeeded with me
because I have myself obeyed the Commandments of
Cod."? Abraham further states" ... and [obtain] the actual
assistance of His Holy Angels, who take an incredible
pleasure ... that you intend to follow out the Command
ments of God ... "8 This Jewish writer then brings it all
together when he admonishes, "For it is an indubitable
and evident thing that he who is born Christian, Jew,
Pagan, Turk, Infidel, or whatever religion it may be, can
arrive at the perfection of this Work or Art and become a
Master, but he who hath abandoned his natural Law, and
embraced another religion opposed to his own, can never
arrive at the summit of this Sacred Science"?

Although the book in question deals with the Attain
ment of the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy

7 Mathers, S.L. MacGregor, translator. The Book ofthe Sacred Magic
ofAbramelin the Mage as delivered by Abraham the Jew unto his son
Lamech A.D. 1458. Dover Publications, Inc., NY. 1975. page 34.

8 Ibid. page 36.

9 Ibid. page 24.

Guardian Angel, the principles it lays down are extremely
accurate and apply to all branches of magic. Furthermore,
their conscious use leads the Practitioner to attainment of
the full results across the entire spectrum of magic, and
without any slingshot effects. The reason for this is that the
Abramelin principles in general, and the two being dis
cussed here, are crucial in forming an effective subjective
synthesis. Beside these magical reasons, they are also just
downright practical.

Consider the Ten Commandments. As in no other age,
we are besieged with more laws and codes of social con
duct than any ofus may realize. It was recently stated in a
television documentary that the average American citizen
breaks at least three laws everyday that are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, and commits at least four major
felonies in his or her lifetime. Imagine that! If the so-called
Ten Commandments are viewed from this perspective, it
makes sense to observe them if for no other reason than to
preserve your liberty and allow you to live your life the
way you desire. Either this, or live behind bars, literally
fighting for your life in the insane jungles of perversion
and death those places have become.

The Practitioner who follows Abraham's advice will
also discover a quieter, calmer life. Why? Simply because
these so-called Commandments are so instilled into the
human psyche by society, that they can be found in all
religions and all societies from time immemorial. They are
not the invention of Jews, Christians, or any given sect.
Rather, they are the province of all. They have enabled
society to develop, and the individual to grow in many
important ways. So carefully consider adherence to these
Commandments.

What do I recommend here? It's more a matter of what
I found out the hard way. Put bluntly, I strongly urge the
Practitioner to follow out the Commandments of God, as
Abramelin phrased it, and I don't mean when it's conve
nient. The construction and development of your subjec
tive synthesis and the subconscious belief system that
results from it, is hard work. Period. It's not something
that will be created and perfected overnight, or whenever
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you feel like working on it. It requires conscious attention
as I have said so many times, along with deep reflective
thought at any and all times you are not occupied with the
daily duties of life. It is serious business, and keeping the so
called Commandments is part of it. As such, Practitioners
owe it to themselves to keep the commandments as if their
lives depended upon it, because in a very real way, this is
true. Your life will either be built and perfected through
magic, or destroyed by it. I can't make it any simpler than
this.

As to maintaining a connection to the religion in which
you were born? Oh, yes. This is of paramount importance
as well. In today's society, rights are everything. They are
all around you. They are yours for the taking, until you
unknowingly or otherwise break one of the tens of thou
sands of laws designed to modify these rights so others are
respected. So everyone is, to some significant degree, free
wheeling.

You have the right to become a Wiccan, break with
your religious upbringing, hate the church or the syna
gogue or the temple in which you were raised, and form
your own philosophy of life, and you most certainly can
do all of these things. But if you do not maintain some
basic, ever-so-modest link with that original religion, I
guarantee you, you will never manifest the full results of
your 'philosophy/ no matter what kind it may be, includ
ing those individuals who are trying to form their own
magical philosophy or system. How do you do this? It's
really very simple.

If you are a Catholic, you don't have to go back to Holy
Mother Church, involve yourself in the Mass, receive Holy
Communion or become a staunch member of the Sacred
Heart Society-unless you feel so moved, of course. Nor
am I advocating you return to the protestant sect you came
from and become a deacon. If you were reared as a Jew,
you don't have to put on your yarmulke, take out your
sacred scrolls, and begin praying, or sit in a synagogue
listening to the rabbi rattle off what you can no longer
accept. The same applies to those raised along other reli
gious trains of thought.

Instead, the Christian can spend some quiet time
reading the New Testament while the Jew occupies himself
with the Old Testament, or both delve more deeply into
the beauty and power of the Psalms. If so moved, the
Practitioner of whatever faith could steal into an orthodox
house of worship when services are not being performed,
and simply sit and think, and offer up some small prayer
to the god of his or her childhood. This is all that is
required. Those Practitioners who follow these simple and
easy suggestions will find that they feel better inside, and
for longer periods of time. Why is this? Because to deny
the faith in which you were raised sets up hostilities with
those regions of your subconscious where such thoughts
and religious inclinations are still going on, even now as
you read these words. You are at war with a vital, vibrant
part of your own nature, and it is a war you cannot win.

Conclusion 9-For the sake of the Practitioner devel
oping an effective subjective synthesis and a solid subcon
scious belief system that results from it, keeping the
Commandments of God and maintaining a link with the
religious tradition in which the Practitioner was born is not
simply a convenience, it is a necessity. Owing to the state
of society today, the wise individual who follows this
advice will also find themselves among the most truly free
individuals of all, able to grow and develop in their own
self-determined ways, without the unnecessary interfer
ence from societal laws, and the machinations of those
who have created and maintain those legal dictates.

Axiom lO-All evocation to physical manifestation
must occur directly on the ground, either in the outdoors
(preferably in a secret wooded area), or in a house
equipped with a cellar or basement with a dirt or con
crete floor.

Argument 10-1 have read of many so-called evoca
tions to physical manifestation being conducted in apart
ments, somewhere high up in the clouds, a few dozenor
hundred feet away from the ground. Besides the New Age
problems already pointed out, the practice of any of the
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powerful forms of magic-and especially evocation
proper-in such a setting will prevent the full manifesta
tion. This of course, will magnify the problems of control
and command all out of proportion, so that in the end, the
Practitioner will achieve anything but the full results they
were working for.

Such an attempt must never be made, regardless of the
inconvenience it costs the Operator. Remember, magic is
not a trite contrivance. It is not an activity to be engaged in
because you suddenly feel like it, or-believe it or not, I
have heard it countless times before-because the so-called
Operator had nothing better to do. The practice of all
magic is unstable at best. At worst, it is the equivalent of
playing Russian Roulette with all chambers loaded. I'm
not joking here. So if you find yourself living in a city, or in
an apartment, or even a house without a dirt or concrete
floor, you will simply have to make other arrangements if
you truly want to do evocation to physical manifestation,
getting the full results you are so desperate for, without
serious, deleterious effects.

I struggled with this hidden problem of where to con
duct an evocation for many, many years, until enough
evocations were done, and the variables in them elimi
nated. I was left with this conclusion. Evocation to physical
manifestation must be conducted directly upon the earth. I
employed this conclusion many times. It not only elimi
nated the problems of obtaining a full manifestation, but
the physical phenomena produced from the evocation and
the results achieved, were utterly astounding in compari
son to operating on the upper floors of some building.

It is important the reader understand a very difficult
point here. Manifestation, like all phenomena in magic, is a
matter of degree. You may indeed get what you think is a
full manifestation by operating on an upper floor in some
building. But when you see the results of full manifestation
that occur when the operation occurs directly upon the
earth or on a concrete floor laid directly upon the earth,
you will see the difference immediately. In the latter case,
the image that appears in the smoke of the Perfume of Art

will be so real, you will think it is another physical being
you are conversing with.

It is this difference that jars the mind into a new state of
recognizing the reality of the entity, which then allows
complete control and command to occur. Experience is the
best and only teacher here. To put it into more concrete
terms, the difference here is the same as to how you think
and act when you are thinking of someone, as compared to
when you are actually in their presence. Your entire
demeanor, actions, voice, and attitude toward the person
change dramatically when you are with them. Prior to
meeting them, in your imagination you may see yourself
saying and doing all manner of things in a very arrogant or
loving way. But when you are with them, what you say
and do are completely governed by being in their presence. You
know what I mean. This difference applies in evocation to
physical manifestation, and in a very powerful way.

Why is this so? I have only been able to come up with
one theoretical construct to explain this. The earth itself
stabilizes the entire operation. This stabilization is compa
rable to electricity. If a circuit is not grounded, that is, not
connected to some part of the metal chassis it is built into,
and that chassis is not connected to an earth ground either
through a separate connection or through a grounded
electrical cord, the signal floats. Even if the circuit is con
nected to the metal chassis but the chassis itself is not con
nected to an earth ground, the fundamental frequency of
the signal you are after still floats, or fades in and out. This
is because there are other distorting frequencies (harmon
ics) that lie above and below the fundamental frequency. It
is their natural presence that destroys the pure, clean signal
you are after.

But when you ground the circuit, the harmonics are
removed because of their unstable nature. In other words,
their very instability operates against them. The same phe
nomenon happens in evocation to physical manifestation.
Can you imagine all of the other entities-the other spiri
tual harmonics-your rite will be attracting as you proceed
with the conjurations? You see my point. So when prepar
ing for your evocations, make them evocations to full
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manifestation, and not the clap-traps of futile convenience,
eventual disappointment and slingshot interference. If you
conduct just one-just one, mind you-evocation in the
manner recommended here, I promise you will never be
able to even think of doing a evocation in any other way.
The difference between the mechanics and process of the
rite, and the full results attained without any consequential
negative effects, are greater than the difference between
night and day.

Conclusion lo-The only way a true evocation to
physical manifestation can be conducted is by performing
the entire rite-from the construction of the Circle of Art to
the conjurations and through the License to Depart-is by
conducting the rite directly upon the earth, or in a base
ment or cellar that is equipped with a concrete floor that
rests directly upon the ground. To attempt any form of
high magic otherwise, is to not simply look for, but to ask
for very serious trouble.

It is all up to the reader whether to follow the Ten
Axioms presented here. The important thing is that they
have been stated for the first time in any book, and they
have been thoroughly explained. In closing this chapter, I
leave the reader with this parting thought. Play around
with Magic, and you're going to get burned. Play around
with this particular branch of Magic, and you are going to
get burned very severely. There is an ancient alchemical
axiom the Practitioner of magic would do well to remem
ber and apply to his or her would-be magical work at all
times. "Know the Theory before attempting the Praxis!"

Chapter Four

The Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy and the
Heptameron - Their History, Purpose, and
Power

I
take my hat off to the reader who has m.ade it this far. I
am well aware of the inner turmoil Chapter Three must
have caused you. I too had to endure much anguish

when I finally realized the facts underlying the art and
meaning of what I term the Science behind the Art of
Magic. The gloss and glitter of 'modern magic' faded for
me as quickly as a cheap paint job on an old jalopy. I wish I
could apologize to you for the anguish you have and no
doubt still are enduring. But the cold hard fact is that I
cannot. This is the only way evocation to physical manifes
tation can be brought about, and the only way genuine
magic can be operated, as described, and as confirmed
countless times by my colleagues and myself. That being
said, perhaps I can make it up to you-at least to a point
by getting on with the business at hand.

Thus far, you have been instructed in the history of the
grammars of magic, and in the 'thou shalts' and 'thou shalt
nots.' But how to apply those restrictions and directions
has been held back until you were grounded in the under
lying theory and warnings. Remember, they will go far in
aiding you to construct your own effective subjective syn
thesis, and the subconscious belief system that results from
it. In this and the succeeding chapters we will get down to
business of just how to apply what you have learned thus
far. But first, by obeying the injunction "Know the Theory
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Even though everything you need for performing an
evocation to physical manifestation with as little of the
slingshot effect as possible is given here, there will be
innumerable questions that will arise. However, you must
answer them yourself. Neither I nor anyone else can do
that for you. Please don't waste your precious time looking
for a Master or other such guru or worse yet, try joining
some magical group in order to let them do the work for
you or to lessen your burden. I assure you, no such indi
vidual or group exists, or ever existed. Do the work your
self·

This curious grimoire, the Heptameron, was popularized
in recent times by A.E. Waite. Actually, the history and
purpose of this grammar of magic is inextricably con
nected to another book in which it first appeared. Writing
in his famous 1911 edition of The Book of Ceremonial Magic,
Waite tells us that the Heptameron first appeared in The
Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy which, as with the Three
Books of Occult Philosophy, was ascribed to Henry Cornelius
Agrippa. The problem, Waite teases, was that this Fourth
Book was" ...much too informal, and left too much to the
discretion of the operator, to be satisfactory for a science so
exact as that of Ceremonial Magic."ll Waite continues his
caustic appraisal of it, effectively labeling it as spurious,
telling his readers that the Fourth Book itself was only"A
form of procedure which bequeathed nothing to the imag
ination and asked no other skill than the patient exactitude
of the rule of thumb was necessary to the weakness of the
ordinary sorcerer. The Heptameron, or Magical Elements
ascribed to Peter de Abano is an attempt to supply the
want and to offer to the neophyte a complete wizard's
cabinet."12

A word here about Waite may not be amiss. As is typi
cal of Waite upon the resurgence of his Christian upbring
ing-which occurred around a decade after the dissolution
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before attempting the Praxis," we have some (more) pre
liminary work.

What never ceases to amaze me is the reaction to the
grimoire you will be using in this work of application. It is
so little known. Yet why, I have no idea, because there are
few Practitioners or occult writers who are not well ac
q~ainted with it~ presumed author. Even while writing
this book, I was introduced to a well known writer in the
occult who, when I mentioned I was writing this book and
the grimoire it is based upon said, "Whhaatt? I never heard
of that grammar! Where did you find it!" His response is
the rule, not the exception to it.

The relatively unknown grammar you will be using is
en~itled Hepiameron or Magical Elements,lO supposedly
written by one Peter de Abano in the late thirteenth to
early fourteenth century C.E. This grimoire is by far the
simplest, but perhaps not the easiest grammar of magic to
work from. It is simple, because it is very straightforward
in ceremonial mechanics. It also has very few weapons or
implements, none of which demand the blood of a black
cock that never trode hen or the like in their preparation,
nor any of the other 'vulgarities' you will hear your New
Age counterparts label whatever is too difficult or incon-
venient. .

. It. is n~t so easy so as to fail to introduce you to the
obieciioe existence of a world of beings you only speculated
about up to now, or viewed solely as psychological projec
tions. This magical grimoire will require you to begin to
build your subjective synthesis immediately, and without
the fanfare and cuddly levels of grandiosity that saturate
New Age preparations for whatever it is they do that they
call evocation. This will require hard and meticulous re
search on your part. There is no effect without cause, and
no cause without the energy of work.
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10 Agrippa, Henry Cornelius. Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy.
Kessinger Publishing Company, Montana. Heptameron starts on page
73.

11 Waite, Arthur Edward. The Book of Ceremonial Magic. A Complete
Grimoire. University Books, Inc., NY. 1961. page 89.

12 Ibid. page 89.
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of the Golden Dawn of which he was a member-he at
tempts through his voluminous writings to lead the reader
astray on hard core magical subjects. He does this by
~ombining facts with purposely designed nugatory opin
IOns to produce an argument, the conclusion of which is
aimed at swaying the reader away from the ignorance
behind such magical activities. As such, the best way to
study this individual's potentially valuable but inflamma
tory writings, is to reverse what he states. If he genuinely
praises a topic, be waryof it. If he denigrates and expresses
a tongue-in-cheek attitude toward the subject, pay close
attention to it! Read it carefully, and understand its content,
not his interpretation. If you do so, you will quickly un
cover much valuable magical and occult knowledge buried
not so very deeply in his seemingly negative words.

In the end, Waite was a scholar. He would rant and
rave, asserting magical evocation to physical manifestation
and other areas of the occult were the inventions of charla
tans, and only followed by ignorant believers who would
sell their souls for a penny if they could. But his scholarly
mind prevented him from tampering with the knowledge
he derided. I for one cannot praise the factual content
behind his writings enough, despite being labeled a fool
for doing so. But then, I am not of the New Age, as the
reader well knows.

Waite continues in his introduction to the Fourth Book,
that it was believed Agrippa wrote the book for the experi
enced Practitioner of magic. As such, the text does not deal
with either specific ceremonial requirements or the
specifics of the practice of evocation to physical manifesta
tion. Rather, it only mentions them in a very general way.
In order to rectify this and to enable the reader who has
not" ... tasted of Magical Superstitions, may have them in
readiness ... " as the opening lines of the Heptameron itself
tells us, this grimoire was added to the Fourth Book of
Occult Philosophy. The grimoire goes on to say "In brief, in
this book are kept the principles of Magical conveyances,"
or put more simply, this book shows how to it.

Waite unexpectedly begins to confirm that indeed the
Hepiameron's promise " .. .is scrupulously fulfilled; what the

operator must do and how he should perform it, so as
"draw spirits into discourse," are matters set forth so
plainly that the wayfaring man need not err therein." But
as is characteristic of Waite, his tongue-in-cheek attitude of
derision quickly takes over. After agreeing with the
purpose of the text, in an effort to persuade the would-be
Operator to work from it, he quickly adds, "Assuming the
sacerdotal office of the operator, or a priest for an accom
plice, is all so simple that failure could not well be ascribed
to a blunder on his part."13 Nevertheless, the grimoire is
completely workable. Its very simplicity demands that it
be used. Hence, this is one of the reasons it was chosen
here.

The Fourth Book is, for all practical purposes, an ex
tremely concise restatement of some key magical princi
ples found in the famous Three Books of Occult Philosophy.
Originally, it was believed it was written for the Practi
tioner who had a substantial background in the theory of
magic in general, and as such, would serve as a quick
review of those principles. In today's terms, it may be con
sidered like a Cliff's Notes for a college course;

It is a practical book, aimed at helping the Operator
prepare for the next magical ritual. Yet the book appears to
sit in judgment of itself. It seems to be saying this purpose
is insufficient, and that it is not complete as is. The very
wording and subject matter of the text cries out an appeal
for a practical application of the magical theory, so the
reader can experiment and learn through the practical
application of the Heptameron.

This may very well have been the motivation of Robert
Turner, an esoteric scholar, who was the first to append
the Heptameron to the original Fourth Book in 1655. The
reader should know that the original Fourth Book of Occult
Philosophy, which appeared around 1560 C.E. and which
was ascribed to Agrippa, was not written by him. This is
documented by Johann Wierus, a loyal pupil ofAgrippa's,
who denounced it as a forgery around 1567 C.E. The second

13 Ibid. page 89.
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'Fourth Book,' which Turner produced in 1655, actually
consists of six separate works, collected by him and placed
between the covers of a single volume.

This later 'Fourth Book' contains six chapters: Ceo
mancy; a reprint of the original Fourth Book (which Wierus
denounced); the Heptameron; Isagoge; Astronomical Ceo
mancy; and Of the Magic of the Ancients-Arbatel, who
the reader encountered in Chapter Two. To Turner's
edition the name Henry Cornelius Agrippa, His Fourth Book
of Occult Philosophy, was unfortunately appended. In my
opinion, not only did this cause considerable confusion for
centuries, it confused the purpose .for which the original
Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy was written-as a manual
of preparation.

Yet, Turner's Fourth Book offers what I feel is a legiti
mate explanation for his actions. In my copy of the 1655
edition, which I will refer to as the Turner Fourth Book
hereafter, he explains his position in the Preface. Under
standing his view may not seem important now, but as the
reader will soon see it is important in understanding the
history and purpose not only of the original Fourth Book,
but the Turner Fourth Book and the latter's inclusion, the
Heptameron. In that preface, dated London, ult. Aug. 1654,
Turner seeks to make the Arts Magical more available to
the aspiring student by assuring him or her that Magick
the spelling of which the New Age claims to have in
vented, incidentally-is different from Magicke as he
termed it, which he connected with Witchcraft and
Sorcery.

Remember, Turner was laboring under the cloud of the
Spanish Inquisition, which at that time was still in full
force. He and other writers needed a solid justification for
their magical views which, after blind-siding the Inquisi
tion's Holy Tribunal, would spread the magical teachings
of earlier ages and thus perpetuate them. Turner writes,
"Now Witchcraft and Sorcery, are works done merely by
the devil, which with respect to some covenant made with
man, he acteth by men his instruments, to accomplish his
evil ends: of these, the histories of all ages, people and

countries, as also the holy Scriptures, afford us sundry
examples."14

He then defends 'Magick' by drawing an equation
between it and the Persian term from which it is derived
Magus. Turner continues, "But Magus is a Persian word
primitively, whereby is exprest such a one as is altogether
conversant in things divine; and as Plato affirmeth, the art
of Magick is the art of worshipping God .... So that the
word Magus of itself imports a Contemplator of divine
and heavenly Sciences; but under the name Magick, are all
unlawful Arts comprehended; as Necromancy and
Witchcraft, and such Arts which are effected by combina
tion with the devil, and whereof he is a party."IS

In short, it seems at first glance Turner is double-talk
ing his way around the issue by trying to equate Magus
with Magick, and Magicke with Witchcraft and Sorcery,
and then he drops the ball by saying Magick is also a tool
of Witchcraft and Sorcery after all! A careful reading how
ever, finally reveals the meaning behind his terms. It is the
purpose to which Magick is put, that makes it either the art
of worshipping God or a tool of the devil, which at that
time, was equated with Witchcraft and Sorcery. His substi
tution of one spelling of the word for another when either
praising magic or deriding Witchcraft is meaningless. We
can conclude this when we read, "So that a Magician is no
other but...a studious observer and expounder of divine
things; and the Art itself is none other... then the absolute
perfection of Natural Philosophy."16

I would like to point out again to be aware that the
contrary writing style as employed by Turner was a typical
writing ploy of all Middle Ages and Renaissance Era writ
ers on magic. Knowing this may help the individual in
their own researches. When studying such texts in order to

14 Agrippa, Henry Cornelius. FourthBook of Occult Philosophy.
Kessinger Publishing Company, Montana. Page A2.

15Ibid. Page A3.

16 Ibid. Page A6.
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~uild a subjective synthesis, learn to read between the
lines, and take the outside meaning to be the hidden mean
mg.

Even a casual study of the Turner Fourth Book makes it
clear tha~ the p~rpos~ of his edition was to help the neo
phyte gam experience m magic across the board. In the case
of evocation to physical manifestation, he appended the
Heptameron to :~e volume as a means of enabling the
woul~-~ePractitioner to apply the principles laid down in
the original Fourth Book. His 1655 classic thus enabled the
inexperienced Operator to learn the art of evocation to
physical manifestation from the ground up. As with the
Fo~rth Book .of Occult. Phi~osophy which may have been
~ntten by either Agnppa s pupils or written by those of
hIS school of magical thought, the authorship of the
Hfftameron is still in d~spute. It was well known during the
MIddle Ages Era, but It was the Turner 1655 edition of the
Fourth Book that truly popularized it. As mentioned the
original Fourth Book that appeared around 1560 was ~im
ply what I consider to be a very concise exposition of some
of the key principles of the Three Books of Occult Philosophy.
Hence the original Fourth Book and the Heptameron were
separate texts, both of which were either known or
unknown to any given Practitioner earlier than 1655. But
where did the Heptameron itself come from?

All .that. is really known about its origin is that its
author IS said to have been one Pietro d'Abano, also cited
as Pet~r de Abano or Peter of Abano in its English form,
who lived from 1250 to 1~16 CB. Born in the vicinity of
Padua, Italy, he .was .a sk~lled, scholarly physician, who
was revered by hISuniversity students for his wisdom and
analytical mind. His attempt to reconcile differences be
t~een various medical schools of thought existing at the
time was remarkable, although this visionary effort proba
bly added to the severe problems that were to befall him.

After establishing himself at Paris, he was forced to flee
and return to his nativ~ Italy ~ order :0 avoid the charges
of h~resy leveled against him by hIS envious Parisian
medical colleagues. Upon his return to Padua, a medical
chair at the University was created for him. But the charges

of heresy continued to hound him to such an extent, that
when his new rivals heard of the past charges, they leveled
further accusations against him. He was accused of pos
sessing the famed Stone of the Philosophers, dealing with
demons, and acquiring secret knowledge from miniature
demon-like creatures he kept concealed in small vessels.
All of this eventually brought Abano to the attention of the
Inquisition. Although the demonstration of his .orthodox
Roman Catholic faith saved him from the tortures of the
Holy Inquisitional Tribunal the first time, he was brought
back to face the Inquisitors a second time, owing to new
and expanded charges of heresy.

This time however, the strain proved too much for
him. He died during the course of the trial. Nevertheless,
he was still convicted of heresy posthumously, and his
image was burned in effigy. It is both ironic and tragic that
it was this man's innocent fascination with rudimentary
astrology that brought charges of advanced magical prac
tice against him. Yet, as Tyson points out in his epic edition
of the Three Books, Johannes Trithemius, Agrippa's teacher,
mentions a Clavicle made by de Abano in his own work,
Antipalus maleficiorum, circa 1500 CE. If the Clavicle that
Trithemius mentions at that early date is indeed the
Heptameron, much could indeed be accounted for regard
ing this strange grimoire.

It is because of Mr. Tyson's comment and my own
extensive research, that I have concluded that while the
Heptameron was not written by d'Abano himself, it was
composed by one or more of his ambitious university
students as a testament to his genius. Such an action was
common for the eras encompassed by the Old System of
Magic, as was demonstrated in the case of the original
Fourth. Book of Occult PhilosopJ:.y. Despite Waite's innocuous
arguments to the contrary, il\is my opinion that it is rea
sonable to assume the Hepiameron originated sometime
after the death of d'Abano; most likely sometime between
the late 14th to the early 15th century CE.

The Heptameron itself does not deal openly with
demons. Instead, it treats the nature of the beings it con
jures as angelic and beneficent spirits. But, as Waite so
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aptly puts it, they are described as angels, and threatened
as demons. This is a further example of the common ploy
used throughout most of the grammars embodied by the
Old System of Magic, so the beings conjured by the
Heptameron are evil beings that are constrained and made
to appear through the invocation of the angels, and by
calling upon the most holy and ineffable Names of God.
Specifically, the process of the Heptameron is divided into
two parts. The first entails a method for evoking what are
called the "Spirits of the Air" or the "Aerial Spirits" that
govern each day of the week. To be clear about it, these
beings are in actuality quite demonic. They are constrained
however, by a series of angelic conjurations, each of which
is particular to a given weekday.

The second part of the book and process is concerned
with the specific offices of the demons. Those offices in
clude discovering hidden treasures for the Operator,
waging war, uncovering the secrets of friends, enemies, or
even the ruling nobility, opening locks and obtaining the
love of women, and the acquisition of material wealth and
learning about the "decayed sciences." The list of their
offices-or powers-goes on and on. In short, this single
grimoire professes to be the source from which all material
pleasure and luxury can be obtained by the Operator, and
as the reader will soon see, in a very real and operable
sense, it is.

Having obtained some knowledge of the history and
purpose of the Heptameron and its later interconnection
with the Fourth Book, the reader will want to hear a few
words concerning the potential power of the former. For
over thirty of the forty years I have been involved in
occultism and magic, I have experimented extensively
with the grimoires. In none of them, including the famous
and readily available Goetia, have I found an easier, more
direct approach to successful evocation to physical mani
festation, provided of course, that my ten self-derived
Magical Axioms are obeyed.

The implements are simple and few, and relatively
easy to produce. The conjurations lead naturally to an ever
increasing, automatic exaltation of the mind, which is so

necessary for success. The circle, while appearing complex
at first glance, is simplicity itself when compared to ones
as required, for example, in either the Clavicula Salomonis
or the Goeiia. The Perfumes of the Art for each day are
readily available and require no 'modern day' magical
additions such as Dittany of Crete, in order to enhance
manifestation. There are no hours of the day and night to
calculate or contend with, such as is offered by Agrippa in
the Three Books. Nor do you need to worry about their
astrological sign and month considerations, as advocated
by so many modern authors in their interpretation of the
old grimoires. In fact, the few astrological conditions re
quired are so few and easy to accomplish, as to be nearly
unbelievable. Yet together, the few requirements laid
down in the tract work cleanly, completely, and thor
oughly. Provided, of course, the Operator follows the Ten
Magical Axioms.

There you have it. With a knowledgeable understand
ing of the history, purpose and power of the Heptameron
and its companion, the Fourth Book, the reader is now
ready to proceed with the magical tract of the Heptameron
proper, and to begin the praxis of magical evocation to
physical manifestation.
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Chapter Five

The Heptameron Operation - Pulling It All
Together

Preparatory Remarks

T he edition of the Heptameron the reader will be using
here is the original 1655 edition appended by Robert
Turner to the version of his Fourth Book, as it is gen

erally referred to today. It is presented in its entirety so the
Operator will not have to worry about it being complete.
Nor will you have to worry about butchering, as Agrippa's
Three Books were by Barrett's production of The Magus, and
as I have seen in some modem reprints of other texts.

While rigidly preserving the content and syntax of the
1655 edition, I have modernized the spelling of some
words where it seemed appropriate. In addition, the Olde
English long "s" was replaced with the modem "s" letter.
All of this should allow the contemporary eye more ease
and understanding. I have also divided the book up into
its original two parts. Part One, being the instructions for
constructing the Circle of Art, making the Pentacle, the
Sword, and the general Conjurations. Part Two consists of
the specific conjurations for each day of the week. Addi
tionally, the Circle of Art has been repositioned within the
text that describes its construction, in order to avoid any
breaks in train of thought. The reader will still have to
refer to the names of the angels, their ministers, and so on,
in the section for the conjurations of the days of the week,
and to refer to the end of the text for the names of the
hours and their angels. But the placement I have given it
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here will make it much more useable than that of the orig
inal1655 Turner edition.

I also added something new, a feature I trust will be of
significant help to the soon-to-be Operator of this strange
grimoire. Beneath relevant paragraphs, the reader will find
a Commentary set off in italics. This additional guidance
will lend added meaning and insight to the material while
providing further instruction necessary to work this par
ticular grimoire efficiently and effectively. These commen
taries are also meant to help you understand how to read a
grimoire, and apply that new understanding to others you
may decide to operate from later on.

Although many of the commentaries will have sole
relevance to this specific grammar of magic, the counsel
given in others will be found to be applicable not only to
other grimoires, but to other magical practices that the
Practitioner may become involved in while developing a
personal system of magic. It is up to the reader to decide
which is which. As I stated early on, it is my intention to
give a complete course in the underlying, operational the
ory of Old System Magic, so that a personal system of
magic can evolve over time. As such, this book is not
intended to be a one-shot deal. Far from it. Used wisely, it
can become the reader's constant companion, a road map
on the Path to personal and psychic development. With
this small preamble now completed, we move onto the
Heptameron itself.
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Heptameron
or

Magical Elements
of

Peter de Abano

Part One

In the former Book, which Is the fourth Book of
Agrippa, it is sufficiently spoken concerning Magical Cere
monies, and Initiations. But because he seemeth to have
written to the learned, and well-experienced in this Art;
because he doth not specially treat of the Ceremonies, but
rather speaketh of them in general, it was therefore
thought good to add hereunto the Magical Elements of
Peter de Abano: that those who are hitherto ignorant, and
have not tasted of Magical Superstitions, may have them in
readiness, how they may exercise themselves therein.

Commentary-As pointed out in Chapter Four, the very
opening page of the Heptameron could have served as the moti
vation for Turner being thefirst to append this grimoire to his
own publication of theFourth Book. It is clear that theattitude
toward Agrippa's Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy is one of
theory and summary, and not one of practical application, a
problem corrected by theHeptameron itself

As to such terms, "Magical Superstitions" above, and
"Magical vanity" in the next paragraph, the reader is reminded
that theauthor of thisgrammar of magic was writing under the
shadow of the Inquisition. During those times it was customary
to use such terminology to sidetrack theopposition, however in
effective it may seem to the modern reader. Those were hellish
times, produced by an insane Catholicism, the resulting social
forces being vastlydifferent from those we live under today. Such
double-talk actually caused doubt in the minds of opponents,
while serving as loopholes for the individual if they came to the
attention of theinquisitional Tribunal,

For we see in this book, as it were a certain introduc
tion of Magical vanity; and as it were in present exercise,
they may behold the distinct functions of spirits, how they
may be drawn to discourse and communication; what is to
be done every day, and every hour; and how they shall be
read, as if they were described syllable by syllable.

Commentary-The author of theHeptameron is justifiably
proud of the completeness and pragmatic nature ofhis grimoire,
as it stands in contrast to the Fourth Book of Occult Philoso
phy. He sees it as the inevitable solution to the Fourth Book's
strictly theoretical content, so that by combining the theory of
that book with hisgrimoire, a complete 'magical tool cabinet' is
produced. The modern reader, while finding the Heptameron
remarkably easy and workable when compared to other gri
moires, will still encounter a certain amount of initial ambiguity
anddifficulty in understanding it. But once again, to themind of
the ancient Operator, it was as readable and understandable as
reading a newspaper is for us today. If the reader works with
other grimoires later on, heor she willfind this same attitude of
clarity and simplicity touted in all such texts. It was merely a
writing characteristic and mental attitude toward this subject
matter thatprevailed during those times.

In brief, in this book are kept the principles of Magical
conveyances. But because the greatest power is attributed
to the Circles; (For they are certain fortresses to defend the
operators safe from the evil Spirits;) In the first place we
will treat concerning the composition of a Circle.
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Figure1
The Circle of Art

Of the Circle, and the composition thereof.

The form of Circles is not always one and the same; but
useth to be changed, according to the order of the Spirits
that.are to ~e call~d, th~ir places, times, days and hours.
For m making a CIrcle, It ought to be considered in what
time ~f the year, w~a~ day, and what hour, that you make
the ~Ircle; what Spirits you would call, to what Star and
Region they do belong, and what functions they have.

~ommentary l-Unlike other grir~lOires wher,ein theform of
the CIrcles andtheNames ofPower wntten about It are fixed the
H~p~amero~ uses a un~que schem~ whereby names are placed
unthin the circles according to the timeof working. By referring

to Figure 1 above, the reader will see that the circle is actually a
series offour circles-the center one being the 'area ofoperation'.
The circles are a blank, fixed design as described below. The
spaces between thecircles are then filled in with theappropriate
names of angels, seasons of the year, hour, names of the moon
and sun, and all the other required aspects in effect at the time
theoperation is to take place. This is why such a series of circles,
permanently drawn on a concrete floor is so desirable for work
ing this grimoire. The circles are normally empty, requiring the
Operator to simply 'jill in the blanks' according the Aerial
Spirits he or she will be evoking on a specific day of the week.
This filling-in process is best done with holy chalk, easily ob
tained from any catholic church-for a small donation, of course.
Such chalk has been blessed by theresident priest, thus bringing
the "sacerdotal office" which Waite mentions, into the operation
proper.

It is my suspicion that theHeptameron was one of theear
liest Roman Catholic grimoires that survived thecenturies. Such
an early magical text, much like theSworn Book of Honourius
the Magician, stressed the importance of prayers andcircles for
protection against the evil spirits evoked to physical manifesta
tion, as opposed to a more complex reliance upon an assortment
of objective devices, such as magic rods, knives, and numerous
pentacles and seals that are required in such later grammars of
magic as, for example, the Clavicula Salomonis and the
Goetia. In the Heptameron, while a magic sword and single
pentacle are also used, the principal weapon or instrument of
protection is the Circle ofArt. It represents thephysical manifes
tation of theOnewho cries out, "I am the Alpha and the Omega.
I am the First and the Last. I am He who is, was, and is yet to
come," and it places the Operator at the center of this identity
with the Creator of the Universe, the Giver and Sustainer of all
life, who divided the waters and the earth, and separated them
from theheavens, andwho dwells in thesecret center of theheart
of every man and tooman. Armed with such conviction, the
Operator who has integrated these ideas intohis orher ownsub
jective synthesis o/Ul indeed be protected against theonrush and
enchantments ojthe most evilof thefallen spirits. For that same
God that protects the Operator in his sacred work, is the God
that cast thefallen out into thePit. It is no wonder then, that the
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circle represents such a powerful weapon andfortress of defense
against all hostile spirits, of whatever nature whatsoever.

Given this purpose and the meaning of the Circle of Art,
perhaps thereader can nowbetter understand theridiculous atti
tude propagated by the New Age toward this ceremonial tool.
The 'astral circles' traced around theOperator in theair, oreven
visualized on theground orfloor, afford virtually no protection.
As with the other purely nonsensical expediencies of so-called
modern magic, theynot onlyexpose the Practitioner to unneces
saryforces, they guarantee the failure of the operation when
used withgrimoires that belong to theOldSystem ofMagic.

Therefore let there be made three Circles of the latitude
of nine foot, and let them be distant one from another a
hands breadth, and in the middle Circle, first, write the
name of the hour wherein you do the work. In the second
place, write the name of the Angel of the hour. In the third
place, the Sigil of the Angel of the hour. Fourthly, the name
of the Angel that ruleth that day wherein you do the work,
and the names of his ministers. In the fifth place, the name
of the present time. Sixthly, The name of the Spirits ruling
in that part of time, and their Presidents. Seventhly, The
name of the head of the Sign ruling in that part of time
wherein you work. Eighthly, The name of the earth,
according to that part of time wherein you work. Ninthly,
and for the completing of the middle Circle, write the
name of the Sun and of the Moon, according to the said
rule of time; for as the time is changed, so the names are to
be altered.

Commentary 2-The instructions are telling theOperator to
construct the outer circle such that its diameter is nine feet,
followed by a second, inner circle, andyet a third, so thateach is
a ".. .distant onefrom another a hands breadth... " meaning,
about six inches wide. That is, the diameter of each interior circle
will be twelve inches less that the preceding circle. By referring
to the example the Heptameron gives in Figure 1, you can see
that the space between thefirst or outer circle and the second
inner circle-in which "Varcan Rex," "Tus," "Andas, and
"Cynabal" appears-has an outer diameter of ninefeet, and an
inner diameter of eight feet. The space between the second and

third circles in which "Yayn," "Mi~hael," andsofo:th are ~rit
ten willhave anouter diameter ofeigh: feet andan mnerdiame
te/of seven feet, while thespace between the thirdcircle and the
area of operation in which "Adonay," "Eloy" and sofort? are
shown will have an outer diameter of seven feet and an inner
diameter of sixfeet. This actually makes thediameter of thearea
ofoperation toa be a working area ofsixfeet. .

Notice the Kabbalistic significances of theCircle as they refer
to the Holy Tree of Life. The outer circle, ninefeet in diameter,
corresponds to Yesod and Luna; the realm oft~e ~ubconsciou~,
wherein all magic occurs, principally beca.use thl~ lS the realm in
which subjective synthesis and the re~ultmg be?lef-sy~tem of the
Operator is built up. The eight foot diameter middle circle cor~e
sponds to Hod andMercury, theaerial corresp~nd~nce by Whl~h
the non-dimensional components of the subiectioe synthesl.s
begin to take form outside of the physical, ment~l, ~nd pSY,ChlC
realms of the Operator. This isfollowed by the third inner circle,
seven feet in diameter, which corresponds t~ the number 7. Its
correspondence is Netza~h and the E~rth eign. .Taurus,. whose
ruler is Venus. The aerial form taking place m Hod. lS. now
'grounded' by this solidifYing,. earth inf!uence, not unihin the
circle ofcourse, but outside of lt, much like ~ lens focus~s par~l
lel rays of light into a single point, and proJects.lt a glven dis
tance from the lens. Finally, the area of operation prope~, the
universe of theOperator. This !,s theinner~ost circle uiherein the
declaration "Alpha et Omega, a truncation of, I a~ the Alpha
and the Omega, the Beginning and the~nd, that wh!ch was and
is, and is yet to be," is boldly stated. It lS ~ere wher~m t~e 0pl!r
ator identifies with God, but through ~lS o~ he~ ldentlty w~th
their Holy Guardian Angel, whose Sephirah. lS Tiphareih, tohich.
corresponds to the number 6, the diameter of this innermost of
thecircles.

And in the outermost Circle, let there be drawn in the
four angles, the names of the preside~tial Angels ?f the
Air, that day wherein you would do. t~IS work; .to WIt, the
name of the King and his three ministers. WIthou~ the
Circle, in four angles, let Pentagons be made. In the mner
Circle let there be written four Divine Names with crosses
interposed in the middle of the Circle; to wit, towards the
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East let there be written Alpha, and towards the West let
there be written Omega; and let a cross divide the middle
of the Circle. When the Circle is thus finished, according to
the rule now before written, you shall proceed.

Commentary 3-By referring to the "Considerations of the
Lord's Day,"and the "Tables of theAngelsof !heHours"further
on in this section, and comparing them to FIgure 1, the reader
will easily be able to see theplacement of the names and sigilsfor
the various angels and spirits within the appropriate circles for
operating on aSunday as in this example. The reader will also
note, that the middle circle given in Figure 1 does not have ap of
the names written in it that are called for in the insiruciions
given above. This was simply a convention used by Abano to
illustrate only key points in the circle's construction. When
making the circle, theOperator will, of course, write in all of the
names and sigils, as instructed by the Heptameron. The
"pentagons" are pentagrams as Figure 1 also shows. They are
placed at the sub-quarters of the circles as added defense from
attack from those points of the compass. That is, they are placed
in the Southeast, Southwest, Northwest, and Northeast. For as
The Three Books of Occult Philosophy state, "A pentangle
[pentagram] also, as with the virtue of the numberfive, hath a
very great command over evil spirits, so by. its lin~ature, by
which it hath withinfive obtuse angles, andWIthout Jiveacutes,
five double triangles by which it is surrounded. "17 Agrippa also
draws a correlation to the pentagram being the symbol of Man
when his feet are spread apart and his arms outstretched. The
resulting human pentagram is thus symbolic of the highest man
ifestation in existence, Mankind, brought forth by andfroYrf The
Highest Itself As such, the pentagram becomes an expresston of
Godhead made manifest in a living, breathing form upon the
earth plane.
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Of the Names of the Hours and the Angels Ruling them.

It also to be known, that the Angels do rule the hours
in a successive order, according to the course of the heav
ens and Planets unto which they are subject; so that that
Spirit which governeth the day, ruleth also the first hour of
the day; the second from this governeth the second hour;
the third the third hour, and so consequently: and when
seven Planets and hours have made their revolution, it
returneth again to the first which ruleth the day.

Commentary 4-In the magic of the Old Syster.n as I have
defined it in Chapter Two, there are a number of different sys
temsfor determining the beginning ofany day and the length of
each of thehours of that dayand night. In the s¥steYrf of hours oJ
thedayand night thatgrewout of thesyster.n gzv~n m th~ Three
Books of Occult Philosophy, the day begms ~lth sunrise, a~d
ends at the time of sunset. The hours of the mg~t then beg~n,

ending with the return 0/ the hours of thefoll?wl~g day uihich.
begins with the next sunrise, and s.o on. In Agrippa s sy~tem, the
hours of thedayand night are of different length depending upon
the timeof theyear. But there is more to it than that: thehours oJ
the day are not even equal among each other, the same applyin,g
to the hours oJthe night. This subject is covered thoroughly in
theThree Books, Chapter Thirty-Four.

As Agrippa explains there, most astrologers divide the sp~ce

of the day and night into twelve equal parts. But for magical
working, it is necessary to use an almanac or other sourc.e of
information to find the time oJsunri~e and sunsetr: a g~ven

day. The total time between the two IS taken and dioided into
twelve equal parts, toyieldaJixed length ?JtimeJor each hourof
that day. ThisJixed length oJa dayhou~ IS then subtracte~Jrom

one-hundred-and-twenty minutes, to yIeld the length of time of
each hour of the night of that particular day. While the Three
Books deal with the astronomical basis oJAgrippa's complex
inequality of the hours of the day and night argument, the
system thatgrew out of these consjderations just explained. here,
works very wellfor magical work tn general andfor evocatIOn. to
physical manifestation in particular. When planning a eoocaiion
from the Heptameron, the Opera~or must find the tir.ne oJ.sun
rise and sunset for the day on whIch he WIll be uiorking, figure
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out the total num~e: of minutes between that particular sunrise
andsunset, anddioide that total by twelve to arrive at the num
ber of minutes ~n each of the tW~lve hours of theday. To thefirst
hour after sun:lse the planet ruling thatday is assigned, followed
by the oth~r SlX planets ~f theancients in turn. For example,if
thedaybeing worked on 1S Sunday, the first hour after sunrise is
ruled by the Sun. The second, by Venus, the third, by Mercury,
thefourth by Luna, and ending with the twelfth hour, ruled by
Sat!'irn. After determining these twelve planetary hours and
their rulers for the hours of the day in question, the Operator
then subtracts the number of minutes of each (equal) hourof the
dayfrom one-hundred-and-twenty, to find the number of min
utes tn each (equal) hour of the night. In order to assign the
planetary rulers to thehours of thenight, which begin at sunset,
the Operator continues to assign to each hour of the night, in
turn, theplanet thatfollows the planet of thelasthour of theday.
In thecase of Sunday thefirst hour of thenightwould be Jupiter
since the last hour of theday of Sunday was Saturn. The second
and third hours of the nightwould be followed by Mars, theSun,
and so on. The chart listing this sequence is given in the Three
Books, although the explanation given here will make it that
much easier to understand the sometimes complex argument and
instructions Agrippa gives regarding this matter.

Therefore we shall speak of the names of the hours.

Hours of the Day Hours of the Night

1 Yayn 1 Beron
2Janor 2 Barol
3 Nasnia 3 Thami
4 Salla 4 Athar
5 Sadedali 5 Mathon
6 Thamur 6 Rana
7Durer 7 Netos
8 Thamic 8 Tafrac
9 Neron 9 Sassur

10 Iayon IO Aglo
11 Abai 11 Calerva
12 Natalon 12 Salam

Of the names of the Angels and their Sigils, it shall be
spoken in their proper places. Now let us take a view of
the names of the times. A year therefore is fourfold, and is
divided into the Spring, Summer, Harvest and Winter; the
names whereof are these.

:I: The Spring is 'Talvi.' £ The Summer is 'Casmaran.'
o Autumne is 'Ardarael.' t The Winter is 'FarIas.'

:I: The Angels of the Spring are: Caratasa, Core,
Amatiel, and Commissoros.

:I: The Head of the Sign of Spring is: Spugliguel.
:I: The name of the Earth in the Spring is: Amadai.
:I: The names of the Sun and Moon in the Spring are: for

the Sun, Abraym and for the Moon, Agusita.

£ The Angels of the Summer are: Gargatel, Tariel and
Gaviel.

£ The Head of the Sign of Summer is: Tubiel
£ The Name of the Earth in the Summer is: Festativi.
£ The Names of the Sun and Moon in Summer are: for

the Sun, Athemay, and for the Moon, Armatus.

o The Angels of the Autumn are: Tarquam and
Guabarel.

o The Head of the sign of Autumn is Torquaret.
o The name of the Earth in Autumn is: Rabianara.
o The Names of the Sun and Moon in Autumn are:

Abragini for the Sun, and Matasignais for the Moon.

t The Angels of the Winter are: Amabael and Ctarari.
t The Head of the Sign of Winter is Altarib.
t The name of the Earth in Winter is: Geremiah.
t The names of the Sun and Moon in Winter are:

Commutaff for the Sun, and Affaterim for the Moon.

The Consecrations and Benedictions:
and first of the Benediction of the Circle.

When the Circle is rightly perfected, sprinkle the same
with holy or purging water, and say:
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"Thou shalt purge me with hyssop, 0 Lord, and I shall
be clean: Thou shalt wash me and I shall be whiter than
snow."

Commentary 5-Notice that while the Heptameron refers
to this actof consecration as the 'consecration and benediction of
theCircle,' the Operator is actually calling upon God to sanctify
him or her while sprinkling the circle on the ground. This is
because thealtered state of consciousness of the Operator, which
commences early on in therite, nowbegins to become naturally
exalted. The Operator and the Circle are becoming one in God,
made manifest on the Earth plane ofMalkuth. In this exaltation
the Operator is touching the divinity within, and is becoming
deified. It is in this white heat of exaltation-that will transform
into a trance of limitless ecstasy andfinally blossom into a state
ofpure Divine Love as the ritecontinues-that this new 'One'
thefusion of Godhead andManhood-now declares through this
act of consecration, "By the words which proceedeth from my
mouth, are all things made new and holy." Against such a
fortress, no evil of whatsoever nature can penetrate. (see Com
mentary 2.)

The Benediction of the Perfumes.

"The God of Abraham, God of Isaac, God of Jacob,
bless here the creatures of these kinds, that they may fill up
the power and virtue of their odours; so that neither the
enemy, nor any false imagination, may be able to enter into
them: through our Lord Jesus Christ, who liveth and
reigneth with Thee, in the unity of the Holy Ghost, God,
forever and ever, Amen."

Then let them be sprinkled with holy water.

Commentary 6-The perfumes (incense or herbs) to be used
are determined by the day of the working. For instance, if the
Operator is evoking the Aerial Spirits of the Lord's Day, he or
she will see by looking at the"Considerations of theLord's Day"
in thesecond part theHeptameron, that the perfume for this day
is "red wheat" or "red sanders." A littleresearch will reveal that
"red sanders" is red sandlewood, a herb. Other types of sandle
wood, for instance, white sandlewood, must not be substituted.

As given in the Magical Axiom 1, you u~e wh~t is ~alle~ for.
Substitutions are not allowed when workmg wIth grlmolres of
theOldSystem ofMagic.

Of course, the fresher the h~rb, th~ bet~er. ,Why? The
Perfume of Art is much ~ore th~n Just a~ offermg, or a means
of filling the air with fme particles wh!ch can be us~d ~y the
spirit to assume a phySIcal form. There IS an occult prz~c!ple at
work here which is virtually unknown to modern PractltlOners,
but which was well known to the magicians of theOld System of
Magic. That principle involves the occult. issue.of Alc.hemy.
Although this subject isfa~ too neb~lous to dISCUSS m detail here,
that part of it that pertains to this present book must be ex
plained to thereader soheorshe can operat~ kn?wled$ably.

Specifically, there are the three alch;,mlcal ingredients com
posing all matter. They are termed the Salt, Sulfur, and Mer
cury" of a substance. Here, they refer to the Salt, Sulfur and
Mercury of the Perfume of Art. The Salt is actually the Body of
the herb. It is not the body you see when you buy or pick the
fresh herb. It is what remains of the .herb after i~ has passed
through fire, so that onlya gray ~r whIte. ash rem~ms. As such,
it is these rarefied particles t~at WIll pass m,to theair andbe used
by the spirit to assume phySIcal form. lronicalb], even theFallen
angels require pure substances tn order t.o sun:mon them forth,
and such an alchemical body of a herb WIll do Just that. But th,e
issue is even more complex than that. The Sulfur of the herb IS
its Consciousness. As the herb burns, this consciousness, whose
vehicle in theHerbal Kingdom ofNature of thephysical world is
an oil, passes into th~ ~ir a!ong with particles of the body of the
herb, enabling thespirit to interact w!th the Operator mentall]f'
or consciously. Finally, t~e alchemical Me~cur]f of the herb IS
its Life. During the burning of the herb, thIS Life-whose sp~
cific vibratory nature is congruent to the nature .ofthe SP1~lt
being evoked-enhances the ability of the sp~ri~ to interact WIth
the Operator on this Earth plane by provldmg. an .agreeable
quality for the spirit's nature. Thus, the combination of the
alchemical Salt, Sulfur andMercury of the. Perfu.me of A,rt, are
as critical for the complete success of the rite as IS the Circle or
any other component of the ceremony. ~he reader is the~efore
advised to make certain thePerfume used IS asfresh as poesible.
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Note that the vessel is simply sprinkled with holy water in
order to purify it before use. But before doing so, be sure to add a
quantity of pure, virgin sand to it to serve as a bed for thefire.
White quartz sand is best due to its superior insulating qualities.
The 'fire' ofcourse is produced by igniting a small cube ordisk of
self-lighting charcoal, which is also available from any church
supply store. The two prayers given above are said over thechar
coal prior to adding the Perfume of Art to it. That is, thefirst
prayer is a Exorcism designed to purify the charcoal prior to its
being lit. The second prayer is said over thecharcoal after it has
been lit. This latter prayer serves as a means of purifying the
livingfire before it receives thesuffumigations or thePerfume of
Art.

Of the Garment & Pentacle.

Let it be a Priest's Garment, if it can be: but if it cannot
be had, let it be of linen, and clean.

Commentary 8-Here we see another implication that the
Heptameron is a Roman Catholic grimoire. When the Hepiam
eron was written, theOperator was either to have been a priest of
the Catholic church, or was to enlist the aid of a priest when
performing the operation. But notice the latitude given the
Operator, since thegrimoire can be worked alone, as long as the
requirements are followed, which in this case involves the outer
ceremonial dress.

The garment actually referred to in this line is called an alb.
It is made of pure, white linen, tied at the waist with a white
corded sash. It is the first vestment the priest dons prior to
putting on the other outer garments appropriate to theoperation
he is to celebrate. In everyday practice, these other outer gar
ments are determined by the type of mass the priest is going to
perform.

If the reader chooses, an actual alb can be purchased, as I
have done, from any of the specialty church supply companies
found on theworld wide web. Myalb was imported from Ireland,
and is made of pure, hand spun, 100% virgin Irish white linen,
girded at the waist with a white corded sash. At first I asked a
(former) best friend-a Catholic priest-to wear this during the
performance of a Catholic mass prior to my use, which would
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While obtaining theconsecrated chalk for drawing the circle
on a cement flo?r, ~e s~re to ?btain a quantityofholywater also
fr°'!l.the same m~tltutlOn. Since you will be out and about this
actIvIty anyway, It willpayyou to stop by a church supplystore
and purchase a large container of'church incense.' The type you
want is called "Dominican Brand Church Incense." It is a com
"!on f~rmulation th~t has the characteristic church odor identi
fied wIth the Catholic mass and its special services. You will be
consecrating it yourself in a simple and special way later on in
the Heptameron operation, sobe sure tohave it onhand.

The Exorcism of the Fire Upon which the Perfumes are to
be put.

. The fire which is to be used for suffumigations, is to be
in a new vessel of earth or iron; and let it be exorcised after
this manner.

"I exorc~se thee, 0 thou creature of fire, by him by
whom all thmgs are made, that forthwith thou cast away
every phantasme from thee, that it shall not be able to do
any hurt in any thing."

[Then say]: "Bless, 0 Lord, this creature of fire and
sanctify it, that it may be blessed to set forth the praise of
thy holy name, that no hurt may come to the Exorcisors or
Spectators: through our Lord Jesus Christ who liveth and
reigneth with Thee, in the unity of the Holy Ghost, God,
forever and ever, Amen."

Comme?tary 7-The vessel should be made of iron. It can be
any convenzent shape, but should be deep enough to restrict hot
ash~s andsparks from spewing out onto a simple altar-like table,
WhICh the Heptameron implies will be in the circle with the
Operator. I~ will h?ld the Perfume of Art, holy water, book, and
soon. As WIth theIron vessel for theincense, thisaltar-like stand
should be virgin, that is, new, never haVing been used previously
for any other purpose. This small table should also have a new
covering draped over i~. Kabbalistic colors can be used here if the
Operator ~eslres. For instance, gold or bright yellow for a Sun
day operatlOn,.zaven~er orpurple fora Monday evocation, andso
forth. Oiherunse, a simple, newblack cloth will do.
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add afurther sacerdotal quality to thevestment. However, in the
end, ourfriendship ended abruptly over this and other matters,
and so the alb was not consecrated by him. But as so oftenhap
pens with these things, another oldfriend of mine re-surfaced
weeks later. He is a Jesuit, who happily obliged meandduly con
secrated my alb by wearing it during a Solemn High Mass which
I attended, after which hediscreetly handed it to me. The reader
should know that I am an extremist by nature, and so sought
this particular typeofadded Office to my Vestment ofArt. While
this is certainly not a necessary requirement of thisorany of the
other implements, I have added this littlestoryso thereader may
at least get an idea of the lengths that can be taken in order to
fully operate the grimoires of the OldSystem ofMagic. It is sim
ply offered for whatit mightbe worth.

In any event, the vestment should be made of 100% fine,
virgin linen, and girded at the waist by a linen sash of some
kind. I do not advise obtaining this garment ready-made from
any occult supply store. With the lack of universal quality and
cheap substitutions that pervade American society today, the
reader cannot be certain what he or she will wind up getting
from such a supplier. Instead, I strongly recommend going toa
fabric store, picking a suitable pattern for the vestment's design,
and purchasing it and the linen from them. The vestment can
then either be hand sewn by the Operator, or by employing a
seamstress who willdo thework perfectly. The garment produced
in this way will be pure, last manyyears, andmost importantly,
the reader will know what type and quality of material this all
important magical implement is made from. For this is as much a
magical weapon or instrument as the Sword or the Pentacle.
Remember: there are no shortcuts to evocation, just as there are
noshortcuts to success. And in this case, both evocation to phys
ical manifestation and success gohand-in-hand.

o

Figure 2
The Pentacle of Protection and Obedience

Then take this Pentacle made in the day and hour of
Mercury, the Moon increasing in light, written in parch
ment made of a kid's skin. But first let there be said over it
the Mass of the Holy Ghost, and let it be sprinkled with
water of Baptism.

Commentary 9-Please refer to Figure 2. Making this
Pentacle is not difficult. The Operator can obtain an eight-and
one-half-inch by eleven-inch sheet of genuine sheepskin parch
mentfrom a well stocked art supplystore, andtrace thePentacle
on it. A six-inch by six-inch figure is quite sufficient, as it can
easily be seen by thedemon upon itsfull manifestation. Since the
Heptameron does not call for any special ink to be used in
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drawing thefigure, I have found that a very high quality gold
ink is best to trace the image on thesheepskin. My gold ink came
from an art supply store that sells the ink in a six-inch barrel
tube, theendofwhich has a broad-tipped point. This typeofgold
pen allowed me to easily trace out the Pentacle. After the ink
dried, I obtained genuine thin leafgold from the same art store,
cut it into strips, outlined the gold Pentacle with Crazy Glue,
and pasted thegold foil over the lines of the Pentacle itself. The
result is aflashing Pentacle that thespirit cannot fail to see, and
which immediately demands its attention and obedience.
Between operations, thePentacle-as with theSword, Vessel for
the suffumigations, Perfumeis) of Art, and indeed all additional
equipment used in the working-are to be kept wrapped in white
linen cloth that has first been sprinkled with holy water, and
then passed through the smoke of the Dominican Brand incense.
The holy water 'asperges,' meaning, it removes all unwanted
influences from the object, while the suffumigation, or passing
theobject through the smoke of the incense 'sanctifies' the object
anddedicates it to thepurpose the Operator has in mind.

The Pentacle itself is traced on the sheepskin and if thegold
leafoverlay is also used, it too is added during thesame day and
hour ruled by Mercury. The hours in which Mercury rules
during its ownday, Wednesday, willhave to be calculated by the
Operator according to theprocedure given in Commentary 4. As
to the phases of themoon, be careful. Do not perform the Opera
tion or make your Pentacle on the day of the New Moon, or on
the day of the Full Moon. On the day of the New Moon, the
Moon and Sun are in conjunction or conjoined, meaning they
are in thesame degree of the same zodiacal sign, that is, they are
together. Thus, they act together, but not necessarily in a desir
able way. Hence this aspect is to be avoided. The other condition
to be avoided for making the Pentacle and for conducting the
Operation itself is that astrological condition called Combust.
This condition exists when a planet-here, theMoon-is within
three degrees of the Sun's longitude. This condition was thought
to be extremely adverse by the medieval astrologers, and is dis
cussed thoroughly by Agrippa in The Three Books of Occult
Philosophy. This attitude has carried through into modern
astrology today, andfor good reason. Agrippa was right. In a
Combust state, the force of the Sun is said to overwhelm theforce

ofany planet it is combust with,andsodestroy its effects. Again,
thePentacle is not to be made on,noris the Operation performed
on the day of the Full Moon, since the Moon is no longer
increasing in light, but begins its descent into its decreasing
phases by entering its third quarter. The time to construct the
Pentacle is on a Wednesday during the hour of Mercury, any
time between the second day after the New Moon to the day
before theFull Moon.

But the actual construction of the Pentacle is the easy part.
Fulfilling the preliminary requirements prior to its construction
are perhaps the most strenuous part of the entire Heptameron
operation. In order to clarify the procedure, I'll address each
issue separately. Before actually constructing the Pentacle, the
sheet of sheepskin upon which it is to be made must be sprinkled
with the Water of Baptism. While the Heptameron does not
make it clear which procedure is to comefirst, saying theMass of
theHoly Ghost over theparchment or sprinkling with the Water
of Baptism, the sprinkling is to be done first. Obtaining this
water may be difficult, since it is used fora veryspecific religious
purpose, and hence is not as readily available as is holy water.
However, if the Operator attends any Baptism as an observer
which indeed the Catholic church encourages as an added wit
ness to the event-the Water of Baptism will be left in the
Baptismal Font after thebaptism. It is not difficult tofill a small
container with that water when everyone else has departed, and
then leave. In one ofmy own instances, thepriest who performed
the baptism came back unexpectedly, and asked me what I was
doing. I told him I was a scientist, raised in the Catholic Faith
which is true-and that I wanted the used Water of Baptism to
sprinkle on a new project I was beginning, and in this way add
theblessings of the church to it. Hewas sodelighted to hear this,
that he opened the Baptismal Font and allowed me to take afull
pint of theunused Water of Baptism, and then blessed mefor my
actions! In short, you the operator can easily obtain such used
water after theriteof Baptism is performed. It is also my custom
to leave a substantial donation at the Font after having obtained
what I wanted, in order to be fair to the church, and to ease my
own mind. I do not need any lingering feelings of guilt, caused
by my own Catholic upbringing, entering into my own subjec
tivesynthesis.
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Of the manner of working.

Let the Moon be increasing and equal, if it may then be
done, and let her not be combust.

Commentary lO-" ... increasing and equal" refers to ~h~

first dayor two of the second quarter of the Moon when the tnst
ble face of the Moon is seen as half-full. But "... let her not be
combust" refers to that state when the Moon is within three
degrees of the Sun, asexplained in Commentary 9.

The Operator ought to be clean and purified by the
space of nine days before the beginning of the work, and to
be confessed, and receive the holy Communion.

Commentary ll-By "... clean and purified..:" the
Heptameron is referring to both outward as well as mw~rd
cleanliness. The following conditions of preparation for eoocaiion
as given below, are actually found i~ all Old Sy~ten1: Magic
grimoires, and are reproduced here to aid the reader m his orher
understanding. While it is best to follow them as closely as
possible, it is up to the indiv~dual to deter~ine just ~ow far heor
she willgo to keep to thefastmg andcleanlmess reglmen.

During the nine days preceding the Operation, the Operator
should quit all social activities ofeve'JI sort, tending.only to nec
essary business matters, andcompleting those as qUlckly as pos
sible each day, but withoutany unduestress. Then the Operator
should seek solitude as much aspossible, praying in a way that is
comfortable, while in keeping with the Catholic natu.re of.this
grimoire. As an example, the Operator could spend tln1:e either
reading and contemplating the Psalms, or studymg the
Heptameron text carefully, committin$ to :rzemory the required
conjurations and prayers, or a com~matlOn of both of th~se

activities. Long walks in seclu~ed, quiet woods. and mou~tmn,s

while contemplating the enormiiu of the upcommg eoocaiion, lS
also another type of prayer the Operator can engage in. Of
course, drinking alcohol, consuming excessive quantities ,offood,
and taking any illegal drugs is to be scrupulously ~vol~ed. In
fact, the diet should be simple, raw vegetables constituting ~he

main course, with only modest amounts of meat added as a side
dish. No more than two such meals should be eaten in any
twenty-four hour period, although fresh fruit or additional raw
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After sprinkling the sheepskin with the Water of Baptism,
the Operator must say theMass of the Holy Ghost over it. This
is not difficult in itself, unless the reader is unfamiliar with the
procedures of the Catholic Mass. A Catholic Missal is the best
source for obtaining instructions onperforming your own mass.
In order to perform the Mass of the Holy Ghost, you must first
perf?rm "The Ordinary of theMass, Mass of The Catechumens,"
adding the Votive Mass components of the Mass of the Holy
Ghost at the appropriate points, as theMissal will instruct. The
reader should be aware that the Catholic mass itself is a kind of
template of all masses. Other masses, such as Votive Masses,
consist of additional mass components that are added to the
standard template for special intentions. In this case, the Votive
Mass is theMass of the HolyGhost, in which its components are
added to the regular mass. While it can be confusing at first, a
few hours study of a Missal will make it all clear, in addition to
help build individual subjective synthesis. As to the Missals
themselves, I strongly recommend the one I use. It is the
"Mar¥,kn~ll Missal", subtitled "Daily Missal of the Mystical
Bo~¥, edl~ed by th~ Marykn,0ll Fathers. I use an original 1956
edition uihicn I hadm Catholic school back in those days. It gives
each part of theMass and the component parts of Votive Masses
in both English andLatin. This is highly recommended, since the
Operator will find a need for Latin verses in future work. As a
final point on this matter, the reader should be aware that the
"Mass of ~h~,Holy C?host" will be -:eferred to as the "Mass of the
Ho!y Spirit, even tn the 1956 edition of theMaryknoll Missal.
This is a Catholic modernization of the term Holy Ghost that
occurred in the 1950's.

An oration to be said when Vesture is put on.

"Ancor, Amacor, Amides, Theodonias, Anitor, by the
merits of thy Angel, 0 Lord, I will put on the Garments of
Salvation, that this which I desire I may bring to effect:
through thee the most holy Adonay, whose kingdom
endureth for ever and ever. Amen."
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vegetables can be added if the Operator must have them. Rest
should be moderate, neither being too long or too short, and
interaction with one's friends and even family members should
be kept to an absolute minimum. Sexual activity of any kind is
also to be strictly avoided. As. called for, the Operator is to
receive the Sacraments of Confession and Holy Communion,
these, a dayor two before theactual operation. If the receiving of
Confession and Communion is hard for the reader, let meassure
you, that it is harder for me. Having broken with the church
nearly four decades ago for intensely personal and severe rea
sons, it takes all my dedication to follow through with these
requirements. But I look at it rationally. If there is a box, locked
with a combination lock that contains something I want, I will
dial the numbers of that combination no matter how much I
object to thebox being locked, or to thelong sequence of numbers
that must be dialed in order to open the lock, after which I will
then take from the box what I want. It is as simple as that. So
decide what you want, let no inner stirrings or outer circum
stances deter you, and in due time, you will have your heart's
desire. The reader would do well to remember this when inner
stirrings of objections begin to cause anxiety and emotional
discomfort.

Let him have ready the perfume appropriated to the
day wherein he would perform the work. He ought also to
have holy water from a priest, and a new earthen vessel
with the fire, a vesture and Pentacle; and let all these
things be rightly and duly consecrated and prepared. Let
one of the servants carry the earthen vessel full of fire, and
the perfumes; and let another bear the book; another the
Garment and Pentacle;

Commentary 12-The above instructions of using servants
in theoperation are to be read andunderstood in reverse. That is,
during the dangerous times of the Inquisition-and indeed
throughout the Medieval AgesandRenaissance-it was custom
aryfor a magician to work alone. The riskof involving one, two,
three or more other individuals in his magical work, was simply
too great. People talk. They brag. They try to exaggerate their
knowledge of magic in order to intimidate others and get their
way by posing a threat of what they can do through magic. This

falls upon the ears of the Inquisitors, and before the Operator
knows it, the Inquisitional Tribunal has arrested him and begun
the interrogation process. Thus, in the case of this grimoire, the
lone Operator is being given permission to use servants if he
dares. It is much like stating theobvious today. Everyone knows
theobvious. No one wants to hear it, but it is stated anyway. In
fact, while I have worked with others in different areas of magic,
aside from two evocations to physical manifestation, I have
always conjured alone. My assistant in those twoevocations (the
Catholic priest mentioned earlier) was theexception to the rule. I
must givehim credit here. He not onlyheld fast andfirm during
the manifestation while supporting my evoking, but during one
rite he prevented mefrom making a very, very major mistake
that could have ended, who knows how? But ordinarily, when
the Operator involves another individual or several, he cannot
predict what they will do when the manifestation occurs. And I
assure you, that when the operation reaches its height, the last
thing you want to face on this earth is an assistant running
through thecircle, breaking it, anddestroying the circle, which is
the major instrument of protection. Learn from my four decades
ofexperience. Evoke by yourself!

and let the master carry the Sword; over which there
must be said one Mass of the Holy Ghost; and on the mid
dle of the Sword, let there be written this name t AGLA t,
and on the other side thereof, this name t ON t.

Commentary 13-The Sword of Art can be of any conve
nient length, but it should be long enough to intimidate when
pointed, as if it could be extended safely through the circle to
injure the spirit if required, while yet keeping the Operator at a
safe distance. Because of this consideration, I recommend a
sword between forty andfifty inches in length, a length offorty
five inches being ideal. It must also be double-edged and razor
sharp principally because sharp edges threaten tofurther 'divide
and dissect' the spirit's nature, which is already unstable;
already divided as it were. These beings fear further division of
their qualities as much as wefear losing our awareness of our
selves or our memories. This sharpness, added to the martial
qualities ofdestruction, bloodshed, andslaughter embodied in the
weapon through its millenniums of use in warfare, has a power-
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ful effect on the demon. Its cooperation is further enforced by
holding the Sword of Art in the right hand which is the side of
theHoly Tree of Life that contains Geburah, and therefore, Mars,
theGod of War. Besure the sword is not soheavy that you can
not wield it andpoint it at thespirit with youroutstretched arm.
Such an action must never be done without strength, and this
includes thephysical strength with which you wield theweapon.

The sword is to be made during the day and hour ruled by
Mars, the Moon being waxing tofull phase-that is, during its
first orsecond phase-and like thePentacle, anytime between the
second dayafter theNew Moon to theday before theFull Moon.
Luna should also be in a Fire signof the Zodiac. It isfirst sprin
kled with holywater, the names inscribed, andthen suffumigated
with the Dominican Brand incense, not some herb or incense
that corresponds to Mars. Why? Because the magical name
AGLA, written on one side of the blade, and on the other side,
thename ON-which is an abbreviation of themostholy, ineffa
ble Name of God, TETRAGRAMMATON-are names that
were appropriated by those priests of the Catholic church for use
in their private magical practice, which was still within the
church's liturgical framework. Since the operation is Catholic,
thenormal Kabbalistic thought pattern does not apply here. This
is a vital Key in being able to interpret and work with any Old
System grimoire successfully. The context of the ritualor cere
monymust be understood in terms of thesubjective synthesis
of its creators. Carte blanche attitudes, so prevalent in the New
Age today, will produce their corresponding effects-nothing,
across theboard.

While the names can be painted on, I recommend inscribing
them deeply into the blade, and then painting them over with a
deep, dark red or magenta enamel paint, the same color blood
possesses when it pours out of a fresh, fatal, deep wound. The
materialized demon will recognize this Kabbalistic significance,
along with the meaning of the weapon and the sharp edges,
through the Will of the Operator. So done, it cannot fail to pm
duce a genuine threat to, and ensure the obedience of, the spirit.
The Operator must maintain these conditions to succeed.

And as he goeth to the consecrated place, let him con
tinually read the Litanies, the servants answering:

Commentary 15-The above instructions in The Heptam
eron-and indeed, in many other Old System Magic gri
moires-cause beginners no end of confusion. In the previous
section, "Of the Manner of Working," the verses and refrains
were said "And as he (the Operator) goeth to the consecrated
place..." Yet the "consecrated place" is only c~nsecr~ted by
having made thecircle in advance, andthe!eby dedicated it to t~e
purpose to be fulfilled! So how can the circle be constructed m
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advance of the operation, and then be constructed again? There
is a compound answer to this seeming dilemma, which is really
~ery simple. As to thefirst explanation. As I mentioned earlier,
It was customary to perform evocations in deep, secluded woods,
usually at night,far away from prying eyes and out of earshot.
Due t~ thecomplexity of thecircle, the lack of light in nighttime
operations, and the shortness of the hour of operation in which
therite was to be performed, the Operator would go to his chosen
secluded spot, trace out the circle in advance, and when return..
ing to the place to perform the rite, would retrace the outer
circle with the sword, thereby 'refreshing' it with theforce of
the hour of the evocation that was now at hand. In the second
case, if theOperator was to conjure in a cellar in a remote house, .
he or she would "erect the circle" in advance as it is properly
termed, and when returning to it in order to perform the rite,
would retrace the entire structure quickly with the Sword of
Art: thereby 'refreshing' it with theforce of the hourof evocation
tohidi was nowat hand. In short, erect thecircle in advance, and
retrace it in its entirety with the sword, quickly, immediately
before beginning theevocation. The line, "Wash me 0 Lord, and
etc. rr refers to theprayer of consecration of thecircle, "Thou shalt
purge me with hyssop, 0 Lord, and I shall be clean: Thou shalt
wash meandI shall be whiter than snow. "

The Master therefore ought to be purified with fasting,
chastity, and abstinency from all luxury the space of three
whole days before the day of the operation.

Commentary i6-That is, during the last three days of the
ninedayfasting andabstinence period, the Operator is to inten
sify this self-purification process. All luxury of any kind is to be
completely avoided. As an example, in my own case, I receive or
speak to no one except my wife, take no telephone calls, do not
review any mail-either thepost office delivered oremail type
andenter prolonged periods of contemplation in which I go over
and over the dynamics of the rite that will soon beperformed. I
live an extremely quiet life, reading the Psalms and the Old
Testament. I also perform a stricter fasting regimen. This fast
consists of drinking only one six ounce glass of orange juice in
the morning, and one six ounce glass of apple juice at night. No
solid food of any kind is eaten. This fasting is maintained until

the operation is completed, after which only modest amounts of
solid food are slowly reintroduced into my body over the next
three days. As the reader studies other grimoire~ from ~he Ol~

System ofMagic, heorshe wi!l discover that the ~dea behind this
strictfast is rooted in the belief that as the phueica! body grows
weaker, the spiritual (or, psychic, inmy view! grows stronge:. I
have found this reasoning to be 9uitecor:ect in my ?wn ma/5.1cal
work in general, and certainly, in eoocaiion to physlcal manifes
tation.

And on the day that he would do the work, being
clothed with pure garments, and furnished with Pentacl~s,

Perfumes, and other things necessary hereunto, let him
enter the Circle, and call the Angels from the four parts of
the world, which do govern the seven planets, the seven
days of the week, colours and metals; whose names you
shall see in their places.

Commentary i7-The above instructions cause some confu
sion at first. As it reads, it seems to be saying that the Operator
is to call upon the angels from thefour parts of theworld of each
day, along with their colors, metals, and so on, even though the
operation will be for done for a specific day, for example, on a
Thursday. The answer comes in thefinal line, "...whose nam~s

you shall see in their places." This means that the Operator IS
only to call upon theangels of the day of the operation, along
with themetals, colors, andsoon,andalso announce the na"'!'e
of the "heaven" as given in the conjuration for the day being
worked.

And with bended knees invocating the said Angels
particularly, let him say, '~O A.J:tgels. supra~li~~, esto~e adju
tares meae petitioni, and In adjutorium mihi, In meis rebus
and petitionibus."

Commentary is-This prayer is to be said aloud with a
fervor that would seem to tear the wo~ld asunder. The ~nte~sity

will come automatically, as at this point, the Operator s hIghly
altered state ofconsciousness will.begin toenteraprofoun,d state
ofexaltation, that will soon turn into ecstasy. This ecst~tlc.state

will remain until thestate ofBliss is reached at some point tn the
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it thoroughly, as he or she has done with all of the general
prayers and consecrations. Usually, at this point, the Operator
will be struggling to recall those words, as thestate of ecstasy or
Bliss will have begun toovertake himorher.

Be aware that. there will be no manifestation at this point,
since the Conjuration of the Day-as given in Part Two-is
actually an invocation of the holy angels, and not of the aerial
spirits of the day. The Conjuration of the Day is recited first,
since it is a plea to the holy angels. The Operator is invoking
them to come to his or heraid, and to help them in this work of
Art. By calling upon these Beings of Light through the formal
and peculiar structure of the Heptameron rite, the Operator is
entreating these divine beings to open the channel between the
world of the spirits and the world of Malkuth, and toforce these
aerial beings of the day tocome unto theOperator.

But if they shall be pertinacious and refractory, and
will not yield themselves obedient, neither to the Conjura
tion assigned to the day, nor to the prayers before made,
then use the Conjurations and Exorcism following:

An Exorcism of the Spirits of the Air.

"We being made after the image of God, endued with
power from God and made after his will, do exorcise you,
by the most mighty and powerful name of God, EL, strong
and wonderful, N., and we command you by Him who
spake the word and it was done, and by all the names of
God, and by the name + ADONAI + EL + ELOHIM +
ELOHE + ZEBAOTH + ELION + ESERCHIE + JAH +
TETRAGRAMMATON + SADAI + Lord God Most High:
we exorcise you, and powerfully command you that you
forthwith appear unto us here before this Circle in a fair
human shape, without any deformity or tortuousity; come
ye all such, because we command you by the name YAW
and VAU, which Adam heard and spoke; and by the name
of God, AGLA, which Lot heard, and was saved with his
family; and by the name JOTH, which Jacob heard from
the angel wrestling with him, and was delivered from the
hand of his brother Esau; and by the name ANAPHEXE
TON, which Aaron heard and spoke, and was made wise;
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rite, after which thefinal transformation into Divine Love will
occur, asspoken of in theMagical Axioms.

Be certain to use the Latin language where it is given
throughout the Heptameron text. You must also of course
understand the meanings of these words, and so :Oill have t~
tr~nslate them for yourself. While I could give the translation for
this and the other Latin verses tofollow, I will not do this here.
~here are two reason for this. First, working out such iransla
iions an! a necessar'!:! exercise ~n building one's state of subjective
synthesls. Second, in the Latin language, as in the English lan
guage, !here are a. number of possible interpretations based upon
theoanous mean~ngs of thewords and their positions in thesen
tence. The r~sultm$ translation each individual will workout,
therefore, uiill be different; a property of the individual's mental
stru~ture an~ psychic matrix, so to speak. As such, it will have a
special mea~mg fo~ the individual, and in the end, will serve to
exalt the mind during .recitation'.Such is the reward of individ
ual effort when workmg the grzmoires of the Old System of
Maglc.

Then let him call t~e Angels from the four parts of the
world, that rule the AIr the same day wherein he doth the
work or experiment.

. Co:nmentary.19-.All of these names will be found clearly
gtoen ~n the conjurations of each day of the week that are to
follow in Part Two of the Heptameron.

. ~nd ~avin.g implored especially all the Names and
Spirits wntten In the Circle, let him say:

"0 vos omnes, adjuro atque contestor per sedem
Adonay, per Hagios, 0 Theos, Ischyros, Athanatos, Paracle
tos, Alpha et Omega, et per haec tria nomina secreta, Agla,
On,.Tetragrammaton, quod hodie debeatis adimplerequod
CUPIO"

.These .things being performed, let him read the Conju
ration assigned for the day wherein he maketh the experi
ment, as we have before spoken;

. Comm~ntary 20~The conjuration for theday being worked
lS. now. recited accordmg to the day of theweek being worked, as
gtoen m Part Two. Of course, theOperator will have memorized
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and by the name ZEBAOTH, which Moses named, and all
the rivers were turned into blood; and by the name ESER
CHIE ORISTON, which Moses named, and all the rivers
brought forth frogs, and they ascended into the houses of
the Egyptians, destroying all things; and by the name
ELION which Moses named, and there was great hail,
such as had not been since the beginning of the world; and
by the name ADONAI, which Moses named, and there
came up locusts, which appeared upon the whole land of
Egypt, and devoured all which the hail had left; and by the
name SCHEMA AMATHIA, which Joshua called upon,
and the sun stayed his course; and by the name ALPHA
and OMEGA, which Daniel named, and destroyed Bel and
slew the dragon; and in the name EMMANUEL, which the
three children, Sidrach., Misah, and Abednego, sung in the
midst of the fiery furnace, and were delivered; and by the
name HAGIOS; and by the seal of ADONAI; and by
ISCHYROS, ATHANATOS, PARACLETOS; and by these
three secret names, + AGLA + ON + TETRAGRAMMA
TON + I do adjure and contest you; and by these names,
and by all the other names of the living and true God, our
Lord Almighty, I exorcise and command you by Him who
spoke the word and it was done, to whom all creatures are
obedient: and by the dreadful judgment of God; and by the
uncertain sea of glass, which is before the divine majesty,
mighty and powerful; by the four beasts before the throne,
having eyes before and behind; and by the fire round
about his throne; and by the holy angels of heaven; by the
mighty wisdom of God, we do powerfully exorcise you,
that you appear here before this Circle, to fulfill our will in
all things which shall seem good unto us; by the seal of
BALDACHIA, and by this name PRIMEUMATON, which
Moses named, and the earth opened and swallowed up
Corah, Dathan, and Abiram: and in the power of that
name PRIMEUMATON, commanding the whole host of
heaven, we curse you, and deprive you of your office, joy,
and place, and do bind you in the depth of the bottomless
pit, there to remain until the dreadful day of the last
judgement; and we bind you into eternal fire, and into the
lake of fire and brimstone, unless you forthwith appear
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before this Circle to do our will: therefore, come ye, by
these names + ADONAI + ZEBAOTH + ADONAI +
AMIORAM +; come ye, come ye, come ye, ADO.NAI
commandeth; SADAY, the most mi~hty King of KIngs,
whose power no creature is able to resist, be unto you most
dreadful, unless ye obey, and f~rthwit~ affably appear
before this Circle, let miserable rum and fire unquenchable
remain with you; therefore come, in the name of ADONAI
+ ZEBAOTHM + ADONAI + AMIORAM +; come,.come,
why stay you? hasten! ADONAI, SADAI, the King of
Kin s commands you: + EL + ATY + TITCIP + AZIA +
HUJ + JEN + MINOSEL + ACHADAN + VAY + VAAH +
EY + EXE + A + EL + EL + EL + EL + A +HY +HAU +HAU
+HAU + VAU + VAU + VAU + VAU +"

Commentary 21-This is thefirst actual conjur~tion pr,~pe~,
of the aerial spirits of the day. The re~der should n,otlce.tha~ N,given at the beginning of the 'Calling' as a cOn]UratlOn ts also
termed, refers to the "Name" ?f}h~ aeri~l spirits of the ~ay. In
this case, the "Angels of theAir glven m each of thedazly con
jurations in Part Two, are considered angels. It l.S they who are
to be named here. For example, in a Sunday work~ng, t~e Opera
torwould call out,where "N," isgiven in thecon]Uratl~n-. .

''Varcan, Tus, Andas, and Cyn,a~al, and al~ ye, hl.s Ml~!f
ters andindeed andverily, all ye spirits of the Al~ of this day.

'I have never know this 'Call template,' 'fUh~c~ I composed
decades ago, to fail. Also note that the term we ts used tn t~e
conjuration, in case the Operator has the.nerve to work uiiih.
assistants, asI have already remarked upon l~ Co"!me~tary 12.

The reader will also notice that the con]Urat.lO,! ts ac~ually
called an Exorcism in the text. The reason for this lS. that m ,the
Heptameron, matters proceed qui~kly. In ~?is veryfirs: C.all~~g,
the process of cursing and invokmg the Curse of Cha!ns ,
which appears as a separate, later action in such later ~rzmolres
as the Goetia-is used immediately. The Ope~ato~ lS thereby
showing hisorhersincerity, resolve, an,d determm~tlOn t:?m the
start. Unlike latter grimoires, in whlc~ the ~erzal spirits are
differentiated into separate beings-ag~m. as !n the case of. the
Goetia, for example-there is no such dlstmc~lOn of thes~ bem~smade in the Heptameron. It was customary m the earliest grz-
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moires to get down to business immediately, and begin cursing
or exorcising, as part of the conjuration or summoning process.
You should also be aware that the insertion of a cross-symbol,
"+,1/ between each divine name, was used in early grimoires both
to separate the names, as well asan instruction for the Operator
to draw a cross in the air with a magical weapon, which in this
case would be the Sword of Art. While this action may not be
necessary, I do this, as it enables me to focus my mind and
thereby gain greater control over the Bliss, which by this time is
reaching a incredible fever pitch.

A few words regarding the pronunciation of the divine and
angelic names is now in order. The Neui Age spends an exas
perating amount of time on different methods of "vibrating
Words ofPotier," as they term theNames of God, angelic beings,
and other words of power such as the "Barbarous Words of
Evocation. /I This vibration scheme is completely unnecessary. It
is simplyanother of their constructs designed to explain why
after one of their evocations-there is either no physicalphenom
ena ormanifestation save for some imagined feeling of something
having been present, orwhathave you. The fact of thematter is,
the energy contained in thedivine names and words of power is
there by virtue of the words themselves, and contained in the
living breath of the Operator who is calling upon them in his or
her state of sublime Bliss-a state in which their individual part
of Godhead is theOnedoing the Calling. Nothing else is needed,
save for that genuine ecstasy now turned into the whitehotfire
ofBliss, and the virtue contained in thewords themselves.

At this point in the rite, themanifestation usually begins. It
is not crystal clear yet, but it will be unmistakable thataform is
beginning to take shape in the swirling incense smoke that has
drifted from the incense vessel within thecircle, andhas begun to
course through theroom. Unlike theNew Age insistence that the
spirit will appear in a certain quarter of the compass depending
upon the Kabbalistic attributions of the planet ruling the day of
working, the apparition can come from any quarter. Hence the
Operator must keep vigilant, lest he or she is taken by surprise.
But this is not all that occurs. The appearance of colored lights
floating in the air around the circumference of the outermost
circle.flashes ofgreen, gold, andyellow rays of light coming out
of thin air andfiring throughout the room, along with various

sounds, will begin to occur as well. The sounds are n,ot creaks or
anything that could be mistaken for the normal runses a house
might make. Rather, the sounds are animal in nature, although
not from any animal t~e Ope:ator has ~ver.heard of before.
Poltergeist phenomena 1S also lzkely at ihie point, a~though the
objects will not be thrown toward, and therefore unll not pass,
the boundary of the Circle of Art. A com,mon type of phe:zom
enon in this regard is the repeated slammzng of any doors in ~he

cellar room-if the operation occurs indoors-or screechzng
sounds; as if sharp claws are being drawn over a glass surface.
Grunts, and lowguttural growls are also common. All of th~se
occurrences are to be welcomed by the Operator as a sure slgn
the evocation is proceeding as it shOUld: But the.operato~ m,ust
hold to their ground, all the while all~wms. themind to drift ~nto
further intensified states of Bliss, tohich. toill eventually fade into
the purest ecstasy of Divine Love. All the while, the Operator
must retain conscious awareness of the events and control over
the mind. At this point, begin the second conjuration bel~w,

amidst the unfolding drama which is in the process of shatterzng
one's former concept ofreality.

A Prayer to God, to be said in the four parts of the world,
in the Circle.

AMORULE + TANEHA + LATISTEN + RABUR +
TENEHA + LATISTEN + ESCHA + ALADIA + ALPHA
and OMEGA + LEYSTE + ORISION + ADONAI +; 0 most
merciful heavenly Father! Have mercy upon. me, alt~ough
a sinner; make appear the arm of thy power In ~e this day
against these obstinate spirits, that I, by thy WIll, may be
made a contemplator of thy divine works, and may be
illustrated with all wisdom, to the honor and glory of thy
Holy Name. I humbly beseech thee, that these spirits
which I call by thy judgment may be bound and con
strained to come and give true and perfect answers to
those things which I shall ask of them; and that they may
do and declare those things unto us, which by me may be
commanded of them, not hurting any creature, neither
injuring or terrifying me or my fellows, nor hurting any
other creature, and affrighting no man; and let them be
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obedient to those things which are required of them. [Then
standing in the middle of the Circle, stretch out thy hand
towards the Pentacle, saying]: cnBy the Pentacle of Solomon
I have called you; give me a true answer.

Then let him say: cnBERALANENSIS + BALDACHI
ENSIS + PAUMACHIA + APOLOGIA SEDES+, by the
most mighty kings and powers, and the most powerful
princes, genii, Liachidae, ministers of the Tartarean seat,
Chief prince of the seat of Apologia, in the ninth legion, I
invoke you, and by invoking, conjure you; and being
armed with power from the supreme Majesty, I strongly
command you, by Him who spoke and it was done, and to
whom all creatures are obedient; and by this ineffable
name TETRAGRAMMATON + JEHOVAH, which being
heard the elements are overthrown, the air is shaken, the
sea runneth back, the fire is quenched, the earth trembles,
and all the host of the celestials, and terrestrials, and infer
nals do tremble together, and are troubled and con
founded; wherefore, forthwith and without delay, do you
come from all parts of the world, and make rational an
swers unto all things I shall ask of you; and come ye
peaceably, visibly and affably now, without delay, mani
festing what we desire, being conjured by the name of the
living and true God, + HELIOREN +, and fulfill our com
mands, and persist unto the end, and according to our
intentions, visibly and affably speaking unto us with a
clear voice, intelligible, and without any ambiguity.

Commentary 22-The manifestation will solidify further at
this point, the sounds, sights, and physical phenomena in the
room reaching a fever pitch. Hold fast. The state of Bliss will
either have faded into theecstasy of pure Divine Love, or will be
on the verge ofdoing so. There is nosecret formula for predicting
exactly when thestates from ecstasy to Bliss will resolve into the
state of pure DivineLove, due to the individual's nature, leoeiof
psychic development, and the level of perfection their state of
subjective synthesis and its resulting subconscious belief system
has reached. But know thathaving reached this point in the rite,
all is proceeding well. At some time, between this point in the
ceremony and the full manifestation, the state of pure Divine

Love will be reached, after which the Operator must then be
ready to contend with the Control and Command aspects of the
evocation.

Visions & Apparitions.

These things being duly performed, there will appear
infinite visions, apparitions, phantasams, and so on, beat
ing of drums, and the sound of all kinds of musical
instruments; which is done by the spirits, that with the
terror they might force some of the companions out of the
Circle, because they can effect nothing against the exorcist
himself; after this you shall see a infinite company of
archers, with a great multitude of horrible beasts, which
will arrange themselves as if they would devour the com
panions; Nevertheless, fear nothing.

Commentary 23-However unbelievable it may sound, the
sounds, sights, and physical phenomena occurring at this point
in the rite will redouble. Between the rapidly oncoming state of
pure Divine Love, the struggle to retain consciousness, and the
events unfolding around theOperator, there will be even more of
the visions and apparitions Abano speaks of. Neither my
colleagues who workfrom the Heptameron nor I, however, have
ever had quite the effects spoken of above. There are no musical
instruments. Instead, the screeches become much louder and
more frequent. There are no beating of drums, but instead,
heavy, numerous, strong poundings against the walls of the
room occur. There are no archers nor horrible beasts, although
there are a myriad offaces-if that is what they can be called
unbelievable grotesque faces flicking in andout of theairaround
thecircle. Once again, hold fast.

Perhaps you can see now why I recommend working alone.
Notice the line, 1/ ••• that with the terror theymightforce some of
thecompanions out of theCircle, because they can effect nothin.g
against the exorcist himself." Unless you are absolutely certain
you can count on an assistant, the reader must realize they risk
much, as Abano warns here. The Operator, although powerfully
affected by the visions andevents unfolding around him, is pro
tected from assault by his state of deification, as well as by the
circle. But theassistant is not. Heorshe has not risen to ideniifi-
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cation with the Godhead within them, and because of this, are in
mortal danger. If they run and break through the barrier of the
circle-well, that is a matter I leave for the reader to speculate
upon.

Then the exorcist, holding the Pentacle in his hand, let
him say:

"Avoid hence these iniquities, by virtue of the banner
of God."

Then will the spirits be compelled to obey the exorcist,
and the company shall see them no more.

Commentary 24..,-Not exactly. The visions, sounds, and
apparitions do not simply depart in the twinkling ofan eye. They
become subdued, but do continue for awhile, until at last, the
aerial spirits of the day ofoperation achieve full manifestation.

Then let the exorcist, stretching out his hand with the
Pentacle, say:

"Behold the Pentacle of Solomon, which I have brought
into your presence, behold the person of the exorcist in the
middle of the exorcism, who is armed by God, without
fear, and well provided, who potently invoketh and calleth
you by exorcising; come, therefore, with speed, by the
virtue of these names: + AYE + SARAYE + AYE +
SARAYE +; defer not to come, by the eternal names of the
living and true God, + ELOY + ARCHIMA + RABUR +
and by the Pentacle of Solomon here present, which pow~
erfully reigns over you; and by the virtue of Celestial spir
its, your lords; and by the person of the exorcist, in the
middle of the exorcism; being conjured, make haste and
come, and yield obedience to your master, who is called
'Octinomous. Iff

This being performed, immediately there will be hiss
ings in the four parts of the world, and then immediately
you shall see great motions; which when you see say:

Commentary 25-This occurs each andevery time. In addi
tion to the visions, apparitions and other sounds that are fading
away but still present, the Operator will hear an enormous hiss
ing, in thequarter of thecompass in which theaerial spirits will
fully manifest. When I heard it for thefirst time, I thought a gas

line suddenly sprung a leak, until I realized the house I was in
had hot-air heating, provided by coal.

Just as theHeptameron describes, the Operator will then see
aswirlingmotion, as if a bright cloud, either white, gray, yellow,
orgold, is coming out of a hidden nowhere, and is beginning to
grow larger and larger. Regardless of the day worked, and the
aerial spirits summoned thereby, these 'clouds' are always an~

onlyof these colors. Usually, it isat this point-but remember, it
can be sooner-that the state of sublime Bliss ruptures into that
of pure Divine Love. The state of emotional intoxication is
beyond description, as certainly a.s it is ~lmost b~yond hum,an
endurance. It is this all consuming tohiie hot-fire of passion
within the Operator then, that allows the channel between t~e

world of thespirits andours, tofinally andfully oper:, as I p:evz
ouslydiscussed. The Operator.must now proceed .wzth th~ fin~le

of the manifestation by screammgforth the followmg, tohidi unll
be utterlynatural due to thestate heorshe is presently in-

"Why stay you? Wherefore do you delay? What do
you? Prepare yourselves to be obedient to your master in
the name of the Lord, BATHAT or VACHAT rushing upon
ABRAC,ABEORcoming upon ABERE."

Then they will immediately come in their proper
forms; and when you see them before the Circle, show
them the pentacle covered with fine linen; uncover it and
say- .

"Behold your confusion if you refuse to become obedi
ent."

And suddenly they will appear in a peaceable form,
and will say:

"Ask what you will, for we are prepared to fulfill all
your commands, for the Lord hath subjected us hereunto."

Commentary 26-The aerial spirits will then take their
proper form before you outside the circle. It is customary to hold
thePentacle, covered with a piece offine linen in your lefthand,
while placing your righthand on the linen r»: to unveiling it.
After the unveiling, the Operator will ~ee ~hezr fo.rms ~o con
cretely, he or she may think they are obJ~ctlVe, solzd~ beings as
real asany other, in theroom. Be not deceioed. There ts a danger
here which I call the "Trance ofManifestation." Remember, you
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ar~ ~n a divine-induced state of euphoria. This is a stateof pure
DlVl,ne Love, and being semi-divine, there will be an impulse
commg fr.0~ that part of God w.ithin you to take mercy on the
Fallen spirits, and to leave the circle andgive them benediction.
For God-which the Operator certainly is not, but whose con
sci~usness is nowdivinely dissolved in rapture-can do such ano
action. Hold fast to what thread of self-consciousness you still
possess while in this state, andprepare for thenext battles-that
ofControl andCommand.

Then let the exorcist say: -
"Welcome spirits, or most noble princes, because I

have called you through him to whom every knee doth
b~w, both of things in heaven, and things in earth, and
thmgs un~er the :arth;.in whose hands are all the king
doms of kmgs, neither IS there any able to contradict his
Majesty. Wherefore, I bind you, that you remain affable
an? visible before this Circle, so long and so constant;
neither shall you depart without my license, until you have
truely and without any fallacy performed my will by
virtue of his power who hath set the sea her bounds;
beyond which it cannot pass, nor go beyond the law of his
providence, of the most High God, Lord, and King, who
hath created all things. Amen.

C?mmen~ary 27-It is at this point that a strange mystical
experience unll envelop the Operator. Something occurs within
the Operator which is projected to the spirits just as the
'Welcome' andfurther threat in the above statements are made.
!t is t~e tug ofw~r between, the Operator andspirit, as spoken of
in AXlOm 6. It unll feel as if the Operator and spiritare pulling
at the ends of a cord that is connected to the Operator's solar
pl~xus. Remem,ber, d? not attempt toforce control by any act of
unll, as st~ted in AxlO~ 6, You establish control not byforcing,
not by t.rymg to establisn thecontrol, but by simplymaintaining
a conscl~us hold over your rapture or state of pure Divine Love,
andby slmplywatching the tug-of-war feeling continue between
you and theentity. In short, it will be your passive resistance
t~at w.ill force theentity to surrender its attempts to control the
sltuatl~n, ~nd to surrender its will to you. It will all happen in
the twmklmg of an eye. You are now a divine being, and the

spirit is subject to your will. It will relent. (The reader would
also do well to reread Axiom4 at this point aswell.)

Onefinal point here. Although not dealt with in the Hep
tameron proper, the spirit or spirits-according to their aerial
nature one or more may appear at first, but at least one will
remain-will ask the Operator what he or she wishes, and will
remind the magician that he and his ministers and legions can
only fulfill that which is in their office-or powers-to fulfill.
Keep the dialogue short, as will be discussed next.

Then command what you will, and it shall be done.
Afterwards license them thus: -

"+ In the name of the Father, + and of the Son, + and of
the Holy Ghost, go in peace unto your places; peace be
between us & you; be ye ready to come when you are
called."

Commentary 28-Your first command, while yet enduring
the state of pure Divine Love, must be to have the spirits assume
a more pleasing appearance. All other sounds, apparitions, and
the like will have ceased, and literally, a mind-shattering silence
willfall over the scene in which the Operator and the spirits are
theonly players. Do notask them to take on human form, unless
it is within their office to do so, as in the case of the spirits of
Mercury andVenus. But a command to take ona "more pleasing
form" willat least tone down some of themore grotesque charac
teristics exhibited by the aerial spirits ofother days of theweek.

As given in Axiom 6, it is now time to deliver your Charge
to the spirits. Be certain yourCharge is asallencompassing and
as brief as possible, as described in Axiom 6. And above all
things, keep to your point-the fulfillment of your desire, and
the conditions upon which it is to be fulfilled-and end the evo
cation to physical manifestation as quickly as is reasonably pos
sible, by giving the License to Depart. Be sure to repeat this
License at least three times, and certainly, until the spirits have
completely vanished. Although the Operator will still be intoxi
cated with the state of pure Divine Love-and which will con
tinuefor three days orsoafter therite has ended-he orshe must
remain within the circle, burning Dominican Brand (church)
incense, and offering prayers of thanksgiving to God for having
allowed the rite to have taken place, and to have taken place
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succ~ssfully. As.the Operator does so, he or she willfeel a rapid
clearm$ of the atrand theroom, as if.a.great er;zptiness nowfills
the ~old between the. u;alls a~d ceiling. ThlS feeling will be
~nmlstakable, ~s ~he air itselftoill growclearer, despite the heavy
tncense smoke tn It. When this point has been reached, the Oper
ator .may t~en. safely leave the circle. The evocation to physical
manifestation lS nowover.

HERE ENDS PART ONE OF
Heptameron

or
MagicalElements ofPeter de Abano

PART TWO
Heptameron

or
MagicalElements of PeterdeAbano

Preparatory Remarks

The pages to follow give the conjurations of the aerial
spirits for each day of the week as set down by the Hep
tameron, as ascribed to Abano. It contains all the names of
the angels, planetary symbols, as well as the sigils of the
beings that are to be placed in the various Circles compos
ing the Circle of Art. In the original text of the Heptameron,
regarding the appearance of the spirits of each of the seven
days of the week, the author states, "But in what manner
they appear, is spoken already in the former book of Magi
cal Ceremonies."

In both the original Fourth Book of Occult Philosophy
said to have been penned by Agrippa or one of his stu
dents-as well as in the Turner Fourth Book, this state
ment appears. It is thereby referring the reader to the
Fourth Book itself-of either edition-since that book pre
sents the descriptions of these beings when they manifest.
Since the Fourth Book is not being reprinted here, I have
taken the descriptions of these beings from that book, and
inserted them at the end of the conjuration of each day of
the week. I have done this so the reader will have a com
plete working text between the covers of this book, as well
as for the sake of completeness.

Lastly, I have added an "Author's Note" where appli
cable, in order to make a point given in the text clear, or to
add such miscellaneous information that may be of help to
the reader. As with the Commentaries, these remarks are
set off in italics.
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Considerations of the Lord's day.

The Angel of the Lord's day, his Sigil, Planet, Sign of
the Planet, and the name of the fourth heaven.

Figure3
The MagicalSigils and Images of The Lord's Day

- The Angels of the Lord's day are: Michael, Dardiel,
and Huratapal.

- The.Angels of the Air ruling on the Lord's day are:
Varcan, Kmg: and Tus, Andas, and Cynabal, as his Minis
ters.

- The wind which the Angels of the Air above-said
are under is the North-Wind.

- The Angels of the fourth heaven, ruling on the
Lord's day, which ought to be called from the four parts of
the world are: -at the East: Samael, Baciel, Atel, Gabriel
and Vionairaba; -at the West: Anael, Pabel, Ustael,
Burchat, Suceratos, and Capabili; at the North: Aiel, Aniel,
[vel Aquiel], Masgabriel, Sapiel and Matuyel and at the
South: Haludiel, Machasiel, Charsiel, Uriel and Naromiel.

- The perfume of the Lord's day is Red Wheat [or Red
Sanders]. (Author's Note: That is, RedSandalwood. Remember,
not white orany other kind.)

,Q The Conjuration for the Lord's day.

I CONJURE and confirm upon you, ye strong and holy
angels of God, in the name + ADONAI + EYE + EYE +
EYA + which is he who was, and is, and is to come, + EYE
+ ABRAY +; and in the Name + SADAY + CADOS +
CADOS + sitting on high upon the Cherubim; and by the
great name Of God himself, strong and powerful, who is

exalted above all the heavens; + EYE + SARAYE + who
created the world, the heavens, the earth, the sea, and all
that in them is, in the first day, and sealed them with his
holy name + PHAA + ; and by the name of the angels who
rule in the fourth heaven, and serve before the most
mighty Salamia, an angel great and honorable; and by the
name of his star, which is Sol, and by his sign, and by the
immense name of the living God, and by all the names
aforesaid, I conjure thee, Michael, 0 great angel! who art
chief ruler of this day; and by the name + ADONAI + the
God of Israel, I conjure thee, 0 Michael! v. That thou labor
for me, and fulfill all my petitions according to my will
and desire in my cause and business.

The Spirits of the Air of the Lord's day, are under the
North wind; their nature is to procure Gold, Gems,
Carbuncles, Riches; to cause one to obtain favor and
benevolence; to dissolve the emnities of men; to raise men
to honors; and to carry or to take away infirmities. [But in
what manner they appear, it is spoken already in the
former book of Magical Ceremonies.]

(Author's Note: As explained in thePreparatory Remarks, in
each of these conjurations I am giving the verbatim account of
the appearances of the spirits ofeach day, according to theFourth
Book. The appearances o/the spirits of the Lord's Day are as
follows. Owing to the day being Sunday, theruling planet is the
Sun, according to Kabbalistic convention-)

Shapes familiar to the Spirits of the Sun. -
The Spirits of the Sun for the most part appear in a

large, full and great body sanguine and gross, in gold
color, with the tincture of blood. Their motion is as the
Lightning of Heaven; their sign is to move the person to
sweat that calls them. But their particular forms are: A
King having a Scepter riding on a Lion; A King crowned;
A Queen with a Scepter; A Bird; A Lion; A Cock; A yellow
or golden Garment; A Scepter. Caudaius.

Considerations of Monday.

The Angel of Monday, his Sigil, Planet, the Sign of the
Planet, and the name of the first heaven.
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Figure 4
The MagicalSigils and Images of Monday

- The Angels of Monday are: Gabriel, Michael, and
SamaeL

- The Angels ruling the Air on Monday are: Arcan,
King; and Bilet, Missabus, and Abuzaha as his Ministers.

- The wind which the said Angels of the .Air are
subject to is the West-wind.

- The Angels of the first heaven, ruling on Monday,
which ought to be called from the four parts of the
world: -from the East: Gabriel, Gabrael, Madiel, Deamiel,
and Janael; from the West: Sachiel, Zaniel, Habaiel,
Bachanael, and Corabael; from the North: Mael, Vuael,
Valnum, Baliel, Balay, and Humastrau, and from the
South: Curaniel, Dabriel, Darquiel, Hanun, Anayl, and
VetueL

- The perfume for Monday is Aloes. (Author's Note:
This is Lingnum Aloes wood. The reader may have heard how
expensive andrare this wood is, in their New Age travels. Benot
deceived. The source given here provides thefresh, strongherb,
and inexpensively. It is available on the world wide web from
http://www.alchemy-works.com)

,Q The Conjuration of Monday.

I CONJURE and confirm upon you, ye strong and
good angels, in the name + ADONAI + ADONAI +
ADONAI + ADONAI + EYE + EYE + EYE + CADOS +
CA.DOS + CADOS + ACHIM + ACHIM + JA + JA + strong
+ JA + who appeared in Mount Siani with the glorification
of King + ADONAI + SADAI + ZEBAOTH + ANATHAY
+ YA + YA + YA + MARANATA + ABIM + JElA +, who
created the sea, and all lakes and waters, in the second
day, which are above the heavens and in the earth, and

sealed the sea in his high name, and gave it its bounds
beyond which it cannot pass; and by the names of the
angels who rule in the first legion, and who serve
Orphaniel, a great, precious, and honorable angel, and by
the name of his star which is Luna, and by all the names
aforesaid, I conjure thee, Gabriel, who art chief ruler of
Monday, the second day, v. That thou labor for me, and
fulfill all my petitions according to my will and desire in
my cause and business.

The Spirits of the Air of Monday, are subject to the
West-wind, which is the wind of the Moon: their nature is
to give silver; to convey things from place to place; to
make horses swift; and to disclose the secrets of persons
both present and future:

The forms familiar to the Spirits of the Moon. -
They will for the most part appear in a great and full

body, soft and phlegmatique, of color like. a black obscure
cloud, having a swelling countenance, with eyes red and
full of water, a bald head, and teeth like a wild boar. Their
motion is as it were an exceeding great tempest of the Sea.
For their sign, there will appear an exceeding great rain
about the Circle. And in particular their shapes are: A King
like an Archer riding upon a Doe; a little Boy; A Woman
hunter with a bow and arrows; A Cow; A little Doe; A
Goose; A Garment green or silver-colored; An Arrow; A
Creature having many feet.

Considerations of Tuesday.

The Angel of Tuesday, his Sigil, his Planet, the Sign
governing that Planet, and the names of the fifth
heaven:-
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Figure5
The Magical Sigils and Imagesof Tuesday

- The Angels of Tuesday are: Samael, Satael, and
Amabiel.

- The Angels of the Air ruling in Tuesday are: Samax,
King; and Carmax, Ismoli and Paffran as his Ministers.

- The wind to which the said Angels are subject to is
the East-wind.

- The Angels of the fifth heaven ruling on Tuesday,
which ought to be called from the four parts of the world
are: -at the East: Friagne, Guael, Damael, Calzas, and
Arragon; at the West: Lama, Astagna, Lobquin, Soncas,
[azel, and Irel; at the North: Rahumel, Hyniel, Rayel, Sera
phiel, Mathiel, and Fraciel; and at the South: Sacriel, [aniel,
Galdel, Osael, Vianuel, Zaliel.

- The perfume for Tuesday is Pepper. (Author's Note:
This is simple black pepper, but course ground is best. Since this
type of pepper burnsmore slowly, it is less irritating to theeyes.
Properly speaking, the spirits of Tuesday must be summoned
out-of-doors, as the caustic nature ofeven course ground black
pepper is simply too irritating for conducting the rite in an
enclosure.)

Q The Conjuration of Tuesday.

I CONJURE and call upon you, ye strong and good
angels, in the names + YA + YA + YA + HE + HE + HE +
U+ID+~+~+~+U+U+U+~+~

+ AN + AlA + AlA + AlA + EL + AY + ELIBRA +
ELOHIM + ELOHIM +; and by the names of the high God,
who hath made the sea and dry land, and by his word hath
made the earth, and produced trees, and hath set his seal
upon the planets, with his precious, honored, revered and

holy name; and by the name of the angels governing in the
fifth house, who are subservient to the great angel Acimoy,
who is strong, powerful, and honored, and by the name of
his star which is called Mars, I call upon thee, Samael, by
the names above mentioned, thou great angel ! who
presides over the day of Mars, and by the name +
ADONAI + the living and true God, v. that thou labor for
me, and fulfill all my petitions according to my will and
desire in my cause and business.

The Spirits of the Air of Tuesday are under the East
wind: their nature is to cause wars, mortality, death and
combustions; and to give two thousand Soldiers at a time;
and to bring death, infirmities or health.

The familiar shapes of the Spirits of Mars. -
They appear in a tall body, cholerick, a filthy counte

nance of color brown, swarthy or red, having horns like
Harts horns, and Griphins claws, bellowing like wild Bulls.
Their motion is like fire burning; their sign Thunder and
Lightning about the Circle. Their particular shapes are: A
King armed riding upon a Wolf; a Man armed; A Woman
holding a buckler on her thigh; A Hee-goat; A Horse; A
Stag; A Red Garment; Wool; A Cheeslip.

Considerations of Wednesday.

The Angel of Wednesday, his Sigil, his Planet, the Sign
governing that Planet, and the name of the second heaven.

Raphael

Figure 6
The Magical Sigils and Imagesof Wednesday

- The Angels of Wednesday are: Raphael, Miel, &
Seraphiel.
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- The Angels of the Air on Wednesdaty are: Mediat
[or Modiat], King; and Suquinos, and Sallales as Ministers.

- The wind to which the said Angels of the Air are
subject is the South-West wind.

- The Angels of the second heaven governing
Wednesday, which ought to be called from the four parts
of the world are: -at the East: -Mathlai, Tarmiel, and
Baraborat; at the West: [eresous, and Mitraton; at the
North: Thiel, Rael, [ariahel, Venahel, Velel, Abuiori, and
Ucirnuel; and at the South: Milliel, Nelapa, Babel, Caluel,
Vel, and Laquel.

- The fumigation of Wednesday is Mastick.

n The Conjuration of Wednesday.

I CONJURE and call upon you, ye strong and holy
angels, good and powerful, in a strong name of fear and
praise, + JA + ADONAI + ELOHIM + SADAY + SADAY +
SADAY + EIB + EIB + EIB + ASAMIE + ASAMIB +; and in
the name of ADONAY, the God of Israel, who hath made
the two great lights, and distinguished day from night for
the benefit of his creatures; and by the names of all the
discerning angels, governing openly in the second house
before the great angel Tetra, strong and powerful; and by
the name of his star which is Mercury; and by the name of
his seal, which is that of a powerful and honored God; and
I call upon thee, Raphael, and by the names above men
tioned, thou great angel who presides over the fourth day:
and by the holy name which is written in the front of
Aaron, created the most high priest, and by the names of
all the angels who are constant in the grace of Christ, and
by the name and place of Ammaluim, v. that thou labor for
me, and fulfill all my petitions according to my will and
desire in my cause and business.

The Spirits of the Air of Wednesday are subject to the
South-West-wind: Their nature is to give all Metals; to
reveal all earthly things past, present, and to come; to
pacify judges; to give victories in war; to re-edify; and to
teach experiment and all decayed Sciences; and to change
bodies mixt of Elements conditionally out of one into

another; to give infirmitied or health; to raise the poOf, and
cast down the high ones; to bind or loose Spirits; to open
locks or bolts: such-kind of Spirits have the operation of
others, but not in their perfect power, but in virtue or
knowledge. (Author's Note: "decayed Sciences" refers to the
physical sciences as we know them today. That is, physics,
astronomy, chemistry, and mathematics. These sciences were
considered decayed because they were not ofheavenly orso-called
spiritual quality; another indication of the religious tone and
attitude of theearly days theHeptameron was in use. "...but not
in their perfect power, but in virtue orknowledge," refers to the
belief that mercurial influences could not, in and of themselves,
operate to open lock directly. That is, a mercurial spirit would
not appear and perform such afeat for the Operator.. Instead, the
spirits would soinfluence themindof the Operator thatheorshe
would suddenly receive the knowledge of how to perform that
action by themselves.)

The familiar forms of the Spirits of Mercury. -
The Spirits of Mercury will appear for the most part in

a body of a middle stature, cold, liquid, and moist, fair,
and with an affable speech; in a human shape and form;
like unto a Knight armed; of color clear and bright. The
motion of them is as it were silver-colored clouds. For their
sign, they cause and bring horror and fear unto him that
calls them. But their particular shapes are: A King riding
upon a Bear; A fair youth; A Woman holding a distaffe; A
Dog; A Shee-Bear; A Magpie; A Garment of sundry
changeable colors; A Rod; A little staffe. (Author's Note: In
my opinion, the appearance of the spirits of Mercury are by far
the most terrifying at first, as are the physical phenomena that
accompany their full manifestation. After being constrained
however, they are most pleasing. Their assumption then is as
that ofa 'fair youth' given above. They are indeed powerful, and
dispense theVirtues of their Office liberally andgraciously.)

Considerations of Thursday.

The Angel of Thursday, his Sigil, Planet, the Sign of the
Planet, and the name of the sixth heaven.
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Figure7
The MagicalSigils and Imagesof Thursday

- The Angels of Thursday are: Sachiel, Castiel, and
AsasieL

- The Angels of the Air governing Thursday are: Suth,
King; and Maguth, and Gutrix as his Ministers.

- The wind which the said Angels of the Air are
under is the South-wind.

- But because there are no Angels of the Air to be
found above the fifth heaven, therefore on Thursday say
the prayers following in the four parts of the world -

- At the East: 0 great and most high God, honored be
thy name, world without end.

- At the West: 0 wise, pure, and just God, of divine
clemency, I beseech thee, most holy Father, that this day I
may perfectly understand and accomplish my petitions,
work and labor; for the honor and glory of thy holy name,
who livest and reignest, world without end. Amen.

- At the North: 0 God, strong, mighty, and wonder
ful, from everlasting to everlasting, grant that this day I
bring to effect that which I desire, through our blessed
Lord. Amen.

- At the South: 0 mighty and most merciful God, hear
my prayers and grant my petitions.

- The perfume for Thursday is Saffron.

a The Conjuration of Thursday.

I CONJURE and confirm upon you, ye strong and holy
angels, by the names + CADOS + CADOS + CADOS +
ESCHEREIE + ESCHEREIE + ESCHEREIE + HATIM + YA
+, strong founder of the worlds; + CANTINE + JAYM +
JANIC + ANIC + CALBOT + SABBAC + BERISAY +

ALNAYM +; and by the name + ADONAI +, who created
fishes and creeping things in the waters, and birds upon
the face of the earth, flying towards heaven, in the fifth
day; and by the names of the angels serving in the sixth
host before Pastor, a holy angel, and a great and powerful
prince and by the name of his star which is Jupiter, and by
the name of his seal, and by the name of + ADONAY +, the
great God, Creator of all things, and by the name of all the
stars, and by their power and virtue, and by all the names
aforesaid, I conjure thee, Sachiel, a great Angel, who art
chief ruler of Thursday, v. that thou labor for me, and
fulfill all my petitions according to my will and desire in
my cause and business.

The Spirits of the Air of Thursday, are subject to the
South-wind; their nature is to procure the love of women;
to cause men to be merry and joyful; to pacify strife and
contentions; to appease enemies; to heal the diseased, and
to disease the whole; and procureth losses, or take them
away. (Author's Note: The reader will nodoubt have noticed the
considerable differences in the Offices of these spirits as opposed
to New Age 'Qabalistic' planetary attributions. The ancient
Kabbalah of Reuchlin, Waite, Levi, andother Old System Magic
magicians and Kabbalists is much richer than the crib sheet
approach postured and promulgated by modern magic. The
reader would do well to study these older texts, if you desire to
build a solid Kabbalistic foundation, and construct a powerful,
effective, andefficient subjective synthesis.)

The familiar forms to the Spirits of Jupiter.-
The spirits of Jupiter do appear with a body sanguine

and cholerick, of a middle stature, with a horrible fearful
motion; but with a mild countenance, a gentle speech, and
of the color of Iron. The motion of them is flashings of
Lightning and Thunder; their sign is, there will appear
men about the circle, who shall seem to be devoured of
Lions. Their particular forms are: A King with a Sword
drawn, riding on a Stag; A Man wearing a Mitre in long
raiment; A Maid with a Laurel- Crown adorned with
Flowers; A Bull; A Stag; A Peacock; An azure Garment; A
Sword; A Box-tree.
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Considerations of Friday.

The Angel of Friday, his Sigil, his Planet, the Sign
governing that Planet, and the name of the third heaven.

Figure 8
The Magical Sigils and Images of Friday

- The Angels of Friday are: Anael, Rachiel, SachieL
- The Angels of the Air reigning on Friday are:

Sarabotes, King; and Amabiel, Aba, Abalidoth, and Flaef
as his Ministers.

- The wind which the said Angels of the Air are
under is the West-wind.

- The Angels of the third heaven, ruling on Friday,
which are to be called from the four parts of the world are:
at the East: Setchiel, Chedusitaniel, Corat, Tamael, and
Tenaciel; at the West: Turiel, Coniel, Babiel, Kadie, Maltiel,
and Huphaltiel; at the North: Peniel, Penael, Penat,
Raphael, Raniel, and Doremiel; and at the South: Porna,
Sachiel, Chermiel, Samael, Santanael, and FamieL

- The perfume of Friday is Pepperwort.

n The Conjuration of Friday.

I CONJURE & confirm upon you, ye strong & holy
angels, by the names ON + HEY + HEYA + JA + JE +
SADAY + ADONAY +, and in the name SADAY who cre
ated four-footed beasts, and creeping things, and man, in
the sixth day, and gave to Adam power over all creatures;
wherefore blessed be the name of the Creator in his place;
and by the name of the angels serving in the third host,
before Dagiel, a great angel, and a strong and powerful
prince, and by the name of his star, which is Venus, and by
his seal which is holy; and by all the names aforesaid, I

conjure upon thee, Anael, who art the chief ruler this day,
that thou labor for me, and fulfill all my petitions accord
ing to my will and desire in my cause and business.

The Spirits of the Air of Friday are subject to the West
wind; their nature is to give silver; to excite men, and
incline them to luxury; to reconcile enemies through lux
ury; to make marriages; to allure men to love women; to
cause, or take away infirmities; and to do all things which
have motion.

Familiar shapes of the Spirits of Venus. -
They do appear with a fair body, of middle stature,

with an amiable and pleasant countenance, of color white
or green, the upper part golden. The motion of them is as it
were a most clear Star. For their sign, there will seem to be
maids playing without the Circle, which will provoke and
allure him that calleth them to play. But their particular
forms are: A King with a Scepter riding upon a Camel; A
Maid clothed and dressed beautifully; A Maid naked; A
Shee-goat; A Camel; A Dove; A white or green Garment;
Flowers; the herb Savine. (Author's Note: The spirits of Venus
are the most alluring of all. Great care must be used when they
manifest, so the Operator does notfall for their attempts to draw
him or her from the Circle. Their voices are so melodic, it might
remind theOperator of thelegends of theSirens ofold who lured
sailors to their death through a shipwreck on rocky coastlines.
This is another reason to operate alone. The Operator will have
enough difficulty controlling their own human nature during
this manifestation, without having to worry about what a
"servant" orassistant might do once these spirits take form.

I should make another point here. By now the reader has
become aware of the multitudinous shapes and activities that
occur during the 'process of manifestation,' as indeed it is a pro
cess. But it is not linear, meaning, one part of the manifestation
does not (necessarily) occur first, another second, and so on.
Despite this, I have found that there is a general trend which, by
knowing in advance, may help the Operator during this critical
phase of the evocation. The "motion" in the room generally
occurs first, followed by the appearance of ghost-like appari
tions-here, the maids playing about the outer circle's circum-
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ference-and then thesolid appearance of the spirit. In this case,
asan example, themanifestation ofa King with a Scepter riding
upon a Camel. If theOperator receives this normal typeof mani
festation, all is well and good. All too often however, one of the
more strange manifestations of the spirit will occur, such as-in
this case-a white or green garment, or even a talking herb. It
maysound humorous, trying to have a dialogue with a talking
garment orherb, but I assure you, it is not. The Operator's real
ity has been altered so greatly already, that additional stress
caused to his or her perceptions could very well prove too much
to endure. Thus, in these instances, the Operator must immedi
ately charge thespirit toassume a more pleasing, understandable
form. In this case, a human form. After such a charge, the spirit
will immediately change its appearance to-in this case-either
the King with a scepter riding upon a camel, a lovely woman
dressed beautifully, or a beautiful, naked woman. Once again,
the Operator must maintain control over themselves while in the
state of Divine Love, as the Control aspect of the evocation is
about to commence.)

Considerations of Saturday, or the Sabbaoth.

The Angel of Saturday, his Sigil, his Planet, and the
Sign governing that Planet.

~5WS'*''''''''''''..............~

Figure 9
The Magical Sigils and Images of Saturday

- The Angels of Saturday are: Cassiel, Uriel, and
Machatan.

- The Angels of the Air ruling on Saturday are:
Maymon, King; and Abumalith, Assaibi and Balidet as his
Ministers.

- The wind which the said Angels of the Air are
under is the South-West-wind.

- The fumigation of Saturday is Sulphur.
It has already been declared in the considerations of

Thursday, that there are no Angels ruling the Air, above
the fifth heaven: therefore in the four Angles of the world,
use those Orations which you see applied to that purpose
on Thursday.

At the East: 0 great and most high God, honored be
thy name, world without end. And so on.

n The Conjuration of Saturday.

I CONJURE & confirm upon you, Caphriel or Cassiel,
Machator, and Seraquiel, strong and powerful Angels; and
by the name + ADONAY + ADONAY + ADONAY + EIB+
EIB + EIB + ACIM + ACIM + ACIM + CADOS + CADOS +
IMA + IMA + IMA + SALAY + JA + SAR +, Lord and
Maker of the World, who rested on the seventh day; and
by him who of his good pleasure gave the same to be
observed by the children of Israel through-out their gener
ations, that they should keep and sanctify the same, to
have thereby a good reward in the world to come; and by
the names of the angels serving in the seventh host, before
Booel, a great angel, and powerful prince; and by the name
of his star, which is Saturn; and by his holy seal, and by the
name before spoken, I conjure upon thee, Caphriel, who
art chief ruler of the seventh day, which is the Sabbaoth,
that thou labor for me, and fulfill all my petitions accord
ing to my will and desire in my cause and business.

The Spirits of the Air of Saturday are subject to the
South-West: their nature is to sow discords" hatred, evil
thoughts and cogitations; to give leave freely, to slay and
kill everyone, and to lame or maim every member.
(Author's Note: The word, "cogitations" refers to one's ability to
judge; to think and to reason. As such, the reference is that the
spirits of this day increase theOperator's faculty in this regard.

Notice also that even though the Heptameron is a Roman
Catholic grimoire, theJewish Sabbath is referred to specifically,
and the conjuration gives a very dignified description of the day
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and it~ or~gin. It was c~stomary for the Catholic originators of TABLES OF THE ANGELS OF THE HOURS,

thegrtmoires, even during those dangerous times of the Inquisi- according to the course of the day.

tion Tribunal, to nevertheless pay honor to the Hebrews and
~heir Jewish religion. This was a carryover of the Kabbalistic SUNDAY

influence theworks of such early writers asRuechlin made upon
Hours, day Angels Hours, night Angelstheearly Christian magicians.)

The shapes familiar to the Spirits of Saturn. - 1. Yayn Michael 1. Beron Sachiel

They appear for the most part with a tall, lean, and 2. [anor Anael 2. Barol Samael
slender b~dy, wi~h an angry countenance, having four 3. Nasnia Raphael 3. Thaun Michael
faces; one In the hinder part of the head, one on the former 4.Salla Gabriel 4. Athir Anael
part of the head, and on each side nosed and beaked: there 5.Sadedali Cassiel 5. Mathun Raphael
likewise appeareth a face on each knee, of a black shining
color: their motion is the moving of the wind, with a kind 6. Thamur Sachiel 6. Rona Gabriel

of earthquake: ~heir sign is white ear.th, whiter than any 7.0urer Samael 7. Netos Cassiel

s~~w. The particular forms are: A KIng having a beard, 8. Tanic Michael 8. Tafrac Sachiel
riding on a Dragon; An old man with a beard; An old 9. Neron Anael 9.Sassur Samael
woman leaning on a staff; A Hog; A Dragon; An Owl; A 10. [ayon Raphael 10. Aglo Michael
black Garment; A Hook or Sickle; a Juniper-tree. (Author's
Note: By far, these are the most serious spirits to deal with.

11. Abay Gabriel 11. Calerna Anael

l!nl~ss the Operator can ,senuinely, honestly, and realistically 12. Natalon Cassiel 12. Salam Raphael

Justify the need to deal WIth these beings, he or she is advised in MONDAY
the strongest terms to leave them alone. Unless you are thor-
oughly experienced in evocation to physical manifestation and Hours, day Angels Hours, night Angels
can control your mind during the state of Divine Love, I warn
you to leave these powerful beings severely alone.) 1. Yayn Gabriel 1. Beron Anael

2. [anor Cassiel 2. Barol Raphael

3. Nasnia Sachiel 3. Thaun Gabriel

4.Salla Samael 4. Athir Cassiel

5.Sadedali Michael 5. Mathon. Sachiel

6. Thamur Anael 6. Rana Samael

7.0urer Raphael 7. Netos Michael

8. Tanic Gabriel 8. Tafrac Anael

9. Neron Cassiel 9. Sassur Raphael

10. [ayon Sachiel 10. AgIo Gabriel

11. Abay Samael 11. Calerna Cassiel

12. Natalon Michael 12. Salam Sachiel
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TUESDAY THURSDAY

Hours, day Angels Hours, night Angels Hours, day Angels Hours, night Angels
1. Yayn Samael 1. Beron Cassiel 1. Yayn Sachiel 1. Beron Gabriel
2. [anor Michael 2. Barol Sachiel 2. [anor Samael 2. Barol Cassiel
3. Nasnia Anael 3. Thanu Samael 3. Nasnia Michael 3. Thanu Sachiel
4.Salla Raphael 4. Athir Michael 4.Salla Anael 4. Athir Samael
5. Sadedal Gabriel 5. Mathon Anael 5.Sadedali Raphael 5. Maton Michael
6. Thamur Cassiel 6. Rana Raphael 6. Thamur Gabriel 6. Rana Anael
7. Gurer Sachiel 7. Netos Gabriel 7.0urer Cassiel 7. Netos Raphael
8. Tanic Samael 8. Tafrac Cassiel 8. Tanic Sachiel 8. Tafrac Gabriel
9. Neron Michael 9. Sussur Sachiel 9. Neron Samael 9.Sassur Cassiel

10. Jayon Anael 10. Aglo Samael 10. [ayon Michael 10. Aglo Sachiel
11. Abay Raphael 11. Calema Michael 11. Abay Anael 11. Calema Samael
12. Natalon Gabriel 12. Salam Anael 12. Natalon Raphael 12. Salam Michael

WEDNESDAY FRIDAY

Hours, day Angels Hours, night Angels Hours, day Angels Hours, night Angels
1. Yayn Raphael 1. Beron Michael 1. Yayn Anael 1. Beron Samael
2. [anor Gabriel 2. Barol Anael 2. [anor Raphael 2. Barol Michael
3. Nasnia Cassiel 3. Thanu Raphiel 3. Nasnia Gabriel 3. Thanu Anael
4.Salla Sachiel 4. Athir Gabriel 4.Salla Cassiel 4. Athir Raphael
5.Sadedali Samael 5. Mathon Cassiel 5.Sadedali Sachiel 5. Maton Gabriel
6. Thamur Michael 6. Rana Sachiel 6. Thamur Samael 6. Rana Cassiel
7. Gurer Anael 7. Netos Samael 7. Gurer Michael 7. Netos Sachiel
8. Tanic Raphael 8. Tafrac Michael 8. Tanic Anael 8. Tafrac Samael
9. Neron Gabriel 9. Sassur Anael 9. Neron Raphael 9.Sassur Michael

10. [ayon Cassiel 10. Aglo Raphael 10. [ayon Gabriel 10. Aglo Anael
11. Abay Sachiel 11. Calema Gabriel 11. Abay Cassiel 11. Calema Raphael
12. Neron Samael 12. Salam Cassiel 12. Natalon Sachiel 12. Salam Gabriel
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SATURDAY

Hours, day

1. Yayn
2. [anor
3. Nasnia
4.Salla
5.Sadedali
6. Thamur
7.0urer
8. Tanic
9. Neron

10. Jayon
11. Abay
12. Natalon

Angels

Cassiel
Sachiel
Samael
Michael
Anael
Raphael
Gabriel
Cassiel
Sachiel
Samael
Michael
Anael

Hours, night

1. Beron
2. Barel
3. Thanu
4. Athir
5. Maton
6. Rana
7. Netos
8. Tafrac
9. Sussur

10. Aglo
11. Calerna
12. Salam

Angels

Raphael
Gabriel
Cassiel
Sachiel
Samael
Michael
Anael
Raphael
Gabriel
Cassiel
Sachiel
Samael

appeareth arising in the horizon: and the fi!st hour of the
night is to be the thirteenth hour, from the first hour of t~e
day. But of these things it is sufficiently spoken. (Author s
Note: Admittedly, this is an awkward way to refer to. the
'thirteenth hour,' which is actually thefirst hour of the mght.
That is it is the next hour after thetwelfth hour of the day. By
referri~g to Commentary 4 on calculating the h~urs of ~he daV
and night, any problem the reader should experience wzth ihie
issue should be readily resolved.)

HERE ENDS THEHEPTAMERON
OR

MAGICAL ELEMENTS ofPeter DeAbano

(Author's Note: The reader willfind thelist of these names of the
hours of the day and night and their angels also in the section,
"Of theNames of the Hours and theAngels Ruling Them," ear
lier in this chapter. You may also notice a difference in the
spelling of some of thenames in that earlier section compared to
the spellings given here, as well as words capitalized out of
sequence, periods where they do not belong, andother grammati
cal features that do not constitute "good English" as we know it
today. The problem of thespelling is to be expected when dealing
with the problem of transcription through the centuries, and
poses no problem. In all cases, the Operator should use the
spelling of thenames of the hours of theday andnight,and their
angels, as they appear in this latter listing. As to the capitaliza
tion and other grammatical errors, I have inserted them here
exactly as they appear in the original Heptameron. This was
done in order to give the reader the flavor of the times in which
this grammar of magic was written, as well as to preserve the
text as it originally appears.)

But this is to be observed by the way, that the first hour
of the day, of every Country, and in every season whatso
ever, is to be assigned to the Sun-rising, when he first
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Chapter Six

Handling the Success and Dealingwith the
Slingshot Effect

T he reader may well be saying at this point, "Well,
maybe I could use a little coaching in handling the
Slingshot Effect, butwhy would I ever need any help

on handling success? There can't be anything dumber than
that!" The question seems logical on the surface. But like
an iceberg, ninety percent of the issue lies below the sur
face. This is why I decided to add this final chapter to a
book that is designed to help the reader fulfill his or her
material, intellectual, and emotional desires. Things are not
always as they seem. While what follows here may appear
to be philosophical, I assure you that in the end-after you
have conducted your first evocation to physical manifesta
tion from the Heptameron-you will agree with me that the
advice offered herein is nothing short of intensely practi
cal.

Right now, as you are scanning these lines, I am willing
to bet that you are no different from the rest of humanity.
You have needs. You have wants. You have desires that
are combinations of both needs and wants. You may even
possess such a high level of self-honesty that you can
clearly distinguish between your needs and wants, and
understand that the two are-as in so many instances
light years apart. Yet, you still covet them, and for reasons
of your own, have justified them.

Ultimately, you are correct in doing so. For unlike the
society in which you live, which seeks to placate the crip
pled mentalities of their dull populace with instant gratifi-
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cation fads and quick-fix, passing fa~cies, you ha:,e ~et
your own course and .intend to follow It through to .ItS In
evitable conclusion. Nor do you accept the empty dictates
and reasons for suffering in the here-and-now in exchange
for the promise of a better afterlife, spouted from the
church steeples, synagogue roof-tops, an~ temple. r?m·
parts of dead religions still masqueradIng. as living,
vibrant, paths to spiritual wholeness and salvation.

You have seen the cons and lies in the grinning death
masks of their pseudo self-righteous priests, ministers, and
rabbis. And you have rightly and justly rejected them and
their dogmas that only lead to.incre~sed. c?ffers for them
selves and their churches, while maintairung power over
you, your thoughts, and therefore, over your entire life.
Instead, not only have you determined to. set ,Your own
course, you are grimly committe~ to .folloWlI~~ It; a course
of action that will produce a satisfying, exciting ~nd full
life that in the end, will make your stay upon this earth
something to be remembered.

These secret determinations and judgments were the
factors that led you to this book. I salute you for your atti
tude and courage in taking the responsibility for your own
life-material, intellectual, emotional, and psychic-s-forget
the 'spiritual' nonsense-and placing it into your own
hands. But as you have seen throughout this book, addi
tional instructions must be offered even to the most coura
geous among my readers, so that they ~ow how to hand~e
the finer points of what is now looming large on their
magical horizon.

In your first evocations, be extremely car~ful w~en
satisfying only your wants. Of course, t~ere IS n?thIng
wrong with this. I will certainly not caution ,You I~ that
watered-down Christian ethic that presents Itself In the
New Age literature as, ' as lon~ as it does not interfe:e
with the Will of another ' That IS nonsense. Everyday, In
every way, in all walks of life, one person, one town: one
state, and one country is interfe~ing with the ':YIll ?f
another. It is a function and reflection of the workings In
Malkuth, and as much a part and substance of this plane of
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existence, as is the hardest and most brilliant diamond that
was ever found. As well it should be.

No, I am not trying to blind you with the 'ThouShalts'
or 'Thou Shalt Nots' of the religious scoundrel or the New
Age fraud. Rather, I am cautioning you to hold off on your
fulfillment of pure wants in the beginning. The reason for
this is quite practical and tactical.

After your first success in evocation to physical mani
festation from the Heptameron, you will-for weeks after
ward-remain in that twilight state of magical conscious
ness wherein all things are not simply possible or even
probable, but inevitable. It is this altered awareness, the
product of the altered state of consciousness achieved
during the Operation, that will be creating permanent
brain changes within both your mind and your very being.
You will be seeing clearly, but not necessarily realistically.
You be 'psychically intoxicated' as I like to put it, by the
knowledge that you can, indeed, have or be whatever you
want. The only limitations you will have are those you put
upon yourself. But remember. Everything has a price.

In terms of your everyday reality, 1 am cautioning you
not to fall into the something for nothing trap so aptly
demonstrated in American society. That lie exists only in
this country. It is not an enduring part of hard core real
ity-the reality in which you live. Since society surrounds
you every day, it will effect your overall attitude, including
the new attitude produced by your success with evocation
to physical manifestation. You will think, "I can have this,
and I can have that." In the long run you can and will, but
not now. Not immediately. Be on guard.

Let the changes going on within you enter into your
mental and life streams fully, and gel properly and com
pletely before deciding upon "What do I get next!" To
allow these internal changes and their gelling to occur eas
ily and safely, withdraw as much as possible from the
daily insanities of those around you. Seek quiet and Peace
in which to grow, because during this time of inner
change, many of the wants you viewed as needs, and
needs that you viewed as wants, will exchange places.

This alone will leave you with an entirely new concept
of who you are, where you are, where you are going, and
how you will get there. In addition, your entire psychic
makeup will undergo a radical transformation-a very
positive one-that will lead you down new paths of self
discovery and awareness, and into deeper and deeper
levels of understanding 'who' and indeed 'what' you
really are. In fact, you will find that 'you' are not 'who' you
thought 'you' were. Nor 'what' you were. You will come to
the realization that truly, you are a work in progress, and
quickly come to understand that progress will take time
and nurturing, just as changing from one occupation to
another requires time and practice to acquire and properly
use a new set of skills.

But the societal aspect of the something for nothing lie,
extended into your future evocation plans, is only part of
the temptation into which you could fall. Compared to the
more sinister aspect to be dealt with here, it could even be
called the superficial part of your potential problem. For
the sinister part involves the evoked spirits-or demons, or
Fallen angels-because in fact, that is what they really are.
While you will send them back to their own world by the
License to Depart, and in this way be free of them, you will
not-and I strongly repeat-will not be free of their influ
ence, until the object of your want, desire, or need, has
been fulfilled completely and in all of its parts.

Their fulfillment of your needs is one thing. In terms of
the Slingshot Effect, the events that may yet occur even
with a near-perfect evocation will be-as I said in Axiom
7-mild, in the case of having a need fulfilled. But if you
play around with having some flippant 'want' gratified
even though full manifestation, Control and Command
were established-the possibility of having a mild Sling
shot Effect will skyrocket. It will be as if you rationalized
away the fact that the evocation did not begin well, and yet
persisted through to its conclusion.

This is because these beings are-as I have explained
by their very natures, highly resistant to following any
Will other than their own. Once again. It is not that they
see you as an enemy to be destroyed outright. But their
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changeable, unstable natures and willfulness, will still
enter into their actions in fulfilling your ends. In the case of
a 'need,' I suspect the deeper levels of your subconscious
subjective synthesis actually aid them in doing what they
must/as you innately view the need as justified. In the case
of a 'want,' that same subjective synthesis operates both
for and against you, much like a contestant on a game
show who cannot make up their mind what gifts to select
when they win the contest. Some gifts are practical and are
needed, but are no fun. Others are just plain fun, but stir
up feelings of guilt. Between these two extremes, the tug
of-war goes on, always producing dissatisfaction with
whatever gifts are selected.

Make no mistake about it. The more negative emo
tions-both conscious and subconscious-you will experi
ence regarding the legitimacy and fulfillment of your
wants, the more means and ways your subjective synthesis
will automatically offer up to the spirits in order to trip
you up. So whatever y~u do, b~ild your se~ of expe~ience

and working acumen in evocation to physical manifesta
tion gradually, over a reasonable period of time, by having
what you currently perceive as needs fulfilled first.

Remember. Your wants and needs will change. They
will shift identities, the needs becoming wants and vice
versa, in addition to genuine needs, perceived wants, and
earnest desires actually changing into other needs, wants,
and desires. You mayor may not believe me at this point.
Nevertheless, I tell you here and now that the path of
power and progress you are to embark upon-should you
choose to work the Heptameron-will give you enough
with which to contend, without mudding up your own
waters of self interest.

As to the Slingshot Effect itself. As I have explained, as
long as you follow the Magical Axioms, produce full mani
festation, and establish Control and Command, you have
nothing to fear from the more overt displays of the Sling
shot Effect. Of course, there is always the possibility that
you could experience mild effects even from a thorough~y

well conducted evocation. But as I stated, those effects WIll
most probably be so mild you may hardly be aware of

them. Nevertheless, be vigilant during the days following
the evocation, and certainly, until the object you sought
from the evocation is fully and completely manifested in
your life.

Yet, even when some of these effects do occur from a
well conducted rite, in time, you will merely muse at them,
realizing how much they too can be part of the ~verall

process of evocation and personal growth. Because m fact,
that is what evocation and all Old System Magic-as well
as true Hermetic Magic-is about. Personal growth. This is
the path you could very well choose to set your foot.up<:n.
If you do, I wish you well. For I can guarantee you a ~lfe

like no other, filled with more wonders and amazmg
experiences than you could possibly imagine at this
moment. Your life will be full of the treasures uncovered
on your journey of Self discovery, from the ~aterial wealth
and benefits received through your magical work, and
from the new visions and vistas that will fill your mind,
heart, and eyes-both the inner and outer.

I leave you, my loyal reader, who has passe? through
so much in this book, with a final recommendation. It has
always been my contention that as long as you must
breathe your last breath yourself, let no person, no institu
tion, no group or organization, tell you how to live your
life. Obey the laws of the country in ~hi~h you are in: only
for the sake of expediency in not bemg mterfered WIth by
those who would rather see you under the heel of their
boot.

Live according to your own inner sense of ethics and
morals not as 'a beast of the fields,' indulging in every
excess your newly derived power from evocation to physi
cal manifestation most certainly can confer upon you.
Those ideals-the self-designed, inwardly created codes of
morality and ethics-are not dirty words after all. They are
guideposts along the pat~ you h?ve chosen .to travel. .And
after having lived your life, havI.ng seen thmgs and }our
neyed to those furthermost limits of human expenence
where few mortals have ever dared to go, let your epitaph
read "I lived my life as I wanted to, where I wanted to,
and how I wanted to. I created my own Way, lived it by a
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code I set for myself, and traveled this Path alone. Let criti
cism and its servants be damned!"
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